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CHeck Out All Our New Poultry Supplies !

Order Toll Free 1-800-624-4493

Order Online: FlemingOutdoors.com

Order By Fax: 1-334-562-9000
www.FlemingOutdoors.com

Store Hours: M - F
8:00 am - 4:30 pm CST

See Page 48 For Shipping

Dear Friends,

 I would like to take this time to thank every one of our loyal customers 
who have supported Fleming Outdoors over the years. This past year has been a 
record year for Fleming Outdoors and we are growing steadily with the addition of 
many new products.

 Today everyone hears the phrase “Going Green”, but our customers 
are truly doing just that. There has been an increase in the interest in poultry and 
gardening supplies like never before. Many of the additions in our product line are 
focused on the “Green Lifestyle”. Whether you live on a 100-acre farm or have a 
small backyard in the city we have the products to fit your need. 

 We strive to provide our customers with a knowledgeable customer ser-
vice staff that is familiar with the products and their application. Many of our sales 
staff spend countless hours enjoying and testing our products. All our products 
come with a 100% Satisfaction Guarantee. If you are not completely satisfied with 
any of our products, we will gladly refund your money.

Sincerely,
Eric Fleming

See Pages 18 - 21 See Pages 28 - 32

See Pages 14 - 34 See Page 32
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Has 9 inch reflector, bulb guard, 6’ cord, 
porcelain socket, hang up loop. BULB NOT 
INCLUDED 110 Volt, 125 Watt. -Now for the 
small producer we offer the most efficient of infra 
red heat brooders.
EQP-03347......Brooder Lamp..............$15.00
EQP-03348......250 Watt Bulb............... $6.25

Brooder Lamp
Reflector

Start your flock off right with 
Chick Starter, Oyster Shell and 
Poultry Grit. This feed has every-
thing your baby chicks need to 
grow and thrive and the included 
medication prevents coccidiosis, 
a common (deadly) chick disease. 
Oyster Shells are a good source 
of calcium, helping build strong 
eggshells for your birds.  Grit is 
necessary for proper digestion for 
all classes of poultry.

FED-11740.....................Chick Starter...................5 lbs....................SALE: $6.75
FED-11745.....................Oyster Shells....................5 lbs....................SALE: $7.25
FED-11746.....................Poultry Grit.....................5 lbs....................SALE: $7.50

Chicken Starter, Grit and Oyster Shell

These large capacity waterers are rust proof, 
dent proof, and easy to fill. The vacuum-sealed 
cap creates an automatic water flow. The rug-
ged handle makes transport around the yard 
easy. Jar snaps compactly into base.

EQP-03166.....3 Gallon.....SALE: $29.50
EQP-03168.....5 Gallon.....SALE: $36.50
EQP-03170.....7 Gallon.....SALE: $42.25

Plastic Poultry
Fount

1 Quart Plastic Feeder is constructed of heavy 
duty polyethylene. Base features 8 openings 
with ribs to minimize feed spillage. Base and 
Jar is included. Great for school projects and 
home use for new baby chicks. Red, Green, 
Purple and Yellow Colors Available 

EQP-03115...........Feeder..............$4.99
EQP-03112...........Waterer............$3.99

1 Quart Chick Feeders 
& Waterers



Egg Incubator Information Page

Egg Hatching Tips !Egg Hatching Guide !

Incubate 20-22 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 18
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Chicken/Bantam
Incubate 27-29 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 25
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Turkey

Incubate 27-29 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 25
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Incubate 35-37 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 31
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Duck Muscovy Duck

Goose Pheasant

Guinea Bobwhite Quail

Incubate 28-34 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 25
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Incubate 23-28 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-50%
Wet Bulb 82-84oF
Stop turning on day 21
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Incubate 26-28 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 25
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Incubate 22-24 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 20
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Incubate 23-24 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-50%
Wet Bulb 82-84oF
Stop turning on day 20
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Incubate 24-26 days.
Incubator Temp 100oF.
Humidity 45%-55%
Wet Bulb 82-86oF
Stop turning on day 22
Humidity 55%-65%
Wet Bulb 88-90oF

Chukar Partridge Grouse

Location: The location of the incubator is impor-
tant to successful operation. A thermostatically 
controlled room temperature between 75 F to 80 F 
(24 C to 27 C) degrees with fresh air without drafts 
is ideal. Room temperatures from 55 F to 90 F (13 
C to 32 C) are acceptable but good temperature 
control in the incubator is obtained when the room 
temperature is held within a few degrees.

Operation: Allow the incubator to run for at least 
half a day in order to warm the incubator and stabi-
lize the operation. When operating as expected the 
eggs may be placed in the turning racks with small 
end down. Please check incubator temperature in 
chart to the right and set your incubator accordingly. 

Humidity: All eggs will lose moisture during incu-
bation. Water is added to the incubator in most cases 
to prevent excessive drying of the eggs. Humidity 
levels can be easily checked by the humidity reading 
a hydromter. Keep in mind, however, that humidity 
requirements differ among egg types and the age 
of the flock. Also you will need to increase your 
humidity during the last few days of the incubation 
process.

Hatch Analysis: Note on a calendar the date and 
time eggs are set in the incubator as well as the 
target temperature setting and average humidity 
level. Start checking the eggs that are due to hatch 
a full day before expected hatch day. Look for any 
signs of piping or hatched eggs and note this on the 
calendar for that day. After the hatch is complete 
check the un-hatched eggs for any development 
such as blood rings, partial or fully formed chicks 
to establish the number or percentage of fertile eggs 
that did not hatch. Ideally a good hatch is 75% to 
85% hatch of the fertile eggs.

Hatching: Remove chicks to the brooder within 
24 hours after hatching as soon as they are dry. 
If some of the eggs are late hatching, removal of 
chicks should be done quickly as possible to prevent 
chilling of un-hatched eggs. If some eggs appear 
hatchable, continue the hatch for a day or two more. 
Chicks hatching a few days beyond expected date 
are usually weak and may not survive. Discard eggs 
that are over four days beyond hatch date.



Chick Brooder Information Page

Now that your chicks have hatched from your egg incubator you will need to 
have a place prepared for brooding the chicks. Whether you have just a few 
birds or 200 birds your brooding facilities have a direct affect on your success 
with your chicks, poults, ducklings and goslings. You can either buy a brooder 
or make a homemade brooder.

If you are looking build a large brooder house you will need to make sure 
your house is structurally sound to withstand winds and heavy snow loads in 
the winter. Also a good tight constuction will prevent leaking rain and drafts, 
with sufficient insulation to keep your house at a good temperature. You will 
need a ventilation system to control your moisture and also some form of light 
control in the house.

If you have only a few chicks then you do not have to build a large brooding 
facility. The main equipment you will need will be a brooder lamp, a feeder 
and waterer. We recommend that the area where you brood your chicks be 
dry and have a form of bedding. Most people use wood shavings. You can 
also use sawdust, shavings & sawdust, ricehulls, sugarcane, peanut hulls and 
ground corncobs.

Brooder Tips & Information

Brooder Device: To provide the necessary heat that a chick needs you will need a brooding 
device. The brooding devices that are available are Brooder Lamps, Complete Brooders, Home-
made Brooders, Gas or Electric Brooders. All of the listed brooders have their advantages and 
disadvantages, it really just depends on your situation. I will try to go over each one so you will 
be better informed when you make your choice.

The Brooder Lamp is a poplular favorite over the years. The initial cost is low and they are 
perfect for supplying heat for chicks. You suspend the lamp about 18 inches over the area you 
have your litter. You can use one 250 Watt Infrared Bulb for as many as 75 chicks. We recom-
ment using atleast 2 bulbs so if one fails you will have a backup. We have a brooder lamp that 
has 4 bulbs that works really well.

Homemade Brooders work well if you design them correctly. These brooders are build with 
electric light bulbs as the heat souce. You can build them out of wood with legs and a canopy so 
the chicks can get under the brooder where the heat source is located. It also can be suspended. I 
have seen feed tubs, cardboard boxes and large livestock waterers for brooders. All work well as 
long as you have a good clean area with heat source.

Brooding Equipment & Supplies

Electric and Gas Brooders (Commercial) These brooders are for the large scale poultry flock in mind. 
Some of these brooders are rated for 100 to 500 birds per brooder. The initial cost is generally more but if you 
have a larger operation they will pay for themselves over time. Remember each chick needs a minimum of 7 
square inches of hover space. We currently have a 600 Watt Electric Poultry Brooder.

Brooder Tips You can adjust the temperature under the brooder by moving it up or down. If all of your chicks 
are on one side of the brooder then the brooding area is drafty. If all of the chicks are huddled together under the 
brooder then you will need to lower the brooder because it is too cold. Also if they are keeping their distance 
from the brooder then it is too hot and you will need to raise the brooder. If the chicks are spread out evenly then 
your brooder should be just right

Feeders. For the first few days you can feed your chicks with a Flat Feed Tray with an edge of about 1 to 2 inches. After that 
you can feed the chicks with a Feed Trough. The feed troughs are easier to clean and there is less feed waste. After the chicks 
get up in age most people go to hanging feeders. Generally it is recommended that all hanging feeders lip should be at the 
level for the birds’ back. These feeder can be adjusted to accommodate birds of different age levels.

Feeding Tips. Chicks that been purchased or hatched 2-3 days ago are very hungry when they arrive at your brooding area. 
They will try to eat the litter or bedding upon arrival. To prevent this place a paper over the litter for the first few days until 
they learn to eat from the feeders. Chicks that have hatched in the past 24 hours do not require the paper over the bedding or 
litter. We reccommend using Medicated Chick Starter Feed for the first 8 weeks as the sole ration.

Waterers. Generally we recomment the 1 gallon waterer for chicks or the Automatic Chick Waterer. A small wire platform 
underneath each waterer prevents shavings or litter from getting in waterer. Chicks can convert to automatic waterers after 
they are 10 days in age. Two 1 gallon waterers are good for up to 100 chicks for up to 2 weeks. From weeks 2 to 6 there 

See Page 24

See Page 23

See Page 35
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The stainless steel #5, 1/4 HP grinder is a small version of the big 1.5 HP. 
Same great design and materials, just a smaller version. A powerful, heavy unit 
that is great for smaller grinding projects. Large meat pan 11-1/2” x 8-1/2” x 
2-1/4” deep. Big grinder performance, makes this a great unit for deer hunters 
doing their own deer processing. There is no other grinder this size that can 
compete with this unit for quality. 
EQP-01100....................................................................................$245.00

The #12, 3/4 HP stainless steel grinder is priced 
like grinders with less horse power, but offers a 
strong step up from the .35 HP grinder unit. Meat 
Pan 11.5” x 8.5” x 2.25” Grinds approximately 
360 pounds an hour and weighs 47 pounds.

EQP-01104...............................$405.00

All stainless steel motor housing, all metal gears with roller bearings, heavy duty handle 
for easy moving, 110 volt, permanently lubricated motor, built in circuit breaker, stain-
less steel knife, head, auger and meat pan, stainless steel coarse (3/8”), fine (3/16”) and, 
stuffing plates, 3 stuffing tubes (3/8”, 3/4”, 1-1/4”), and meat stomper. 2 year factory 
warranty. LEM 30 day money back guarantee. ETL Certified to UL Standard

.35 HP Stainless Steel #8 
Electric Meat Grinder

This #8, 1/3 HP stainless steel electric grinder is the perfect size if you are 
going to grind a few deer a year. Big grinder performance, makes this a great 
unit for deer hunters doing their own deer processing. Large meat pan 11-1/2” x 
8-1/2” x 2-1/4” deep.  Grinds approximately 240 pounds an hour. ETL Certified 
to UL Standards. Weighs 36 pounds.

EQP-01102................................................................................$295.00

.25 HP Stainless Steel #5
Electric Meat Grinder

A #22 head coupled with a big 1HP motor lets you 
move through the grinding much faster. Produces 
550 lbs of meat per hour. Weighs 63 lbs. Grinder 
meat pan is 15-1/2” x 11” x 3” ETL Approved to 
UL Standard.

EQP-01106.....................................$555.00

All Electric Meat Grinders Come With 
The Following Accessories

.75 HP Stainless Steel #12 
Electric Meat Grinder

1 HP Stainless Steel #22 
Electric Meat Grinder

1.5 HP Stainless Steel #32 
Electric Meat Grinder

The 1-1/2 HP motor can grind 720 pounds per hour 
through the #32 head. The #32 head can move the 
meat through the grinder like the more expensive 
commercial units. Grinds approximately 720 
pounds an hour. Weighs 75 pounds. 

EQP-01108..........................................$715.00

2” Aluminum Stuffing Tubes
2” Aluminum Stuffing Tubes are perfect for salami, bologna, ground 
meat, sausage etc. Great for filling poly bags with ground meat or 
sausage. Measures 6” long.  Your Choice #8, #10/12, #20/22, #32
EQP-01138.....................................................................$19.99
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Use this grinder attachment to make burgers, jerky and snack sticks for 
yourself or your friends & family. Unit attaches to any #5, #8, #12, #22 or #32 
stainless steel electric grinder. Attach unit to the grinder before you start grind-
ing the second grind. Makes 1⁄2” x 4”W patties without any plate added. Add 
one of the additional three plates included to make 3⁄8” patties, 3⁄16” x 13⁄16” 
jerky strips or 1⁄2” diameter snack sticks. This all metal unit comes with 1 roll 
of paper, three plates, meat shears, and a 16” chute. Instructions included.  
EQP-01172....................................................................................$109.00

Ground Beef Patty, Jerkey and Stick 
Maker

Here’s an innovative way to make ground meat patties. Attach the auto patty 
maker to your grinder and watch the patty form through the clear top of the at-
tachment. When the patty well is full, slide the tray over and the patty falls out 
onto your patty paper, while a second patty starts to form in the adjacent patty 
well. Makes 4” patties 3/4” thick. Fits #12, #22, #32 size grinders. Auto patty 
maker has an all poly construction which makes clean up a breeze. Use Satin 
Pac Patty Paper to keep frozen patties from sticking together. 
EQP-01170....................................................................................$65.00

Ground Beef Patty Maker

Grinder Foot Switch
Just plug your grinder into this 15 amp 
grinder foot pedal and then plug the pedal 
into a 110V outlet. Allows you to start and 
stop your grinder with a tap of your foot. 
Grinder foot switch keeps both hands free 
when stuffing casings or filling ground meat 
bags. 8 foot cord. 
EQP-01132...............................$45.00

Grinder Accessory 
Kit

This kit comes with everything you need to 
get the most efficient use out of your electric 
grinder. Kit contains: 1 ground meat packag-
ing system (cat #200), 1 grinder foot switch 
(cat #724), and 1 grinder cleaning kit (cat 
#686) to help you keep your grinder running 
and looking like new. The 2” aluminum stuff-
ing tube is sold separately. 
EQP-01130...............................$75.00

Ground Meat Bags - 1000 Pack
Quality opaque, polyethylene bags have a 1 
1⁄2” bottom gusset for added burst protec-
tion. The heavy 2 mil thickness guards 
against freezer burn. When filled and frozen, 
they stack neatly in the freezer. “NOT FOR 
SALE” printed on all bags.
EQP-01150.....Ground Beef............$55.00
EQP-01150.....Pork Sausage...........$55.00
EQP-01150.....Wild Game...............$55.00
EQP-01150.....Plain.........................$55.00

The #10 clamp on hand grinder has a 
3” x 4” hopper opening. Grinder comes 
with 3/8” and 3/16” plates, a knife, 
1/2”, 3/4”, and 7/8” stuffing tubes. 
Heavily tinned and well made for long 
lasting service. 
EQP-01110...........................$39.50

#10 Stainless Steel 
Hand Grinder

Here is a heavy-duty, all stainless steel 
construction, clamp-on style hand grinder. 
Highly polished stainless steel makes 
this unit easy to clean, rust resistant, and 
extremely durable. Comes with 2 ss plates, a 
ss knife, 3 stuffing tubes, and a stuffing star. 
Wide opening on clamp allows mounting on 
almost any countertop or table.  
EQP-01114...............................$85.00

#32 Bolt Down
Hand Grinder

This #32 bolt down hand grinder has a 
5” x 6” hopper opening. Grinder comes 
with 3/8” and 3/16” plates, a knife and 
1/2”, 3/4” and 7/8” sausage stuffing 
tubes. Heavily tinned and well made for 
long lasting service. 
EQP-01112...............................$85.00

#10 Clamp On 
Hand Grinder
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Clamp On Meat 
Tenderizer

The clamp-on meat tenderizer attaches to 
your table or counter top. Two cast iron 
rollers are full of tenderizing points that 
make tender pieces of the toughest meat. The 
tenderizer plastic top cover protects the user 
from touching the moving parts. Accept up 
to 1/2” piece of meat. Opening of protective 
cover is 4” x 3/4”. 

EQP-01184...............................$65.00

Stainless Steel 
Meat Tenderizer

The stainless steel horizontal meat tenderizer 
will tenderize cuts of meat up to 1” thick. 
Lay the meat on the platform and crank it 
through. The stainless steel construction 
will give you years of dependable service. 
Tenderizer has 24 stainless steel knives on 
the rollers that assure maximum perfor-
mance and easy clean up. Tenderizer roller is 
adjustable to control cutting depth. measures 
20-1/2” x 12-1/2” x 8-1/4”  .

EQP-01182...............................$195.00

Cast Stainless Steel 
Meat Tenderizer

Cast Stainless Steel hand operated tenderizer. 26 
stainless steel blades. Made of heavy duty cast 
stainless steel. Chute is 4-5/8” wide. Not a cheap 
imitation. Easily disassembles for cleaning. 
Comes mounted to a poly board with a 1 year 
warranty. 16” h x 8” w

EQP-01178...............................$245.00

Stainless Steel 
Veritcal Meat Tenderizer
This stainless steel vertical tenderizer has 30 
knives to tenderize the toughest cuts. Tenderizer 
is mounted to a poly board. Stainless steel hous-
ing, combs and blades make clean up a cinch. 
Chute opening is 6-1/4” x 1”. This unit will 
tenderize steaks up to 1” thick simply by turning 
the handle.
EQP-01180...............................$210.00

Electric Meat Tenderizer
Here’s a high quality, heavy duty, com-
mercial quality electric tenderizer at a 
great price. This unit has 30 stainless 
steel blades that tenderize the toughest 
cuts of meat in a breeze. The .35 HP 
motor is self lubricating and never 
needs maintenance. Tenderizer housing 
is powder coat painted for optimum 
protection. Motor housing is stainless 
steel. Quickly disassembles for easy 
cleaning. 
EQP-01176........................$450.00

Manual 17 lbs Stainless Steel Mixer
. Hopper and 4 mixing paddles are stainless steel, 
making them easy to clean and rust resistant. 
Includes plexiglass cover. Choose between our 
50 lb., 25 lb. or 17 lb. and use manually with 
the handle provided or attach to one of our LEM 
Grinders. 
EQP-01168.................................$135.00

Tenderizer Attachment for Grinders
This Meat Tenderizer Attachment 
enables you to use the power of your 
electric grinder to create a tenderizer. 
Replace the grinder head with the ten-
derizer attachment. The unit is heavy 
duty with 30 stainless steel knives 
on two rollers. Quick breakdown for 
easy clean-up. Fits the following size 
grinders, All LEM grinders except for 
2001, Cabelas (2000 & 2001) and the 
LEM 200 or 575 watt grinders.
EQP-01174........................................................................................$260.00

Stainless Steel Tilting Mixer
Meat tub has two tilt positions. Tilt 
90 degrees for easy unloading. Tilt 
to 180 degrees for storage. Fully 
removable meat tub for easiest 
clean up ever. Flip up latch for 
easy detachment of tub. Water 
tight gear box includes steel roller 
bearings and step gear providing 
powerful torque for paddles to 
move meat. Swivel feet adjust to 
uneven surfaces. Universal drive 
shaft allows mixers to attach to any current or previous model LEM Stainless 
Steel grinder. Legs adjust for height legs. Includes plexiglass cover. 50lb. will at-
tach to any LEM Grinder .75 HPor larger. 25lb. will attach to any LEM Grinder 
.35 HP or larger. Will not attach to grinders purchased before 2002. Motor is not 
included. 
EQP-01160........................25 lbs..............................................$350.00
EQP-01162........................50 lbs..............................................$405.00

Stainless Steel Mixer

Hopper and 4 mixing paddles are stainless 
steel, making them easy to clean and rust 
resistant. Includes plexiglass cover. Choose 
between our 50 lb., 25 lb. or 17 lb. and use 
manually with the handle provided or attach 
to one of our LEM Grinders. For 50 lb. 
Mixer use .75 HP or larger. Tub size: 14”L 
x 11”W x 14”H. For our 25 lb. Mixer use a 
.35 HP or larger. Tub size: 11”L x 10 1⁄4”W 

x 13”H. 17 lb. mixer tub measures 11”L x 8 3⁄4”W x 11”H. Will not attach to 
models purchased prior to 2002. Motor is not included.

EQP-01164........................25 lbs..............................................$248.00
EQP-01166........................50 lbs..............................................$338.00
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Stainless Steel 
Vertical Sausage Stuffer

The 5lb  & 15 lbs. vertical sausage stuffer 
has a stainless steel base and cylinder. Clamp 
the stuffer to a table or counter top and crank 
out perfect sausage every time. Comes with 
3 stuffing tubes: 1/2”, 3/4”, and 1”. Cylinder 
removes for easy filling and cleaning. Air 
valve release pushes air out the top instead of 
into the casing. .

EQP-01208...........5 lbs..................$148.00
EQP-01210...........15 lbs................$295.00

The 5lb  & 15 lbs. vertical sausage stuffer 
has a stainless steel base and cylinder. Clamp 
the stuffer to a table or counter top and crank 
out perfect sausage every time. Comes with 
3 stuffing tubes: 1/2”, 3/4”, and 1”. Cylinder 
removes for easy filling and cleaning. Air 
valve release pushes air out the top instead of 
into the casing. 

EQP-01212...........25 lbs................$425.00

Stainless Steel 
Vertical Sausage Stuffer

Our Power Cannon will out-produce, out-perform and out-last any gun 
or cannon on the market. Whether you make jerky once a year, you’re a 
jerky enthusiast, or own a processing business this will quickly become 
the weapon of choice in your arsenal of jerky equipment. Dual Piston de-
sign allows you to draw meat into the barrel as you pull back the handle. 
Makes for the fastest re-load ever! Accessories in Picture Not Included

• Ergonomic design greatly reduces trigger-hand and wrist fatigue
• Delivers a massive 600 lbs. of thrust
• Fast and Easy to control
• Variable Speed Control Knob allows you to regulate dispensing speed
• Powered Reverse relives pressure and reduces waste
• Cordless 14.4 Volt battery and one hour Quick Charger included
• A single charge will last all day
• 1-Year Manufactures Warranty / UL Listed 
EQP-01218................................................................................$510.00

Power Jerky Cannon With Rechargable Battery

Jerkey Cannon
The Jerky Cannon barrel is made of anodized aluminum. The ends of the barrel 
are flared to allow for easy loading and insertion of the piston. The drive is heavy 
duty, with plastic coated steel handle, stainless steel rod and a heavy plastic 
piston. The Jerky Cannon comes with 2 stainless steel nozzles - a 3/16” x1-3/16” 
flat jerky nozzle and a 1/2” ID round snack stick nozzle. These nozzles attach 
quickly with a 1/2 turn of the retaining ring. In addition, there are 2 packages of 
Backwoods Seasoning - 1 Original Jerky and 1 Snack Stick, each package seasons 
5 pounds of ground meat. Also included is a nylon brush to make cleaning the 
barrel a breeze. Comes with complete directions.
EQP-01220...............................................................................................$49.95

The stuffing kit contains our popular 5 lb Vertical Stuffer and enough Backwoods Seasoning to make 
a total of 60lbs of Summer Sausage, Fresh Brats, Regular, Hot, Sweet Italian & Hot Italian Sausage 
plus a book of recipes to have you making sausage for years.
The kit contains: 1-5 lb Vertical Stainless Steel Stuffer (#606)
1-Home Sausage Making Book (#203)
1-Backwoods Fresh Variety Pak (#016) 
1-Backwoods Fresh Brat seasoning makes 10lbs
1-Backwoods Summer Sausage seasoning makes 10lbs
10 count of 1-1/2 x 12 clear fibrous casings (#256)
2 packs of natural hog casings (#141)  .      EQP-01214.............................................$189.95

5 lbs Sausage Stuffer With Stuffing Kit
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Here is a free standing electric meat saw with a .75 HP motor. A split table gives 
you a stationary 22-1/2” x 9-1/4” back section and a sliding 22-1/2” x 8” front 
section. Movement of the front section allows you to cut pieces of meat up to 
8” tall. A 1/2” stainless steel blade makes quick clean cuts through bone and 
meat. The meat saw’s adjustable thickness guide lets you cut steaks and roasts 
whatever size you like up to 8-1/2” thick. Meat pushing guide holds meat firmly 
for smooth even cuts, and also keeps hands safely behind the meat and away 
from the saw blade as you cut. Ideal for deer, hogs, etc. Meat saw disassembles 
for cleaning. Comes with complete instructions. Overall size is roughly 59” x 
26” x 21”. Weighs 120 lbs. 

EQP-01290..........................................................................................$725.00

.75 HP Electric Meat Saw

This meat slicer is perfect for home use. It has a 
cast steel base with aluminum die-cast housing. 
The 130 watt motor slices fruits, vegetables, cheese 
and meat from deli-thin up to .6” thick. Stainless 
steel 7-1/2” blade spins at 110 RPM. Large 7-1/2” 
x 6-1/2 carriage tray. Detachable hand guard/ meat 
pusher. Unit comes with rubber feet. 15”L x 10”W 
x 10”H. 110V. 1 year manufacturers warranty. UL 
approved.  

EQP-01186..........................................$95.00

Meat Slicer 7.5”
Professional quality meat saws have a heavy 
nickel-plated frame and a large blade tighten-
ing lever that makes blade changing very easy. 
Choose from three sizes, all with 1/2” blades. 
Meat Saws Blades are Made In The USA !  

EQP-01292.................16 Inch............$35.00
EQP-01294.................22 Inch............$42.00
EQP-01296.................25 Inch............$49.50

Meat Saw

Our LEM 8 Tray Dehydrators were designed 
with a steel reinforced frame, and embossed 
logo exclusively for LEM. The advantage of 
a horizontal dehydrator is the rear mounted 
fan which distributes a directed stream of air 
from a 500 watt heating element. Temperature 
is controlled by a color coded thermostat 
mounted on top of the unit. The result is an 
even distribution of air and an unmatched 

consistency in the texture and taste of your snacks. Other dehydrators require rotating 
the trays every hour. No need here! Solid ABS thermoplastic construction and large, 
removable trays (14 ¼ x 10 ¾) provide over one square foot of drying space per tray. 
Includes Instruction Manual and Recipe Book. 
EQP-01244........................................................................................................$179.50

10 Tray Dehydrator

LEM’s new 10 tray stainless steel dehydrator 
is built to be dependable and easy to use. The 
huge 16 sq. feet of shelf space (each tray 16” x 
14-1/2”) is dried by a rear mounted fan and 800 
watt heating element making clean up easy. The 
adjustable thermostat and 12 hour timer will 
make food dehydration a snap. The dehydrator 
will shut off when the preset time has elapsed. 
Dry pounds of Jerky, bushels of fruit, vegetables 
and nuts with ease. Instructions included 110 
Volt. External dimensions 18” x 15” x 16-1/2”. 
EQP-01240....................................$305.00

Stainless Steel Dehydrator with Timer

20 lbs Smoker With 
Stand

This smoker has 1” insulation board to 
insure internal smokehouse temperatures of 
160-170 degrees plus in 5 degree weather. 
500 watt heating element gives you internal 
temperatures from 130-220 degrees with 
the unit loaded. Inside dimensions 15” 
deep x 20” high x 16 1/2” wide. Comes 
with 4 shelves, 3 dowels, thermometer, 
stainless steel sawdust pan, instructions, 
and the stand. 

EQP-01250.......................$235.00

Redi Check Thermometer W/ Remote
You can set the required internal 
temperature of the meat, and monitor 
the cooking process from up to 120 
feet away. When the preset temperature 
is reached, an alarm will sound on the 
remote monitor letting you know the 
meat is cooked as you had directed. Set 
the thermometer for rare, medium rare, 
medium, well done or set a custom 
temperature. Monitor has a belt clip and 
digital readout of the temperature throughout the cooking process. 
EQP-01254........................................................................$55.00
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The added control features and styling of the 
Gamesaver Deluxe Plus position it as one 
of the best values for the money. It includes 
improved hands free operation with easy lock 
latch, easy-clean drip tray, built-in roll storage 
and cutter, new extra-wide sealing strip, 2 seal 
levels, new-2 vacuum speeds, new crush-free 
instant seal, canister mode, seal only position, 

new touch and control, accessory port and hose storage. This unit comes with 1 Food-
saver roll 8” x 10’, 1 Foodsaver roll 11” x 10’, 5 of 1 Gal. Foodsaver bags, 5 of 1 quart 
Foodsaver bags, accessory hose & hose storage clips and quick start & reference guide. 
EQP-01270........................................................................................................$152.00

Gamesaver Deluxe Plus 
Vacuum Sealer

The only Vacuum Sealer you’ll ever 
need. This commercial quality vacuum 
sealer combines the most advanced 
technology with a sleek design. The 
result is an affordable commercial grade 
vacuum sealer for the home processor. 
Features include: Unique retractable 12 
inch seal bar only heats your bag during 
the vacuum process. Easy to read LCD 
display makes operating a snap. On demand auto vacuum sensor seals bag once air is 
removed. Deep “easy clean” spill trough. Vented rear panels discourages overheating. 
Comes with 30 assorted vac bags, 1/2 quart vacuum canister and hose and a detailed 
user manual. 
EQP-01273........................................................................................................$245.00

Gamesaver Deluxe Plus Vacuum Sealer

Food Saver Bags And Rolls
FoodSaver Quart Size Vacuum Bags (Per 44) and Rolls. Food-
Saver Quart Bags & Rolls are ideal for use with FoodSaver 
Vacuum Sealing Systems to package and preserve food and 
non-food items. Preserve, protect and prevent freezer burn with 
FoodSaver bags designed with channels that allow complete air 
removal. Multi-ply construction blocks moisture and oxygen 
and makes the bags strong enough to simmer and microwave. 
Features: - Our Most Versatile and Popular Bag Size - Keeps 
Food Fresh in Refrigerator or Freezer - Multi Ply Construction 
Blocks Moisture and Oxygen - Safe for Use on Stovetop or 
Microwave. 
EQP-01276...................44 Quart Bags.....................$25.00
EQP-01278...............8” x 20’ - 6 Rolls......................$59.00
EQP-01280...............11” x 16’ - 6 Rolls.....................$58.00

French fries are one of the most popular foods at any get to-
gether. Feed even the largest party effortlessly with this sturdy 
French fry cutter! The fry cutter will cut up to 50-pounds of 
potatoes in one hour! French fry cutters like this one are used 
every day in thousands of restaurants and will perfectly suit 
the needs of your family or commercial establishment! Ad-
ditional blade sizes available. Features: Cuts up to 50 lbs of 
potatoes an hour. Easy to use and store. Mounting holes pre-
drilled. Mounts to a table or a wall. Easily cuts potatoes up to 
6 long. . Specs: Dimensions: 8 W x 13 H x 7 1/2 D.Lever: 17 
L.Includes: 3/8 cutting blade. 
EQP-01188.............................................................$99.00

Commerical French Fry Cutter

Mandoline Vegetable 
Slicer Slices all of your 
fruits and vegetables quick 
and easy! Cuts Everything 
from parmesan cheese 
to firm vegetables into 
even slices from paper 
thin to 3/8” thick Quality 
stainless Steel construction 
Includes 5 interchangeable 
blades and a storage box; 
3 julienne blades 1 slicing 

blade and 1 waffle blade for a variety of cuts Slicer folds for 
compact storage Includes a food pusher Top Rack Dishwasher 
safe . 
EQP-01192.............................................................$65.00

Stainless Steel Mandoline
Vegetable Slicer

Apple / Potato Pealer
Apple and Potato Corer and Peeler with Suction Base - This popular kitchen tool peels, 
cores and slices all in one easy operation with minimal waste and little clean up. Much 
easier than using a paring knife, the cast-iron peeler with easy turn handle is a quick 
way to prepare freshly peeled ingredients for salads, pies and cobblers, and fresh fruits 
and vegetables for canning and drying. Highly durable, the peeler comes with stainless 
steel blades and a suction base that secures it to your kitchen work center. A reliable, 
hardworking kitchen tool you’ll use for many years. 

EQP-01190..................................................................................................$22.00
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Walnut Cracker
This lever action walnut crack-
ers is designed and manufac-
tured to easily crack all hard, 
medium, and soft shell nuts. It 
is specifically intended to crack 
Black Walnuts, Hickory Nuts, 
Butternuts, and Macadamia 
Nuts. Also works well with 
Pecans and English Walnuts. 

Lever action walnut cracker that is made with a cast aluminum frame. Working 
parts are hardened machine tool steel with a gear lever design. 
LWN-54820.............................................................................................$42.50

Duke Easy Pecan  Cracker
The Duke easy pecan nut cracker has 
been the best selling pecan and nut-
cracker for years. The pecan nutcracker 
is precision machined all steel construc-
tion, mounted on a hardwood base. The 
easy pecan nutcracker is adjustable 
allowing you to set the pecan nutcracker 
to the correct size so the pecan is cracked 
perfect each time leaving the pecan meat 
intact, thus eliminating use of a pecan 
nut pick. The wooden base of the pecan 
nutcracker is 8 inches long and 2.5 
inches wide.. 
LWN-54800.........................$12.95

Duke Nut Sheller
The Duke Pecan Nut Sheller nips 
nuts, especially pecans, from the 
sides of the nut, releasing it in perfect 
halves. Works great for Brazil nuts, 
almonds, walnuts, and hazelnuts. The 
handles are made of the finest cast 
aluminum. The shell deflector shield 
allows indoor nut shelling without 
making the mess that nut crackers 
create. Remove the shield and you 

have a great tool for lobster or crab legs. This Nut Sheller is so easy to use. 
Just clip the ends and sides of the nut and perfect halves are produced. Not 
recommended for Black Walnuts or Macadamias.  
LWN-54810.....................................................................................$9.95

Duke Nut Harvesters
Great for picking up pecans and nuts 
of all sizes. Helps keep from having a 
backache. Each Harvester not only picks 
up the pecans it also holds them until 
you can dump them in a bucket.
 
LWN-54802.....Harvester.........$7.95

LWN-54805.....Roller................$15.84

Pecan Gatherer with 
Release

Electric Pea Sheller

The KINETIC KRACKER cracks approximately 20 
pecans per minute! It has a fan cooled gear motor 
that cracks a nut with each revolution. This pecan nut 
cracker will not over crack or crush pecans. Cracked 
nuts drop out the bottom into (your) pan or onto table. 
The shield prevents shell splatter. Includes a handy 
carrying strap. If you crack a lot of pecans, you will 
appreciate the speed and ease of the Kinetic Kracker. 
The Kinetic Kracker uses a protective shield keeps 

the hull from flying all over the room. Cracker is run by a single-phase 110/115 volt 1/50 hp induction motor. 
The manufacturer offers a one year warranty. The cracker weighs 15 pounds.
LWN-54830....................................................................................................................................$365.00

Mr. Pea Sheller is an intermediate sized sheller for all 
garden fresh peas or beans. It can be used to shell Black-
eyed, Purple Hull, Small Crowder, Cream Peas, English 
Peas, Sweet Peas, and “hard to shell” Lima and Butter 
Beans. It can shell 1 1/2 to 3 bushels per hour!

All you do is load the tray with fresh clean pods and feed 
them through the rollers and watch the peas and beans 
fall into the pan. It’s that easy! Perfect for the home and 
organic gardener. Quiet and easy to use.

Pea Sheller 115 Volt, 1/15 Horsepower. 8 1/2” x 12” x 19 
1/2”, 17 lbs.
LWN-54850....................................................$238.50

Electric Kinetic Pecan Cracker

Great for picking up pecans and nuts 
of all sizes. Helps keep from having a 
backache. Each Harvester not only picks 
up the pecans it also holds them until 
you can dump them in a bucket. Pistol 
Grip release allows you to dump pecans 
without having to bend down.
 
LWN-54807.....Harvester.........$19.95
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No. 60 Power Grist Mill
Please confirm your electrical requirements before 
purchasing grist mill. Thank You.

The #60 Power Grist Mill is of heavy duty cast 
iron with red enamel finish. Includes 1/2 bushel 
galvanized feed hopper, one pair each coarse and fine 
wear resistant burrs and 12” mill v-pulley. The #60 
Power Grist Mill uses wear-resistant iron alloy burrs 
for rapid and efficient grinding of a wide range of 
dry or wet materials (see partial list below.) It comes 
equipped with both fine and coarse burrs.

Capacity: Capacity of 300 lb./hr. corn meal or whole 
wheat flour. Coarse animal feed to 700 lb./hr. The 
#60 mill grinds 4 lbs./minute of whole wheat flour 
or 5.5 lbs/minute of corn meal when using the fine 
burrs. Output is faster with the coarse burrs, with 
actual production rate depending on the coarseness 
of the grind. An easy-adjusting knob provides infinite 

adjustment from very fine to extremely coarse or anywhere between, so you can quickly select the texture you want. 
The burrs of the #60 mill never require dressing and their iron alloy composition is long-wearing. Replacement, when required, takes 10 minutes. Mill body is high 
strength cast iron with non-toxic enamel finish. Most mills can grind only dry, flowable materials. The #60 mill can grind wet or oily materials because its burrs are 
non-porous and because it has an internal feed auger that forces nonflowable materials into the burrs. The mill inlet at the bottom of the #60 Mill’s hopper measures 
1.8” x 2.75”. The #60 Mill’s design allows it to grind a wide array of wet, oily or dry materials including: Grains, Herbs, Seeds including sunflower, Beans including 
soybeans, Roots (cut to 3/4” cubes),Pepper, Spices, Coffee, Tubers, Bones, Shells.

Includes #60 burr mill with coarse burrs, fine burrs, 12” drive pulley, discharge spout, base frame with motor mount, 25’ plugged power cord, V-belts, 3” motor 
pulley, belt guard, and galvanized hopper with feed rate slide chute. Electric motor is 2HP, 230V, 1-Phase, 60 HZ TEFC with starter, on/off control and thermal 
protection. Please Allow 2-4 Weeks for Delivery.

EQP-01000..........No 60 Grist Mill Only.......... $1899.00

220V-1 Phase 60 HZ Electric Operation. Please confirm 
electrical capacity before purchasing. Thanks!

The Milpa Power Mill comes completely motorized and 
ready to operate. It can handle dry grains, beans, spices, 
feed and wet tofus, poi, and other oily materials. It is 
especially suited for grains, seeds, beans, spices, coffee, 
feed pellets and other similarly-sized material. An easy-
adjusting knob provides infinite adjustment from very 
fine to extremely coarse or anywhere between, and is 
capable of producing 300-800 pounds per hour.

Most mills can grind only dry, flowable materials. The 
LaMilpa mill can grind wet or oily materials because 
its burrs are non-porous and because it has an internal 
feed auger that forces nonflowable materials into the 
burrs. The mill inlet at the bottom of the LaMilpa hopper 
measures 2.25” x 5.25”. The LaMilpa’s design allows it 

to grind a wide array of wet, oily or dry materials including: Grains, Herbs, Seeds including sunflower, Beans including 
soybeans, Roots (pre-cut to approx. 3/4” cubes), Egg Shells, Pepper, Spices, Coffee, Tubers, Bones and Shells.

Features Include: Fully wired 5hp motor (220V-1 Phase 60 HZ Electric Operation), starter and 25ft. plugged power cord, Base frame with adjustable motor 
mounting bracket, Safety belt guard and V-drive package, Adjustable feed hopper (available in 1 or 3 bushel capacity) and includes one pair each coarse and 
fine special alloy grinding burrs.  Please Allow 2-4 Weeks for Delivery. 

EQP-01040..........1 Bushel Hopper Only............................ $3274.00
EQP-01041..........1 Bushel Hopper With 18” Stand.......... $3499.00
EQP-01041..........1 Bushel Hopper With 24” Stand.......... $3540.00
EQP-01041..........1 Bushel Hopper With 36” Stand.......... $3609.00

LaMilpa Power Grist Mill

EQP-01010..........No 60 Grist Mill With 18” Stand.......... $2149.00
EQP-01010..........No 60 Grist Mill With 24” Stand.......... $2189.00
EQP-01010..........No 60 Grist Mill With 36” Stand.......... $2249.00

18 “ Stand Shown

EQP-01050......3 Bushel Hopper Only......................... $3449.00
EQP-01051......3 Bushel Hopper With 18” Stand....... $3599.00
EQP-01051......3 Bushel Hopper With 24” Stand....... $3649.00
EQP-01051......3 Bushel Hopper With 36” Stand....... $3699.00

18 “ Stand Shown W/ 1 Bushel Hopper
1 Bushel Hopper Shown Above
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Poultry Pluckers

Featherman Pro 
Poultry Plucker

Featherman Pro Poultry Plucker. 
Simply scald chickens, then drop 4 or 
5 birds into the tub. In 20 seconds or 
less the birds will be picked clean. No 
pin feathers, no backache. 
Features:
-1 hp motor 
-10:1 speed reducer for more power 
-Tub and housing constructed of high 
density UV-resistant, food-grade, 
-Molded plastic 
-Easy clean-up feather chute 
-Water spray ring 
-Knee-high waterproof switch 
-119 ultra-soft plucking fingers 
-Capacity: 3 - 50 pounds of birds, 
optimum 30 pounds 
-Tub diameter: 22 inches
-Height: 36 inches 

EQP-03860.................$1174.00

Identical to the PRO except the Game-
bird is packed with 300 fingers spaced 
tightly together to prevent the smallest 
birds from lodging between them. The 
soft fingers are gentler on smaller, thin-
skinned and gun-shot birds. Great for 
chickens and turkeys too. For birds 1 to 
50 pounds.
EQP-03865.................... $1324.00

Made of stainless steel with a 70,000 BTU 
propane burner, temperature control within a five 
degree range, and sized for four birds at a time 
(40 gallon), the Featherman Scalder delivers 
maximum performance at a minimum price. 
Drain valve, full protective rim, side-mounted 
chimney and cover tarp are all standard features.
EQP-03870........................................$1529.00

Gamebird Plucker

Poultry Scalder

Efficient, humane, and easy-cleaning, the kill cone 
stand speeds up the processing and eases the handling 
of birds at the front end of your processing line. “It 
was the only thing keeping us from 200 birds per 
hour,” says Joel Salatin. Eight of our easy-cleaning, 
no back-out cones fit compactly around a swivel-
ing stand of powder-coated metal. Blood caught in 
the PVC trough below is easily removed and the 
trough easily cleaned. Dimensions: 48” tall by 36” in 
circumference. (Cones Not Included).
EQP-03875............................................... $364.00

Kill Cone Stand
Kill cones are all stainless steel, round cone. 
Birds will not back out of these cones like 
they will flat-sided cones. Medium sized 
for broilers 3 to 8 pounds dressed weight, 
Turkey sized for birds dressing out 8-50 
lbs. Kill cones are made of a high-grade, 
26 gauge 3042B mill-finish stainless steel. 
Broiler 4”x8”x16” Turkey: 5”x11”x23”

EQP-03876......Broiler.................$53.00
EQP-03877......Sm Turkey..........$64.00
EQP-03878......Lg Turkey...........$67.00

Kill Cones

Softest fingers available, but still fast picking.

3 5/8 ” long, 3/4 ” neck.

EQP-03872....................................$1.80

Fingers For Pluckers

Featherman Turkey Scalder: Simply 
scald turkeys, then drop up to 75lbs of 
birds into the tub. In 20 seconds or less 
the birds will be picked clean. No pin 
feathers, no backache. This plucker fea-
tures 203 fingers. Will easily hold 3-4, 
15-20 lbs. turkeys or 6-8 broilers. Same 
great features as the Featherman Pro! 
EQP-03867.................... $1625.00

Turkey Plucker

The Featherman Manual Dunker makes easy 
work of dipping your poultry to get a thorough, 
even scald. The up-and-down action aids water 
penetration to loosen feathers. The unit mounts on 
the Featherman scalder in about 5 seconds, locking 
into place. No tools are required. Made of powder 
coated, mild steel.
EQP-03880.........................................$168.00

Poultry Dunker

The Featherman shackles are made 
of stainless steel and hold up to five 
birds of all sizes. The shackles hook 
into the Featherman Manual Dunker.

EQP-03884......................$95.00

Poultry Shackles
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Low cost feeder provides ad-
equate food for birds, but protects 
feed from weather, animals, 
varmints, cattle and hogs. Clear-
ing of lands depletes natural food 
of wild birds and released birds 
do not know how to look for food, 
so this feeder supplies adequate 
fresh feed. Increased bird feeding 
capacity with six feeder stations. 

EQP-03360................................................................................SALE: $79.50

Game Bird Feeder For Released Birds

Quail Battery 
Breeding Pen

5 Section
QUAIL BREEDING PENS - Each 
section is a compact 10” x 24” 
and is adequate for up to 2 pair of 
Bobwhite or one cock and three 
hens. These pens now have a new, 
larger feed trough. Water trough on 
outside of back for easy filling or 
may be equipped with automatic 
watering. Construction is of gal-
vanized steel to make them long 
lasting and sanitary. Correct slope 
of the floor permits eggs to roll out 
under feed trough for production of 
cleaner eggs and easier gather-
ing. Dimensions: 35” x 24” x 73”. 
Shipped with Pens assembled and 
stand knocked down. Dropping 
pans included. 

EQP-03364.................$775.00

Quail Battery Breeding Pen
Each section is a compact 10’ x 24’ and is 
adequate for up to 2 pair of Bobwhite or one 
cock and three hens. These pens now have 
a new, larger feed trough. Water trough on 
outside of back for easy filling them long 
lasting and sanitary. Correct slope of the floor 
permits eggs to roll out under feed through 
for production of cleaner eggs and easier gathering. Dropping pan not included. 
Size: 30” x 24” x 10” .EQP-03362....................................................$125.00

Leg Bands
EQP-04080...........#4...1000/pk...........$62.00
EQP-04081...........#5...1000/pk...........$62.00
EQP-04082...........#6...1000/pk...........$62.00
EQP-04083...........#7...1000/pk...........$65.00
EQP-04085...........#9...1000/pk...........$65.00
EQP-04087...........#11...1000/pk..........$70.00
EQP-04088...........#12...1000/pk..........$75.00
EQP-04089...........#14...1000/pk..........$85.00
EQP-04090...........#16...1000/pk..........$90.00

Baby Chick 1 Gallon Waterer is revolutionary to 
the poultry industry.  Special Features Include: 
Narrow watering area to help prevent smaller 
birds from drowning, inlcuding pheasant, quail, 
bantam and any other baby chicks.  Size: 1 Gal-
lon.

EQP-03174............................SALE: $7.60

Kuhl Baby Chick & 
Gamebird Waterer

Poultry chick feeders permit the game 
chicks to get inside the feed and their 
droppings create a exceedingly un-
sanitary and unhealthy condition. Our 
Chick Feeder is specifically designed 
for game chicks (Quail, Chukar, Pheas-
ant,)  prevents droppings from getting 
in the feed. Holds 5 lbs. Of Feed
EQP-03420...........................$11.50

Game Bird Chick 
Feeder

Plastic Quail Coop
The KUHL COOP-6-Q offers an alternative from our KUHL 
COOP-Q-5 which has been the standard of the industry for many 
years. This new unit offers greater versatility with the addition of 
a top swinging door. The side door remains as the sliding fashion. 
The KUHL COOP-6-Q is made out of high density polyethylene, 
UV stabilized material.  Capacity 13 birds.
EQP-03401........................................................SALE: $58.00

Made of heavy duty, long lasting plastic -ideal for handling, holding 
or shipping quail. Raised top corner fits bottom for stacking several 
high with solid bottom to protect lower birds, has positive spring 
latch. When released birds, side door slides open to let birds walk 
out without excitement. Low 4 1/2” Headroom helps eliminate 
bruised birds.Out side Dimensions 27” x 18” x 6 1/2” Capacity 13 
birds.  EQP-03400............................................................. $49.95

Baby Chick & Quail Coop
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15 Dozen Egg Case
EQP-04000........$25.50

30 Dozen Egg Case
EQP-04010........$29.50

Egg Carton Transporation Cases

Egg Cartons Plastic Egg Trays

Paper Egg Trays

Chicken Egg Cartons (12 Egg)
10/Pack..EQP-03700.........$3.65

Chicken Egg Cartons (12 Egg)
100/Pack..EQP-03705........$36.50

Quail Egg Cartons (10 Egg)
100/Pack.....Clear............$14.55

Quail Egg Cartons (24 Egg)
25/Pack.....Clear............$14.85

Chicken Egg Trays (30 Egg)
10/Pack...EQP-03730........$3.65

Quail Egg Trays (50 Egg)
10/Pack..EQP-03740.........$3.85

WAS-30 Egg Tray
WAS-30 chicken egg tray has specially 
designed openings in the cones for the circu-
lation of water and air for superior cleaning 
ability. Heavy side-wall construction insures 
the durability and longevity of this egg tray. 
30 Eggs Size: 11.5” x 11.5”
EQP-04020....................................$1.60

STK-30 Egg Tray
The STK-30 chicken egg tray is specifically 
designed for the transportation of eggs. This 
tray, formerly known as the Harwood Egg 
Tray, is now property of KUHL Corporation 
and is completely interchangeable with our 
STK-30 egg tray. 30 Eggs Size: 11.5” x 11.5”
EQP-04030....................................$1.60

TEG-20 Egg Tray
TEG-20 egg tray has become very popu-
lar with turkey and duck raisers. This is 
especially true for turkey raisers because of 
the many colors made available. This allows 
each breeding pen to remain separate with a 
different color. 20 Eggs Size: 11.5” x 11.5”
EQP-04025....................................$2.50

XLT-30-AA Egg Tray
The Kuhl XLT-30 Egg Tray is specifically de-
signed to accommodate larger, thinner shelled 
eggs of older layers while not compromising 
quality and functionality. This egg tray also 
works remarkably well with free range eggs 
that vary in weight and size.  30 Eggs Size: 
12” x 11.5/8”
EQP-04022....................................$1.60

PET-46-ST Egg Tray
The Kuhl PET-46-ST Pheasant Egg Tray now 
incorporates stacking posts that allow the eggs 
to be stacked during the collection process on 
the farm. The stacking posts also allow the 
trays to be doubled stacked in most Kuhl Incu-
bators, as well as, other models. Ideal for Large 
Chukar. 46 Eggs Size: 11.5” x 11.5”
EQP-04031....................................$2.99

CHUK-80 Egg Tray
The CHUCK-80-ST Partridge Egg Tray ac-
commodates partridge eggs which are larger 
than quail and smaller than pheasant eggs. 
This unit also has the ability to double stack 
in order to double the capacity of your current 
incubator.  80 Eggs Size: 11.375” x 9.375”
EQP-04033....................................$2.99

Q-95-ST Egg Tray
The Kuhl Q-95-ST Quail Egg Tray incorpo-
rates the ability to double stack during the 
incubation process allowing you to double 
your capacity without purchasing new equip-
ment. 95 Eggs Size: 11.375” x 9.375”
EQP-04032....................................$2.99

Also ideal for collection and washing in 
our small washers. This rack will work 
for both 30-egg chicken egg trays and 
20-egg. Models #WAS-30, #STK-30 
HARDWOOD and #TEG-20 turkey and 
duck egg trays. The handle is separate for 
easy carrying and can be removed. Egg 
Racks NOT INCLUDED.
EQP-04044........................$19.70

Tray Rack
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Egg Washer Pro Enzyme Cleaner is extremely effective 
and designed for egg washing. The unique blend of 
all natural enzymes attacks organic stains and protein 
residue for effective removal of contaminants. For years, 
producers have looked for an alternative to chlorine for 
cleaning eggs. Now they have one. Usage/Treats: 1 oz. 
treats 15 gallons. 
EQP-03828...................16 oz..............................$10.15
EQP-03830...................33.9 oz...........................$19.90
EQP-03832...................128 oz............................$46.90

Egg Washer Pro Egg Cleaner

Egg Wash Foam Blocker is extremely concentrated and 
FDA Kosher certified. Uniquely formulated to act quickly 
and remain effective for long periods of time. This product 
is Environmentally Safe, Non-Toxic and Chemical Free. 
99% Organic. 1 teaspoon treats 5 Gallons.  
EQP-03834...................16 oz...............................$9.40
EQP-03836...................128 oz...........................$18.15

Foam Blocker

Evaporating Cooling Pad and Cell Protector effectively 
eliminates heavy scale, organic buildup and microbial build-
up on evaporating / cooling pad cells. 1 oz. per 100 gallons 
of water. IPS-CareFree Enzymes is the only manufacturer of 
natural enzymes that are free of bacteria. CareFree Enzyme 
products are 100% environmentally friendly.
EQP-03845...................33.9 oz...............................$17.50

Cooling Pad & Cell Protector

The KUHL Round Egg Basket has been 
completely redesigned. KUHL has added 
a hard plastic handle to this unit to pro-
vide added comfort for the user. This unit 
is also fully coated in plastic to insure the 
proper cushioning of the eggs. The plastic 
coating also prevents against rusting 
during the egg washing process. Please 
note that the detergent used is specially 
formulated so as not to effect the plastic 
coating, therefore not marking the eggs. 
1 Each.
EQP-04042...........................$29.50

Plastic Coated Egg 
Basket

A real innovation in hand egg 
brushes. This brush is composed 
of a new formulated, rubber-like 
soft plastic. The sandpaper band 
is of top quality material. This 
brush will eliminate blind checks 
and cracks because there are no 
hard surfaces. 1 Each.

EQP-04046.............$3.95

Plastic Egg Brush

The KUHL KF-200 Egg Washer has been completely redesigned to give the 
maximum washing efficiency to the small 
scale egg producer.  All four corners have 
been rounded, as well as, a tapered bottom 
to provide easy cleaning and also provide 
ample drainage. A specially designed motor 
has been mounted directly to the top of the 
machine. The KUHL KF-200 egg washer 
is now designed to accept both the KUHL 
LR5A Egg Tray Rack, as well as, the KUHL 
Round Egg Basket. The KUHL KF-200 Egg 

Washer is also fully equipped with a drain assembly and a very durable lock-in 
caster wheels. Capacity of this unit is approximately 8 egg cases or 1,200 eggs 
per hour. EQP-04040..................................................SALE: $1395.00

Kuhl Fiberglass Egg Washer

Kuhl - Jiffy II 
Egg Scale 

JIFFY-III EGG SCALE combines the previously used weighing 
mechanism of the Jiffy Scale. It is now held in a much sturdier way 
then before as pictured and the scale will weigh in both grams and 
ounces. As an introductory offer, each scale includes a test weight 
free of charge. This test weight can be used to test the accuracy 
of the scale any time in the future. This scale is a great addition to 
anyones line of poultry equipment.
EQP-04048......................................................................$43.50

Easy to move over eggs for long periods. Eggs 
need not be handled. Has 5 Ft. electric cord. Use to 
check progress of development. After 10th day re-
move infertile eggs to give more room in incubator.
EQP-03380...............................................$16.75

Cool Lite Egg Candler

This new egg candler has been redesigned to give much 
better reflection. This new model egg candler is lower in 
price and can easily be screwed or nailed to the table.  It 
can be used with a standard 60 watt bulb.
EQP-04050.........................................................$36.50

Jiffy Egg Candler

Super CD Egg Washer
Super CD Detergent formula  
has been developed after 
extensive tests in our egg 
washers. It is a chlorine base 
detergent which enhances the 
cleaning action. Super CD 
Detergent will give excellent 
results in types of water 
where there are many reac-
tionary elements such as high 
iron content and hard water.
5 Gallons EQP-04035..............................$160.00



1502 Sportsman 
Egg Incubator

The Sportsman Cabinet Egg Incubator - 1502 of-
fers an accurate digital thermostat with LCD Dis-
play of Temperature and Humidity. An on-board 
computer monitors systems and the environment 
every second to keep itself updated and to share 
this data with you. Electronic egg turning control, 
audio/visual indicators and a standard easy view 
door highlight a number of new features. The No. 
1502 “SPORTSMAN” is a complete incubator 
and hatcher. In addition to having three automati-
cally turned trays, it has a hatching tray in the 
bottom of the incubator, a very reliable Pre-Set 
electronic thermostat, and an effective humidity 
control. So if you are just getting started with a 
small flock, all you need is this one incubator. The 
unique feature of this incubator allows the breeder 
to set the eggs each week or so and then hatch 
the oldest setting eggs at the same time. Settings 
are rotated among the three turning trays so that 
the hatching tray can accept the eggs from one 
of the setting trays each cycle. Another option is 

to set all of the trays at one time and at the end on incubation, level all of the setting trays to use all of the trays as hatchers. Total Capacity with Plastic Trays 
(Not Included) 1368 Quail Eggs, 216 Larger Eggs (Ducks,Chickens).We recommend purchasing the plastic egg trays for cabinet incubators. This incubator 
includes: - 1 #3258 Digital Command Center thermostat - 3 turning racks & 1 plastic hatching tray (no cover) - 1 moisture pan with 2 wick pads - Samples of 
paper egg trays for quail, chicken/duck (1 each) - Instruction booklet  Size: 30.25” Deep 15.75” Wide 31.75” High.”

EQP-03500..............Standard for United States.........SALE: $725.00       EQP-03505.....220 Volt - Designed for Overseas Countries.......$825.00

The No. 1500 “PROFESSIONAL” is a setting 
incubator designed to be used with the No. 1550 
HATCHER.  Because eggs are not hatched in the 
No. 1500, the incubator maintains only one humid-
ity setting and stays cleaner. 110 Volt AC 225 Watts. 
*Total Capacity: 1368 Quail Eggs or 216 larger 
eggs, such as duck, etc. Each setting tray holds 
approximately 496 Quail Eggs, or 118 Chukkar or 
Pheasant, or 90 small Chicken Eggs, or 40 Goose 
Eggs (not over 33/4” overall height), or 60 Duck 
Eggs. This incubator includes: - 1 #3258 Digital 
Command Center thermostat - 3 turning racks - 1 
moisture pan with 2 wick pads - Samples of paper 
egg trays for quail, chicken/duck (1 each) - Instruc-
tion booklet (1 each) - We recommend purchasing 
plastic egg trays for cabinet incubators. Instruction 
booklet included : 30.25’ Fr to B, 15.75’ Wide, 
31.75’ High
EQP-03510.............................SALE: $687.00

The 1550 HATCHER incubator is designed to allow 
for the best hatching conditions. Unlike setting incu-
bators, hatchers usually operate at slightly different 
temperature and humidity settings to obtain optimum 
hatch. With five hatching drawers the 1550 Hatcher 
will hold the complete setting of the 1502 incubator. 
For expanding operations the 1550 can be matched 
with up to three 1502 incubators. The 1550 can be 
used to set eggs, but each egg will have to be turned 
by hand. Total capacity approximately 1250 Quail 
eggs or 360 Chicken Eggs. Hatcher includes: - 1 
#3258 Digital Command Center - 5 hatching trays - 1 
moisture pan with 2 wick pads - Instruction booklet  
DIMENSIONS: 30.25’ Front to Back, 15.75’ Wide, 
31.75’ High NO ASSEMBLY REQUIRED. 110-
120VAC, 50/60 Hz, 325 Watts. TUV Listed

EQP-03520...................................SALE: $675.00

1500 Cabinet Incubator 1550 Hatcher Incubator

Egg Incubators Sales & Info - Visit Us At blog.flemingoutdoors.com
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Plastic Egg Tray 6/PK

Plastic Universal Egg Rack 6/pk
EQP-03620........SALE: $53.00

Plastic Pheasant Egg Racks 6/pk
EQP-03610........SALE: $49.82

Plastic Quail Egg Racks 6/pk
EQP-03600........SALE: $49.82

Plastic XL Egg Racks 6/pk
EQP-03630........SALE: $49.82

Each Cabinet Incubator Holds 6 trays
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1202A Classic Sportsman
Cabinet Egg Incubator

The 1202A Sportsman is an improved model of GQF’s proven 1202 standard 
incubator. It has the same size and capacity as the electronic 1502 Sportsman but 
with less automation for reduced cost. The 1202A features mechanically timed egg 
turning, rugged dial thermometer/hygrometer, and a single wafer/relay thermostat 
system. This incubator is also upgradable to the Digital Command Center (shown 
on page 3) should your operational needs change. Like the 1502 the 1202A has 3 
turning racks, bottom hatching tray, moisture pan and can accept all of the acces-
sories used by the 1502 model. 110VAC, 2.1 Amps, 231 Watts. 

Total Capacity with Plastic Trays (Not Included) 1368 Quail Eggs, 216 Larger 
Eggs (Ducks,Chickens).We recommend purchasing the plastic egg trays for 
cabinet incubators. This incubator includes:3 turning trays & 1 hatching tray 
(no cover) - 1 #3018 dial thermometer/hygrometer - 1 moisture pan with 2 wick 
pads - Samples of paper egg trays for quail, chicken/duck (1 each) - 1 Aluminum 
clean out pan - Instruction booklet * 1 #3256 Pre-Set Electronic thermostat, and 1 
alternate #3122 wafer thermostat Size: 30.25” Deep 15.75” Wide 31.75” High.

Please Allow 2 weeks on Delivery of Incubator. We recommend waiting until incu-
bator has arrived before ordering you eggs.

EQP-03490.............................Reg. $650.00..................SALE: $655.00

Kuhl - Large Capacity Incubators
Description: Egg Incubator With Automatic Turner reverses the eggs forward and back-
ward at predetermined interval to insure the best possible turning advantage. The clear 
plastic door allows for visual inspection of the eggs at all times. Highly precise controls 
and heating elements give best results. Adjustable float valve connected to the humidifier 
pan gives the unit automatic humidity control. Included in incubator is a 5 gallon water 
storage container. However, the unit is set up so it can be hooks directly to water line.
 
Incubator comes the a full set of plastic trays depending on your choice:
 
Capacities: for 600 Egg Incubator
-600 Chicken or Pheasant Eggs in WAS-30 Trays
-400 Turkey , Duck or Peacock Eggs in TEG-20 Trays
-2300 Quail Eggs in Q-95 Trays
-1120 Bantam Eggs in Q-95-ST Double Stacking Trays
-4200 Quail Eggs in Q-95-ST Double Stacking Trays
-1900 Chukkar Eggs in CHUK-80 Trays
 
Capacities: for 1200 Egg Incubator
-1200 Chicken or Pheasant Eggs in WAS-30 Trays
-800 Turkey , Duck or Peacock Eggs in TEG-20 Trays
-4600 Quail Eggs in Q-95 Trays
-2240 Bantam Eggs in Q-95-ST Double Stacking Trays
-8400 Quail Eggs in Q-95-ST Double Stacking Trays
-3800 Chukkar Eggs in CHUK-80 Trays

Please Allow 3-5 weeks on Delivery of Incubator. We recommend waiting until incubator 
has arrived before ordering you eggs. Incubator will be delivery by Truck Line (Freight).
220 Volt Incubators are available for overseas. Please call for quote.

BSS-600-110 - 600 Egg Incubator (Size: 52” H x 32” W x 38” D)........................$6000.00
 
BSS-360-110 - 360 Egg Incubator /Hatcher (Size: 52” H x 32” W x 38” D)........$6000.00

BSS-960-110 - 920 Egg Incubator ( Size: 52” H x 32” W x 38” D).......................$7800.00
 
BSS-1200-110 - 1200 Egg Incubator (Size: 56” H x 52” W x 38” D)....................$9000.00
 
BSS-1200-110 - 1920 Egg Incubator (Size: 58” H x 52” W x 38” D)..................$11000.00



Little Giant Egg Incubators holds up to 30 eggs. Wire grill safely supports 
eggs during hatch period. Made of durable thermal plastic to help retain 
warmth and keep constant temperature. Features two 4” x 8” viewing 
windows - ideal for educational purposes - and solid state thermostat control, 
thermometer, and moisture rings. EGG TURNER SOLD SEPARATELY. L 
17.75” x W 17.75” x H 8” 

EQP-03210.....9200 Still Air Incubator (No Fan)  ...........SALE: $52.00
EQP-03200.....10200 Circulated Air Incubator (Fan) ....SALE: $85.00
The Fan Kit improves egg hatching conditions by circulating a constant flow 
of warm air throughout the incubator.

Little Giant Egg Incubator

FOR LITTLE GIANT INCUBATORS 
ONLY. Accessory for the Still Air and 
Circulated Air Incubators (9200 and 10200) 
Safely turns eggs to exercise the develop-
ing embryo. Reduces egg handling to help 
improve hatch rate. Includes motorized egg 
turner, large egg cups, and two egg rails. 
Holds 41 eggs”
EQP-03220...................SALE: $49.25

6300 Automatic 
Egg Turner

Designed to accommodate smaller eggs 
such as quail. 6 Rails Included = 120 Egg 
Capacity For LITTLE GIANT 6300 Egg 
Turners Small Egg Cups for 6200 available 
upon request.
EQP-03245.................SALE: $15.90

6302 Small Egg 
Rails For Quail

Accessory for the Still Air Incubator  
Transforms the Still Air Incubator into a Cir-
culated Air Incubator. Fan Kit improves eggs 
hatching conditions by circulating a constant 
flow of warm air throughout the incubator.

EQP-03230........Little Giant...........$38.00
EQP-03345........Hova Bator...........$38.00

Forced Air Fan Kit

Picture window is double plate plastic with 
air space insulation to help eliminate moisture 
buildup, which would obstruct viewing. Large 
viewing area is ideal for classroom work, sci-
ence projects and for group observation of the 
hatching processes. Will hold any size egg, from 
120 small Quail eggs, up to 42 large duck eggs. 
Fan Included Dimensions: 18” x 18” x 9 1/2”, 
110 Volt AC
EQP-03300.................SALE: $113.00

Hova Bator Large 
Window Incubator

Comes with an electronic thermostat that 
regulates temperature in the 99.5 Degree. Picture 
window is double plate plastic with air space 
insulation to help eliminate moisture buildup, 
which would obstruct viewing. Will hold any 
size egg, from 120 small Quail eggs, up to 42 
large duck eggs. 18” x 18” x 9 1/2”, 110 Volt AC
EQP-03290.................SALE: $161.50

Hova Bator Electronic 
Therm. Incubator

Chick Bator Capacity. Aprox. 3 chicken 
eggs,4 pheasant eggs, 2 turkey or duck 
eggs, 8 quail eggs. Operates on 110 
volt electricity. 7” diameter, 6” high. 
Great for classroom projects. Eggs NOT 
INCLUDED.

EQP-03340..................SALE: $19.50

Chick Bator Egg 
Incubator

Hova Bator Egg Turners
Egg Turner - 1611
EQP-03310........SALE: $49.25

Egg and Quail Turner - 1610
EQP-03320........SALE: $54.30

Goose Turner - 1614
EQP-03330........SALE: $55.65

Egg Incubators Sales & Info - Visit Us At blog.flemingoutdoors.com
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Water Reserve System For
Cabinet Egg Incubators

The Water Resrve System for Cabinet Egg Incubators 
consists of a 5 Gal. Reserve tank, connecting hose, with 
quick disconnect coupling and constant level humidity 
pan with 2 humidity pads, for increased humidity at time 
of hatch. Reccommend for GQF Cabinet incubators but 
not required. 

EQP-03585....................................SALE: $54.06

Clear Acrylic Door
Door comes complete with new hinges 
and latch tabs for customer installation 
by removing 8 screws. For all cabinet 
model incubators.
EQP-03588.........................$84.00

Thermometer
Hydrometer

The Thermometer Hydrometer is a must 
with any incubator. We have the 2” Dial 
and the Digital available. Both are very 
reliable and accurate.
 EQP-03387..........Dial.............$22.50
EQP-03390..........Digital..........$28.50
Standard Thermometer............$6.50

Thermostat Wafer Switch Complete designed specifi-
cally for the cabinet model incubators. Can be used in 
a homemade incubator application.
EQP-03382...............................................$24.50

Wafer Thermostat
Switch Complete

Wafer Thermostat
Has threaded socket. Used on nearly all electric incuba-
tors. Can be used in a homemade incubator application. 
Thermostat switch is required.
EQP-03383......................................................$9.00

Electronic Thermostat
The ultimate temperature controller. Higher per-
centage of hatch compared to wafer thermostats. 
Fast on off cycle provides uniform gentle warming 
of eggs. Holds uniform temperature and is unaf-
fected by barometric pressure. More accurate 
adjustment of temperature as one complete revolu-
tion changes temperature only 1.7°F.
EQP-03385.............................................$97.50

Cabinet Incubator 
Setting Tray

Optional setting tray for 1502 and 1500 
cabinet model incubators. Sturdy metal 
construction with wire floor.  24.5” X 
12.75”
EQP-03582..............................$29.41

Humidity Pads
Replacement humidity pads of our GQF 
Cabinet incubators. 10 pack. 

EQP-03587...............................$18.75

Incubator Liner
An accessory for all model Hova-Bators 
produced after January 1998. Makes incuba-
tor bottoms last longer. Lifts out for easy 
cleaning.
EQP-03335...............................$9.95

Top has a large clear plastic win-
dow for best viewing of the incuba-
tion and hatching process. Picture 
window is double plate plastic 
with air space insulation to help 
eliminate moisture buildup, which 
would obstruct viewing. Large 
viewing area is ideal for classroom 
work, science projects, advertis-
ing and promotional work, and for 
group observation of the hatching 
processes. Will hold any size egg, from 120 small Quail eggs, up to 42 large 
duck eggs. Dimensions: 18” x 18” x 9 1/2”, 220 VOLT AC. GENERALLY 
FOR COUNTRIES OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES.
EQP-03270........................................................................SALE: $129.00

Hova Bator 220 Volt Egg Incubator

220 Volt Incubators Only

Hova Bator 220 Volt Chicken, Duck 
& Quail Turner

FOR HOVA BATOR INCUBATORS 
ONLY. During incubation, eggs 
must be turned several times a day 
to prevent the yolk from setting to 
one side and to exercise the embryo. 
Turning the eggs by hand is the most 
demanding and time consuming part of 
egg incubation. Specifications: Turner 
hold a total of six egg racks. Each 
Universal Egg Rack holds 7 eggs, any size from a partridge egg up to duck 
eggs (total 42 eggs per turner). Each Quail Egg up to duck eggs (total 42 eggs 
per turner). Each Quail Egg Rack holds 20 quail eggs (total 120 eggs per 
turner), 15” x 15” x 3”,220 Volt AC. GENERALLY USED IN COUNTRIES 
OUTSIDE OF UNITED STATES.
EQP-03280...........................................................................SALE: $65.00
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GQF box brooders are designed to eliminate stress in young birds by providing plenty of heat, 
fresh air, light, feed and water space, and sanitary conditions for a confined area. The clear 
plastic front panel allows full and easy viewing of the brooders™s interior. Each brooder comes 
with three 28.5” troughs which maybe used for either feed or water. Ample feed and water 
space is necessary to allow weaker chicks access in the presence of more dominate chicks. Any 
trough may be equipped with optional automatic watering to provide the large quantity of water 
necessary. Failure to provide proper feed and water space can result in slower weight gain and 
perhaps higher chick mortality. The troughs are mounted on the outside of the brooder so that 
the chicks do not squirt droppings into the food or water. The 250-watt heater provides sufficient 
heat while the vented plastic side panels keep out drafts. As chicks are drawn to light rather 
than heat, each heater has a socket for a low wattage attraction light bulb, which helps to hold 
the chicks in the heated area. Each brooder comes with a thermometer and a wafer thermostat, 
which is accurate to 1 degree. The floor is a thin wire mesh which will allow droppings to easily 
pass through. Holds 100 Chicks @ 4 weeks
EQP-03350................................................................................................SALE: $299.95

Poultry & Gamebird Brooder

Each Brooder & Grow Off Pen comes with three 28.5” troughs which maybe used for either 
feed or water. Ample feed and water space is necessary to allow weaker chicks access in the 
presence of more dominate chicks. Any trough may be equipped with optional automatic water-
ing to provide the large quantity of water necessary. Failure to provide proper feed and water 
space can result in slower weight gain and perhaps higher chick mortality. The troughs are 
mounted on the outside of the brooder so that the chicks do not squirt droppings into the food or 
water. The 250-watt heater (Only in the Brooder Unit) provides sufficient heat while the vented 
plastic side panels keep out drafts. As chicks are drawn to light rather than heat, each heater has 
a socket for a low wattage attraction light bulb, which helps to hold the chicks in the heated area. 
Each brooder comes with a thermometer and a wafer thermostat, which is accurate to 1 degree. 
The floor is a thin wire mesh which will allow droppings to easily pass through.

Poultry Brooder, grow Off Pens, and viewable expander below. -This can be the start of a very 
lucrative enterprise, producing approximately 48 chickens a month in a very limited space. Put 
approximately 48 chicks (day old) from a hatchery into the brooder, for warmth, feed, and water. 
After four weeks, move 24 birds into each grow off pen and put 48 new chicks in the brooder. 1 
Poultry Brooder and 2 Grow Pens. 36” x 30” x 9.75”

EQP-03372................................................................................................SALE: $845.00

Poultry & Gamebird Brooder & Grow Off Pens

Each Brooder comes with three 28.5” troughs which maybe used for either feed or water. Ample feed and 
water space is necessary to allow weaker chicks access in the presence of more dominate chicks. Any 
trough may be equipped with optional automatic watering to provide the large quantity of water necessary. 
Failure to provide proper feed and water space can result in slower weight gain and perhaps higher chick 
mortality. The troughs are mounted on the outside of the brooder so that the chicks do not squirt droppings 
into the food or water. The 250-watt heaters provides sufficient heat while the vented plastic side panels 
keep out drafts. As chicks are drawn to light rather than heat, each heater has a socket for a low wattage 
attraction light bulb, which helps to hold the chicks in the heated area. Each brooder comes with a ther-
mometer and a wafer thermostat, which is accurate to 1 degree. The floor is a thin wire mesh which will 
allow droppings to easily pass through.

Poultry and Game Bird Battery brooders with clear front panels are ideal for displaying all types of chicks 
in feed stores, to monitor chick conditions at a glance and to raise large numbers of birds in limited floor 
space. Lightweight materials mean lower shipping costs as well as easy handling of drop pans. Sturdy base 
with rugged casters and securely fastened brooders result in a solid stack which is movable when full of 
birds. Only 65” high, all tiers of 5 brooders are accessible and drop pans and floors can be removed for 
cleaning while the brooders are stacked. 

Includes 6 plug electrical outlet strip with 4 ft. cord. Overall Dimensions: 32” Wide, 38” Front to Back, 
and 65” high. 110 Volt. Lid provided for top brooder only.

EQP-03370..............................................................................................................SALE: $1575.00

Poultry & Gamebird 5 Deck Battery Brooder



Thermostat controlled hanging radiant 
heater uses a wafer type thermostat to 
regulate temperature. Rugged all metal 
construction, including heat element. 
Located on the main channel is an on/off 
switch. Includes and attraction light socket. 
Has 2 5Ft chains with “S” hooks so you 
can adjust the height of the heater. Use for 
brooding or space heating. Broods approxi-
mately 350 Quail size chicks. Works with 
all poultry. Size: 25.5” x 6” x 6”
EQP-03350.................SALE: $160.00

Infra-Red Brooder Lamp features 
insulated porcelain sockets, heavy 
gauge aluminum reflectors and hang-
up hooks. Bulb guards that snap on the 
reflector, two-conductor and polarized 
male plugs. Sturdy clamp with vinyl 
coated grips hold lamp in place. Used 
for pig and chicken brooders or as a 
temporary heat source. 10-1/2” reflec-
tion diameter. Has bulb guard, 6’ or 

10’cord, porcelain socket, hang up loop or clamp. Lamp pictured has a 
6 ft. Cord with Clamp.
EQP-03347...................6’ Cord With Clamp...................... $15.00
EQP-03347...................10’ Cord With Hanger................... $15.00

Heat Lamp BrooderSpace Heater Brooder
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36’’ x 30’’ (Fits No. 0528 & No. 0534 
Brooder). -DACB (Deotized Animal 
Cage Board) is a special Neomycin treat-
ed absorbent board to inhabit bacterial 
degradation to aid in control of disease 
and odors. 20 Pack 
EQP-03357.............................$29.95

Sanitized Brooder & Feeder 
Liner

Consist of 5 gallon plastic water tank to sit 
on back corner of brooder. Tubing and float 
valve for one existing trough (troughs are 
not supplied with waterer.) 

EQP-03351.................SALE: $39.50

Automatic Brooder
Waterer

4-Light Brooder is equipped with a wafer 
thermostat that automatically controls two 
of the four lamps. This thermostat can be ad-
justed to turn off two lamps when the brooder 
house temperature is sufficiently high to make 
the operation of four lamps unnecessary. It 
will turn these lamps on again when the tem-
perature drops. Includes 6” suspension chain. 
Bulbs not included. 
EQP-03346.................SALE: $89.50

4 Bulb Brooder Lamp

This Kuhl Plastic Chick Box has four indi-
vidual dividing compartments. Each would 
hold 25 chicks with a total capacity of 100 
chicks per box. It is nestable and stackable, 
in other words, it can be stacked when filled 
and it is only necessary to use a lid on the 
top box. It can be turned and reversed the 
other way and nested when empty. Dimen-
sions: 26.4” L x 18.5” W x 6.3” H . Colors: 
Blue, Yellow & White
EQP-03951..................SALE: $17.95

Chick Boxes

Same as GQF popular poultry type 
brooder, but without expense of 
heating elements and thermostat. 
Has sliding door panels on front 
and sides that have 1’’ x 4’’ mesh 
openings. 36” x 30” x 9.75” 
EQP-03374.................$199.50

Poultry & Gamebird 
Grow Off Pen

120 Volt 250 Watt. -Now for the small 
producer we offer the most efficient of 
infra red heat brooders. This new bulb 
gives you concentrated heat for a small 
quantity of birds, such as would be 
hatched in your incubators.
EQP-03348.......Infrared........ $6.25
EQP-03349.......Clear............. $6.25

Brooder Bulb

This thermometer is to be used with both 
incubators and brooders. The light weight 
thermometer is intended to be placed 
directly on top of the eggs or in brooder. 
This allows temperature to be read at egg 
or chick level. 
EQP-03395................................$6.89

Brooder Incubator
Thermometer

A low wattage light should be used to attract the 
baby chicks to the heating element, feed, and 
water. Red lights were used for years and are still 
preferred by some breeders. Low intensity white 
light has been shown to increase food conversion 
and does not cause added risk for pecking. 
EQP-03355.......White........6/pk........$9.75
EQP-03355.......Red............6/pk........$9.75

7 Watt Brooder Bulbs
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Baby Chick Bulk Feeder is revolutionary to 
the poultry industry.  Special Features Include: 
Narrow eating area eliminates the scratching out 
of feed. Feeder can be utilzed longer than tray 
style methods to reduce the amount of equipment 
needed. Available with optional cover to prevent 
birds from entering through the top of the feeder. 
(Included) Dimensions: 7 1/2” H x 11 1/2” Diam-
eter. 5 lbs. Capacity. Cover Included.
EQP-03193............................SALE: $16.00

Kuhl Baby Chick Feeder

1 Quart Plastic Feeder is constructed of heavy 
duty polyethylene. Base features 8 openings 
with ribs to minimize feed spillage. Base and 
Jar is included. Great for school projects and 
home use for new baby chicks. Red, Green, 
Purple and Yellow Colors Available 

EQP-03115...........Feeder..............$4.99
EQP-03112...........Waterer............$3.99

1 Quart Chick Feeders 
& Waterers

These economy priced feeders are designed exclusively for the hobbyist. 
Feed saver lips minimize spillage. The 11 lb. & 22 lb. feeders feature adjust-
able levels. Anti-Scratch vanes help prevent crowding and feed waste.  

EQP-03140...........11 lbs. Hanging Feeder  ...........SALE: $15.65
EQP-03142...........22 lbs. Hanging Feeder ............SALE: $32.85

Ground Feeders are constructed of heavy gauge 
galvanized steel with rolled edges for safety.
Perfect for baby chicks. Rounded, embossed edges 
help reduce chafing on neck and head.
EQP-03110..................................SALE: $4.95

8 Hole Round Poultry Feeder

Little Giant ground feeders are constructed of high 
quality galvanized steel and feature rolled edges of 
safety. Individual holes minimize waste. Top slides 
off for easy access.
EQP-03130.....12” Slide Top.....SALE: $5.50
EQP-03132.....18” Slide Top.....SALE: $5.80
EQP-03134.....24” Slide Top.....SALE: $6.50
EQP-03136.....24” Reel  Top.....SALE: $6.45

Slide and Reel Top Poultry Feeders

Little Giant hanging poultry feeders are constructed 
of heavy gauge galvanized steel with rolled edges 
for safety. 12 lbs. or 30 lbs.Capacity. 
EQP-03144..........12 lbs.............SALE: $20.60
EQP-03146..........30 lbs.............SALE: $32.85

Metal Hanging Feeders

Plastic Hanging Poultry Feeders

Hanging Feeder Covers Prevents your birds 
using the feeder as a roost & spillage.
EQP-03148..........11 lbs Cover.............$2.85
EQP-03149..........22 lbs Cover.............$2.95
EQP-03173..........Full Cover................$4.30
EQP-03147..........Metal Cover.............$3.75

Hanging Feeder Covers

Baby Chick 1 Gallon Waterer is revolutionary to 
the poultry industry.  Special Features Include: 
Narrow watering area to help prevent smaller 
birds from drowning, inlcuding pheasant, quail, 
bantam and any other baby chicks.  Size: 1 Gal-
lon.

EQP-03174............................SALE: $7.60

Kuhl Baby Chick & 
Gamebird Waterer

Poultry chick feeders permit the game 
chicks to get inside the feed and their 
droppings create a exceedingly un-
sanitary and unhealthy condition. Our 
Chick Feeder is specifically designed 
for game chicks (Quail, Chukar, Pheas-
ant,)  prevents droppings from getting 
in the feed. Holds 5 lbs. Of Feed
EQP-03420...........................$11.50

Game Bird Chick 
Feeder



The Kuhl 15 lbs. hanging feeders are designed 
exclusively for the hobbyist. Feed saver lips 
minimize spillage. Feed level can be adjusted up 
or down. Unit is constructed out of heavy-duty 
polyethylene material to provide multiple seasons 
of trouble-free utilization. Kuhl 15 lbs. feeder is 
suspended by a center galvanized steel rod that 
will not rust, rot, or corrode.

EQP-03191............................SALE: $14.75

Kuhl 15 lbs. Hanging Feeder
The Kuhl 22 lbs. Hanging Feeder is specifi-
cally designed for the use with young quail, 
pheasant, and baby chicks. Unit is constructed 
out of heavy-duty polyethylene material 
to provide multiple seasons of trouble-free 
utilization. Kuhl 22 lbs. feeder is suspended by 
a center galvanized steel rod that will not rust, 
rot, or corrode.
EQP-03171............22 lbs................$19.99
EQP-03172............30 lbs................$22.00

The Kuhl  50lb. Range Feeder features include: One piece rain shield design 
provides a 100% water proof barrier. Durable polypropylene plastic material 
provides ample strength for multiple seasons of trouble-free use feed saver 
grill significantly reduces amounts of wasted feed. Dimensions: Over all 
height: 24”  Pan: 4 3/4” High  x 22 1/2” Diameter  Rain Shield: 24” Diam-
eter Capacity: 50lbs.
EQP-03195...........Poultry...................Each.. ...........SALE: $129.00
EQP-03196...........Quail .....................2 Pack............SALE: $239.00
EQP-03197...........Chukkar................2 Pack............SALE: $239.00

Kuhl 50 lbs. Range Feeders

The Kuhl 300lb. Range Feeder is the most 
popular range feeder on the market. Features 
Include: New locks have been built into the 
lid, which now snaps into lock depressions in 
the body. This eliminates the lid from blowing 
off. The body is constructed out of heavy-duty 
plastic material, with re-enforced ridges all the 
way around the sides. This allows the unit to 
easily handle 300 lbs. of feed. Feed adjustments 
from the pan to the body eliminate metal legs. It 
is now possible to adjust the feed level directly 
from the pan. This allows you to mount the 
unit in order to adjust the feed level height as 
needed. This unit is ideal for pheasant, quail, 
chicken, duck, and turkey, as well as, larger 
animals such as sheep, goat, and ostrich. Capac-
ity: 300lb. Feeds approximately 300 birds or 3 
feeders per 1,000 birds.. 
EQP-03198..........Poulty............$315.00
EQP-03199...........Quail............$315.00

Kuhl 300 lbs. Range Feeder

This new feeder is designed to be used for baby 
chicks on up to full grown quail or poultry. It is 
designed with a hinged lid and also a control in the 
center to raise or lower the body which in turn will 
regulate the height of feed in the pan. This is very 
essential in saving feed. The pan is 1-1/2” H with 
a 12” diameter (3.81 cms H 30.48 cms diameter). 
The feed capacity is 16 lbs. This unit can be used 
to greatly cut down the number of times it would 
be necessary to put in feed for the young birds. 
EQP-03192...............................SALE: $17.95

16 lbs. Plastic Feeder
50lb. Range Feeder combines quality and 
durabily to offer by far the best large capacity 
hanging feeder on the market. Special features 
include: Full 50lb. Capacity, durable polypro-
pylene plastic material provides ample strength 
for multiple seasons of trouble-free use feed 
saver grill significantly reduces amount of 
wasted feed. Dimensions: Over all height: 24” 
or 61cms. Pan: 4 3/4” High or 12cms x 22 1/2” 
Diameter or 57cms. Capacity: 50lbs.
EQP-03194..........................SALE: $38.50
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Kuhl Hanging Feeders

Kuhl 50 lbs. Hanging Feeder

The Kuhl Poly-Lid feeder lid has been newly 
designed to keep feed waste to a minimum. This 
unit comes complete with partitions both large 
and small which helps to cut down on feed waste. 
Dimensions: 22”L x 13”W x 2” high. 
EQP-03960........................................... $2.99

Poly Lid Feeder

Plastic Platform Stand elevates this feeder keeping the 
litter out of the feed. This stand is 2-3/4” H with a 20-1/2” 
diameter (6.99 cms diameter) which allows plenty of 
room around the feeder base for the birds to stand and eat. 
EQP-03179...................................................... $22.75

Platform Stand



The nesting jar reduces storage space and 
its lug design makes attachment easy, while 
the low profile enhances stability. Jars are 
molded from durable, transparent polyethyl-
ene so the water level is always visible.

EQP-03105..................SALE: $9.20

1 Gallon Poultry
Waterer

Waterers are constructed of heavy gauge galva-
nized steel with rolled edges for safety. Features 
arched inner handles for added strength. Brass 
valves and rubber seals produce a positive water 
shut-off. Seams tested to prevent leaks.Also 
feature locking pin.
EQP-03160...2 Gallon...........SALE: $25.95
EQP-03162...3 Gallon...........SALE: $28.50
EQP-03164...5 Gallon...........SALE: $37.60

Double Wall Metal
Poultry Fount

These large capacity waterers are rust proof, 
dent proof, and easy to fill. The vacuum-sealed 
cap creates an automatic water flow. The rug-
ged handle makes transport around the yard 
easy. Jar snaps compactly into base.

EQP-03166.....3 Gallon.....SALE: $29.50
EQP-03168.....5 Gallon.....SALE: $36.50
EQP-03170.....7 Gallon.....SALE: $42.25

Plastic Poultry
Fount

Helps prevent water from freezing in tem-
peratures as low as 10F. Designed for use 
with both metal and plastic founts. Perfect 
for outdoor use in a dry, sheltered area. Cord 
should be protected from animals. 
EQP-03250..................SALE: $51.10

Electric Heater Base For 
Fount

These large capacity waterers are rust proof, 
dent proof, and easy to fill. The vacuum-sealed 
cap creates an automatic water flow. The rug-
ged handle makes transport around the yard 
easy. Jar locks compactly into base.

EQP-03166.....3 Gallon.....SALE: $20.50
EQP-03168.....5 Gallon.....SALE: $29.50

Plastic Poultry
Fount

These dependable waterers hook up to any 
standard 1/2 “ NPT pipe to provide a limitless 
supply of clean water. Safely operates between 
10-70 PSI. Holds 2 pints of water and waters up 
to  175 Birds. Bowl measures 6 1/2 “ Diameter 
& 2 1/2” Deep.
EQP-03154..........................SALE: $24.50

Automatic Game Bird & 
Poultry Fount - 2500

Automatic King Size 
Poultry Fount 2550 

Automatic Baby 
Chick Fount - 2525

Bowl Guard

These dependable waterers hook up to any stan-
dard 1/2 “ NPT pipe to provide a limitless supply 
of clean water. Safely operates between 10-70 
PSI. Holds 1.5 Quarts of water and waters up to  
250 Birds. Bowl measures 8 1/2 “ Diameter & 2 
3/4” Deep.
EQP-03158..........................SALE: $29.50

These dependable waterers hook up to any stan-
dard 1/2 “ NPT pipe to provide a limitless supply 
of clean water. Safely operates between 10-70 
PSI. This extra shallow bowl help reduce the risk 
of baby birds drowning. Holds 1 1/2 pints of water 
and waters up to 200 baby chicks.Bowl measures 
7 1/4” in diameter & 1 3/4 “ Deep
EQP-03156..........................SALE: $27.50

Accessory for th King Size 2550 & Game Bird 
2500 Founts. Acts as an anti roosting device. 
Helps prevent debris from getting in the water.
EQP-03159..........................SALE: $9.48
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This low voltage super plastic heated pet 
bowl will keep your pet’s water from freez-
ing. It is thermostatically controlled so it will 
operate only when necessary keeping the 
contents at the right temperature.  60 Watts, 
11” Diameter. 5-foot Heavy-duty anti-chew 
cord protector .
PET-72238................................... $24.85

Heated 1.5 Gallon Bowl

This all seasons heated poultry fount is thermo-
statically controlled to keep water from freezing 
during the winter. It has an electrical connection 
on the base to allow it to be used all year. It holds 
3 gallons of water. Plug extension cord into unit 
during the winter months. Operates automatically. 
Unplug extension cord during warm months and 
use as regular waterer. Size: 100 WATT. 
EQP-03255..........................................$37.50

Plastic Heated Poultry
Fount - 3 Gallon



Complete with Pressure Reducing Valve, 5 feet tubing, 
ready to screw onto water faucet, adjustable water level, 9” 
diameter, 4” overall height with bowl height of 2”. Gives 
28” of watering space. 5 Waterer Kit Contains: 5 Drinkers,  
18 Hose clamps, 25 ft. Tubing,  1 Pressure reducing valve 

EQP-03150.............1 Waterer..............SALE: $34.90
EQP-03152.............5 Waterer Kit.......SALE: $78.00
EQP-03153.............9” Drinker Only....SALE: $9.48

Low Pressure Automatic
Waterers

The above shut-off can be connected in any water 
line so just by pushing through it will shut off 
the flow of water from the source to the drinker 
enabling you to disconnect the drinker to clean or 
remove. 
EQP-03185.................................SALE: $3.30

Water Shut Off

 Can be used with any type automatic 
waterer listed in this catalog where 
a problem is encountered with either 
high or low water pressure. This unit 
equalizes the water pressure lines and 

it helps the automatic waterer work much better. There are many instances, es-
pecially in large installations, where a pressure regulator should be used where 
the water pressure may be extremely high. In this instance, we would definitely 
suggest our No. PR-200G Pressure Regulator.  
EQP-03186............................................................................SALE: $69.00

Pressure Regulator 
W/Pressure Gauge

The Kuhl Plus-One Automatic Hanging Waterer 
is the most popular waterer currently offered in 
our product line. This unit is constructed of the 
highest quality polypropylene plastic material 
insuring the highest levels of structure and dura-
bility. Unit is complete with everything needed 
to connect up to the water source: water pipe 
saddle connector, 8ft. of PVC hose, 8ft. of du-
rable hanging rope, Operation Capacity: 90-100 
broilers per unit, 70-80 breeders per unit, 40-50 
turkeys per unit. EQP-03180.............$32.75

Kuhl Plus One Automatic 
Waterer

Kuhl Plastic-matic round drinker is ideal for both 
young chicks or older birds. It operates with a float 
valve, as pictured. Comes complete with 12” of 
hose and a “T” connection for continual use. The 
float valve operates on a pressure from 1 to 50 PSI. 
It has a positive shutoff. It has an adjustable water 

level and it is easy to clean both inside and out, as pictured. The pan for this unit 
has a 9” diameter and is 1-3/4” high. EQP-03190............................$17.86

Plastic Matic Automatic 
Waterer

T his valve can be used for a small 
system of 1 to 2 cups or a large sys-
tem designed to support 1500 quail. 
Supplies 5 lb. water pressure to 
drink cups. Includes 5/16” and 1/4’ 
hose barbs and 2ft normal pressure 
hose with connector.
EQP-03187................... $34.75

Pressure Regulator

Female Hose Connector For 1/4’’ Hose -Use this fit-
ting whenever you need to connect 1/4” hose or tub-
ing to water faucet that has garden hose connection.
EQP-03183............................SALE: $3.85

1/4” Low Pressure Female 
Hose Connector

This inexpensive tubing is ideal for low pressure 
systems. Not supplied with fittings. 1/4” Tubing. 
Color -Blue. 
EQP-03189............................SALE: $18.55

1/4” Low Pressure
Hose 50 Ft.

Has connector with 1/4” hose barb & 3/8” pipe threads, 2 plastic 
nuts with 3/8” pipe threads. Requires 11/16” hole in water tank. 
Tank and tubing is not supplied. May require silicone glue to 
prevent leaking.
EQP-03181...................................................SALE: $5.80

1/4” Low Pressure Water 
Tank Fitting

Tube Clamp for 1/4” Low Pressure Hose.
EQP-03188............................SALE: $5.25

1/4” Low Pressure Tube 
Clamp 18/Pk For use with 1/4” hose or tubing when you need 

to run hose to another pen.  10 Pack
EQP-03182............T-Fitting...............$7.95
EQP-03184.............Splicer.................$4.90

T Fitting and Splicer
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Just right for the smaller backyard flock (recommended for 4-6 chickens), the Ware 
Chick-N-Hutch is designed for years of function. It has a hinged waterproof shingle 
roof and front panel for easy access and cleaning. It also features removable wind 
guards, an adjustable perch, a rear egg door, pull pan, and coated .5 x 1-inch floor wire, 
making it a perfect blend of convenience and value.

Made with the finest exterior-grade plywood with a non-toxic red stain, this hutch dis-
plays excellent craftsmanship. It arrives ready-to-assemble, needing only a screw driver. 
The assembled hutch measures 3 ft. 6 in. L x 2 ft. W x 3 ft. 2 in. H. The cage wire size 
is 1 x 1 inch with a center wire door. EQP-03470...........................................$178.50

Chick-N-Hutch Wooden Chicken Coop

Chick-N-Rabbit Pen
An ideal way to extend your flock’s living space, the Ware 
Chick-N-Pen easily attaches to the Chick-N-Hutch. The pen also 
features a wide-opening front door for ease of access and assem-
bles in minutes with a screwdriver. The assembled pen measures 
3 ft. 4 in. L x 5 ft. W x 3 ft. H. The wire size is 1 x 1 inch.
NOTE: The Chick-N-Rabbit Pen is not fully enclosed. One side 
is open to allow for attachment. This run cannot be freestanding 
or chickens will get out. 
EQP-03471............................................................$172.00

Chick-N-Hutch Door 
Swings Open with Latch

The Large Chick-N-Barn - Chicken Hutch by Ware is the ultimate housing for your 
pampered poultry, this stylish designer Chicken Barn is perfect for your urban flock 
(the Barn is rated for 6-9 average size hens)It has hinged side lids for easy access, 3 egg 
collection doors, 2 sliding chicken entries and room for a roost. Interior roosting perch 
included. Made of exterior grade plywood that is coated with a non-toxic red stain. Has 
rust resistant wire. The roof has a green roof cap. Nesting boxes NOT included. Chick 
N Barn does not have a floor for easier cleaning.

Match your Chick-N-Barn with the Chick-N-Yard for a secure, safe habitat for your 
feathered friends, add a second yard for more room or larger flocks. Chick-N-Barn is 
sold individually. Easy to assemble with just ascrewdriver. Dimensions: 51” x 43” x 
46.5” (WxDxH) EQP-03472........................................................................$399.00

Chick-N-Barn Wooden Chicken Coop

Chick-N-Yard
A great way to extend your flock’s living space, the Ware 
Chick-N-Yard easily attaches to the Chick-N-Barn. The yard 
also features easy-access side and end doors and assembles 
in minutes with a screwdriver. The assembled yard measures 
3 ft. 9 in. L x 3 ft. 9 in. W x 2 ft. 3 in. H. The galvanized, 
welded wire size is 1 x 1 inch.
Chick-N-Yard is not fully enclosed. One side is open to allow 
for attachment. This run cannot be freestanding or chickens 
will get out. EQP-03473.......................................$148.50

Backyard Chicken or Rabbit Hutch
The Ware Premium + Backyard Hutch 
provides your small pet with a nice outdoor 
shelter. Great for rabbits, guinea pigs, and 
even chickens. Easy assembly that only re-
quires a screwdriver and ready in minutes. 
Easy to move around the yard and place 
wherever you need it. Gives your pet 7 sq. 
ft. of living space. Dimensions are 24.5” x 
56” x 20.75” (WxDxH)..
EQP-04220..................................$89.50

Designed to fit the Chick-N-Hutch 
and Chicken-N-Barn. Sturdily 
crafted of unstained exterior-
grade plywood, this nesting box is 
designed for years of use. Shipped 
fully assembled. Measures 12L x 
12.5W x 12.5H inches. 

EQP-03475....................$12.95

Chick-N-Nesting Box

Warranty & Return Policy For Wooden Chicken / Rabbit Hutches & Coops: Ware manufacturing will warranty all of their products specifically. We do not ac-
cept returns for any of the wooden chicken coops or rabbit hutches by Ware Manufacturing. If there is any part missing or damaged Ware will send you replacement 
parts for your product. Please contact us asap if anything is damaged or missing and we will get you the parts within 2-5 days. Thank You.
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The Chick-N-House is the perfect starter home for 2 to 4 hens. This cozy little coop will 
keep your hens safe and secure. Offers most of the amenities found in our larger coops. 
Made from top grade lumber with tongue and groove construction, non-toxic stain, 
rustproof galvanized wire and a waterproof shingle roof. Offers easy access and clean-
ing with a lift-up hinged roof, 2 front doors and removable wooden side panel. The 3 
removeable roost, lift-out floor panels, locking door and fresh air vents make raising your 
small flock easy. By adding the Chick-N-Pen (sold separately) your chickens will have 
access to a safe and secure outdoor area for scratching and foraging. Assembles with 
only a screwdriver required. Dimensions: 45.25”W x 31”D x 32.25”H.
EQP-03478...................................................................................................$350.00

Chick-N-House - 1460

The Chick-N-Cabin is the perfect home for 4 to 6 hens. This cozy little coop will keep 
your hens safe and secure. Made from top grade lumber with tongue and groove con-
struction, non-toxic stain, rustproof galvanized wire and a waterproof shingle roof. Of-
fers easy access and cleaning with 2 removable screen front panels, a rear access cleanup 
door, removable wooden side panel and a side access door. The 4 removable roost, 
lift-out floor panels, locking door and fresh air vents make raising your small flock easy. 
By adding the Chick-N-Pen (sold separately) your chickens will have access to a safe 
and secure outdoor area for scratching and foraging. Assembles with only a screwdriver 
required. Dimensions: 48”W x 45.25”D x 37.25”H
EQP-03479...................................................................................................$475.00

Chick-N-Cabin - 1461

The Chick-N-Lodge is the perfect home for 4 to 6 hens. This cozy little coop will keep 
your hens safe and secure. Made from top grade lumber with tongue and groove con-
struction, non-toxic stain, rustproof galvanized wire and a waterproof shingle roof. Offers 
easy access and cleaning with a large screen front door, a rear access cleanup door and 
a removable wooden side panel. The 3 removable roost, lift-out floor panels, attachable 
access ramp, covered screened porch and convenient storage compartment make raising 
your small flock easy. Add a Universal Chick-N-Nest Box (sold separately) for easy egg 
gathering. Assembles with only a screwdriver required. Dimensions: 64”W x 43.5”D x 
55.25”HEQP-03481.........................................................................................$625.00

Chick-N-Lodge - 1463

The Chick-N-Villa is the perfect home for 4 to 6 hens. This cozy little coop will keep 
your hens safe and secure. Made from top grade lumber with tongue and groove 
construction, non-toxic stain, rustproof galvanized wire and a waterproof shingle roof. 
Offers easy access and cleaning with a large screen front door, a rear access cleanup door 
and a removable wooden side panel. The 2 removable roost, lift-out floor panels, attach-
able access ramp, covered screened porch and convenient storage compartment make 
raising your small flock easy. By adding the Chick-N-Pen (sold separately) your chickens 
will have access to a safe and secure outdoor area for scratching and foraging. Assembles 
with only a screwdriver required. Dimensions: 69.5”W x 33.75”D x 50”H.
EQP-03480...................................................................................................$599.00

Chick-N-Villa - 1462

Universal Chick-N-Nest Box - 1475
Simply attach to the proper access port on any of the Premium 
Pens and lift the roof top door to access the eggs inside. Complete 
with removable floors and locking roof top door. Easy to assemble 
with only a screwdriver required.  Fits Chick-N-House, Chick-N-
Cabin, Chick-N-Villa and Chick-N-Lodge. Dimensions: 23.25”W 
x 15.5”D x 15.5”H.   EQP-03476...................................$59.95

Warranty & Return Policy For Wooden Chicken / Rabbit Hutches & Coops: Ware manufacturing will warranty all of their products specifically. We do not ac-
cept returns for any of the wooden chicken coops or rabbit hutches by Ware Manufacturing. If there is any part missing or damaged Ware will send you replacement 
parts for your product. Please contact us asap if anything is damaged or missing and we will get you the parts within 2-5 days. Thank You.
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Chicken Coop Starter

Chicken Coop Free Range Coop

-  Unique diamond design comes assembled in a box
-  Choose 4 hole or single hole design
-  15” x 15” Nest box openings to accommodate almost any kind of poultry.
-  Perch is included and easily attached by sliding in under egg roll out guard.
-  8” egg roll out guard helps hold bedding and keep eggs secure in box.
-  Nest box stand is included to help prevent rodents underneath and keep eggs on the 
sides self standing
-  Able to be hung from peak of box to suspend if so desired
-  Diamond design prevents roosting and manure build up on roof.
-  Offset roost keeps birds and nest box cleaner from manure.
EQP-03456.......Single........ 22 3/4” x 21 1/4” x 22 1/2”......................$38.50
EQP-03458.......4 Hole........ 22 3/4” x 41 3/4” x 43 1/2”...................$137.50

Wooden Nesting Boxes

The Chick-N-Villa is the perfect home for 4 to 6 hens. This cozy little 
coop will keep your hens safe and secure. 
-  Crafted from solid finished Douglas fir weighing only 75 lbs
-  Measures 79 7/8” x 29 1/2” x 38 3/4” after easy assembly.
-  Waterproof composite roof and nest box lift lid.
-  Dual roost box inside living area.
-  Easy clean up by access door on the front side of the hutch.
-  Fine coated mesh wire keeps animals safe from predators.
-  Open bottom allows for natural grazing and scratch.
-  Slotted wood floor for bird comfort
-  8” wide ramp with runners
-  Security door helps with cleaning or moving the hutch..
EQP-03480............................................................................$460.00

Chicken Coop Deuce Hen House

Warranty & Return Policy For Wooden Chicken / Rabbit Hutches & Coops: High Country Plastics will warranty all of their products specifically. We do not 
accept returns for any of the wooden chicken coops or rabbit hutches by High Country Plastics. If there is any part missing or damaged HCP will send you replace-
ment parts for your product. Please contact us asap if anything is damaged or missing and we will get you the parts within 2-5 days. Thank You.

The Chick-N-Villa is the perfect home for 4 to 10 hens. This cozy little 
coop will keep your hens safe and secure.
-  Crafted from solid finished Douglas fir weighing only 125 lbs
-  Measures 73” x 46 1/4” x 54 1/2” after easy assembly.
-  Waterproof composite roof and nest box lift lid.
-  4 sturdy handles allow the hutch to be easily moved by 2 people.
-  Dual roost box inside living area.
-  Easy clean up by access door on the back side of the hutch.
-  Fine coated mesh wire keeps animals safe from predators.
-  Open bottom allows for natural grazing and scratch.
-  Slotted wood floor for bird comfort
-  8” wide ramp with runners
-  Security door helps with cleaning or moving the hutch.
EQP-03454.................................................................$475.00

The Chick-N-Villa is the perfect home for  to 2-3 small hens, rabbits, or guinea 
pigs. This cozy little coop will keep your hens safe and secure. 
-  Crafted from solid finished fir weight only 40 lbs.
-  Measures 47 1/2” x 18” x 28 3/4” after easy assembly.
-  Waterproof composite roof and nest box lift lid.
-  Easy clean up with removable drop pan.
-  Fine mesh wire keeps animals safe from predators.
-  Easy access lift lid on roof and nest box.
-  Perfect for small spaces
EQP-03450.................................................................................$149.50



Plastic Quail Coop
The KUHL COOP-6-Q offers an alterna-
tive from our KUHL COOP-Q-5 which 
has been the standard of the industry for 
many years. This new unit offers greater 
versatility with the addition of a top 
swinging door. The side door remains as 

the sliding fashion. The KUHL COOP-6-Q is made out of high density poly-
ethylene, UV stabilized material.  Capacity 13 birds.
EQP-03401...........................................................................SALE: $58.00

Made of heavy duty, long lasting plastic 
-ideal for handling, holding or shipping 
quail. Raised top corner fits bottom for stack-
ing several high with solid bottom to protect 
lower birds, has positive spring latch. When 
released birds, side door slides open to let 
birds walk out without excitement. Low 4 1/2” Headroom helps eliminate 
bruised birds.Out side Dimensions 27” x 18” x 6 1/2” Capacity 13 birds.  
EQP-03400..................................................................................... $49.95

Solid Top Coop is designed with a fast 
fill door which also works as an exit door 
when flipped upside down. Solid top 
eliminates light and droppings falling 
through since the bottom is a special per-
forated floor for stability gripping by the 
gamebirds with no caught or broken toes. 

Designed not to catch wings or tails Outside dimensions: 25 1/2”L x 20 1/2”W 
x 7 1/2”H. EQP-03410........................................................SALE: $45.00

Solid Top Game Bird Coop

Plastic Fast Fill 
Game Bird Coop 7

The KUHL COOP-7 is equipped with a “fast 
fill”, push-in end door that automatically falls 
in place after the bird is inserted inside the 
coop. This coop is also outfitted with a quick 
release door on the opposite end that provides 
easy releasing of your fowl.  Please note that 
the automatic swinging door closes after the 

fowl has been inserted inside the coop providing escape free utilization.  Dimen-
sions: 38” L x 23” W x 10 ½” H. Capacity 12 Birds.
 EQP-03403............................................................................SALE: $88.00

Newly designed game bird coop is ideal for 
transporting and releasing pheasants of all 
sizes. These units are stackable and can be 
arranged so that birds can be released from a 
truck or trailer without unloading or unstack-
ing. This coop is also ideal for use in transporting poultry. Side door is apx. 8” x 
13” Top door is apx. 8” x 13” Capacity 8-9 Birds
 EQP-03402............................................................................SALE: $89.00

KUHL now offers a game bird coop with an 
end release style door with an open bottom 
grated style floor. The capacity of this coop is 
approximately 14 full grown birds. Dimen-
sions: 37.5” x 22” x 11” 
EQP-03409................SALE: $85.00

Plastic Pheasant or 
Poultry Coop 8 

Plastic Game Bird End
Release Door Coop 11A

Plastic Poultry  Trans. 
Coop 14  

The dimensions of the Coop10 are exactly the 
same, allowing it to be completely stackable 
with both the KUHL COOP-7 and the KUHL 

COOP-10. The price of this unit has been reduced by the elimination of the 
side door and solid bottom (bottom is an open, grated style). Dimensions: 38” 
L x 23” W x 10 ½” H.  Capacity 12 Birds.
EQP-03406........................................................................................$78.00

 This coop has been outfitted with the same 
quick release door as the KUHL COOP-8. 
This coop is constructed with a solid bottom 
that is ideal for stacking, as it does not allow 
bird droppings to fall from one coop to the next. The KUHL COOP-10 is also 
equipped with a sliding door on the top that allows for easier loading and un-
loading. Capacity 12 Birds. EQP-03405..............................SALE: $95.00

Plastic Poultry Trans. 
Coop 10

Plastic Poultry, Duck,
Turkey Coop 15

Kuhl introduces this new supersized 
coop ideal for turkey, duck and very large 
poultry. It is a full 16 1/2”H x 39”L and 
23”W or 38 x 99 x 58.4 cms. This is the 
largest capacity and height coop offered 
on the market today. The Kuhl Coop-15 
also offers the highest level of durabil-

ity necessary for the transportation of large fowl. Ideal for 4 to 8 mature 
turkeys. EQP-03404...........................................SALE: $137.00

This coop is ideal for larger fowl, such 
as turkeys and ducks. Despite its size, 
this coop is shipped knock-down mak-
ing it ideal for exporting. The KUHL 
COOP-16 is made out of high density, 
polyethylene UV stabilized material 
which will provide the durability needed 
for continuous use. Capacity of this coop allows for the housing of 4 or 8 
turkeys depending on the climate and weight. Dimensions: 38 ½” L x 23” W x 
16” Hg EQP-03407............................................................SALE: $115.00

Plastic Turkey 
Coop 16

The COOP-12 is an ultra low cost alternative to our 
other models. It is shipped knocked down and eas-
ily assembled. Made of high density polyethylene 
plastic. Supplied with a top swing-open door and 

open bottom. Dimensions: 38” x 22 1/2” x 10 3/4” Capacity: 12-14 full-
grown birds. EQP-03408..............................................SALE: $65.50

Baby Chick &
 Quail Coop

Plastic Low Cost Poultry 
Coop 12

M - F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm          Toll Free: 1-800-624-4493 Transportation Coops
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Conventional Laying Nests
Kuhl 2-Hole Nest is two tier in construc-
tion. This nest incorporates all of the advance-
ments in modern nest design including plastic 
nest bottoms and perches. This unit is ideal 
for smaller pens that do not have the room for 
our larger nest models. Dimensions: 12”L x 
12”W x 34 1/2”H. 8 to 10 birds per nest. 
EQP-04057..................SALE: $148.00

Kuhl 4-Hole Nest is two tier in construc-
tion. This nest incorporates all of the advance-
ments in modern nest design including plastic 
nest bottoms and perches. This unit is ideal 
for smaller pens that do not have the room for 
our larger nest models. Dimensions: 24”L x 
12”W x 34 1/2”H. 8 to 10 birds per nest. 
EQP-04058..................SALE: $153.00

Kuhl 6-Hole Nest is two tier in construc-
tion. This nest incorporates all of the advance-
ments in modern nest design including plastic 
nest bottoms and perches. This unit is ideal 
for smaller pens that do not have the room for 
our larger nest models. Dimensions: 36”L x 
12”W x 34 1/2”H. 8 to 10 birds per nest. 
EQP-04059..................SALE: $175.00

Kuhl 8-Hole Nest is two tier in construc-
tion. This nest incorporates all of the advance-
ments in modern nest design including plastic 
nest bottoms and perches. This unit is ideal 
for smaller pens that do not have the room for 
our larger nest models. Dimensions: 48”L x 
12”W x 34 1/2”H. 8 to 10 birds per nest. 
EQP-04058..................SALE: $185.00

Kuhl 10-Hole Nest  -  Size: 36”L x 33”H x 60”W        EQP-04061..................$205.00

Rollout Laying Nests
Kuhl 4-Hole Roll Out Nest Features: 
Heavy-duty plastic perches and nest bottoms.
Eggs safely roll down the front of the nest 
for easy collection. Incorporate the use of 
our plastic nest pads and make a completely 
sanitizable unit. Roll-out bottom dramatically 
reduces egg breakage. Size: 24”L x 12”W x 
34.5” H. EQP-04052..................$250.00

Kuhl 6-Hole Roll Out Nest Features: 
Heavy-duty plastic perches and nest bottoms.
Eggs safely roll down the front of the nest 
for easy collection. Incorporate the use of 
our plastic nest pads and make a completely 
sanitizable unit. Roll-out bottom dramatically 
reduces egg breakage. Size: 36”L x 12”W x 
34.5” H. EQP-04053..................$265.00

Kuhl 8-Hole Roll Out Nest Features: 
Heavy-duty plastic perches and nest bottoms.
Eggs safely roll down the front of the nest 
for easy collection. Incorporate the use of 
our plastic nest pads and make a completely 
sanitizable unit. Roll-out bottom dramatically 
reduces egg breakage. Size: 48”L x 12”W x 
34.5” H. EQP-04054..................$285.00

Kuhl 10-Hole Roll Out Nest Heavy-
duty plastic perches and nest bottoms.Eggs 
safely roll down the front of the nest for easy 
collection. Incorporate the use of our plastic 
nest pads and make a completely sanitizable 
unit. Roll-out bottom dramatically reduces 
egg breakage. Size: 60”L x 12”W x 34.5” H. 
EQP-04055..................$330.00

Kuhl 10-Hole Rear Roll Out Nest  - EQP-04056......................................$339.00

Big Bird Laying Nests
Kuhl 2-Hole Big Bird Nest are 
specifically designed for the use with larger, 
heavier breed birds that do not comfortably fit 
in conventional sized laying nests. Nests are 
also built to withstand the increased weight of 
the heavier birds. Nest is 24” Tall & 14” Deep 
for larger bird. 
EQP-04062..................SALE: $165.00

Kuhl 3-Hole Big Bird Nest are 
specifically designed for the use with larger, 
heavier breed birds that do not comfortably fit 
in conventional sized laying nests. Nests are 
also built to withstand the increased weight of 
the heavier birds. Nest is 24” Tall & 14” Deep 
for larger bird. 
EQP-04063..................SALE: $175.00

Kuhl 4-Hole Big Bird Nest are 
specifically designed for the use with larger, 
heavier breed birds that do not comfortably fit 
in conventional sized laying nests. Nests are 
also built to withstand the increased weight of 
the heavier birds. Nest is 24” Tall & 14” Deep 
for larger bird. 
EQP-04064..................SALE: $205.00

Kuhl 5-Hole Big Bird Nest are 
specifically designed for the use with larger, 
heavier breed birds that do not comfortably fit 
in conventional sized laying nests. Nests are 
also built to withstand the increased weight of 
the heavier birds. Nest is 24” Tall & 14” Deep 
for larger bird. 
EQP-04065..................SALE: $235.00

Kuhl 10-Hole Big Bird Nest  -  EQP-04066...................................SALE: $395.00
Great for Black Giants, Wyandotte, Brahma, Orpington, 

Rhode Island Red, Barred Rocks

Rivot Gun Kit  -  Required for all 8 & 10 Hole 
Nests. EQP-04075......................................$25.44

Laying NEsts Sales & Info - Visit Us At blog.flemingoutdoors.com
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This nest is specifically designed for bantam 
and pigeon size birds. Two tier construction 
allows this nest to fit in nearly any breeder 
pen or brooder house. Wall mounts allow you 
to safely secure this nest in nearly any loca-
tion. Unit is constructed out of heavy duty 
plastic and galvanized metal material to not 
only provide a non-corrosive nest, but also to 
allow it to be fully sanitizable as well. Built in 
perches can be folded up when not in use. 

EQP-04067..................SALE: $143.10

 2 Hole Bantam and 
Pigeon Nest 

Plastic Rollout Nests 
Plastic roll-out nest bottom for replacement or 
conversion. Unit is made out of heavy-duty plastic 
material to provide multiple seasons of trouble-free 
utilization. 
EQP-04072..........Rollout Nest................ $8.95
EQP-04073..........Rollout Nest Pad........ $4.75

This new nest bottom will now be supplied in 
all Kuhl nests. It corrects the biggest problem 
on wear on all metal nests in that manure and 
broken eggs eat right through metal bottoms. The 
plastic bottom will not rust, rot or corrode. It has 
adjustable ends that allow it to fit practically all 
nests with a 12” front. It is 12” deep x 12” wide 
or 30.48 x 30.48 cms. The 2 end flaps are 2-1/4” 
and are molded to be flexible to fit the size of the 
nest.EQP-04070.....................SALE: $4.10

Plastic Nest Bottom

Nest Pad
The new Kuhl Plastic Nest Pads are designed 
with a slotted base as pictured, not only to allow 
air circulation but also to allow droppings to go 
through the nest pad. This greatly reduces the 
bacteria growth due to wet nest material. Wash-
ing and disinfecting pads is made easy because 
they are all plastic and water can go through the 
pad giving you a far more sanitary operation. 
EQP-04071.............................SALE: $3.95

Constructed out of virgin polyethylene plastic 
material insuring quality at an affordable price. 
Durable shock resistant side walls will not bend 
or break under any circumstances. Free flowing 
air design greatly reduces mortality rates when 
compared to competitive models.Sturdy handles 
have been molded into both ends for easy carry-
ing and loading. Units stack snuggly to prevent 
shifting during transit. Size 26’ x 20’ x 6’ 

EQP-03410.........................SALE: $14.57

Non Divided Chick Box

Perfect Peepers - C-Clip...........100 pk...........$63.60
Perfect Peepers - Nylon Pin......100 pk..........$68.90
Big Bird Peepers - C-Clip.........100 pk..........$39.22
Big Bird Peepers - Nylon Pin....100 pk..........$37.10

Poultry Catching 
Net 36”

The new and improved KUHL Catch 
Nets are completely redesigned to pro-
vide increased durability and a lighter 
weight unit. Attached to the heavy-duty 
wooden handle is a molded saddle that 
connects to the top wire brace of the 

net. The newly remodeled KUHL Catch Net is available with the standard 
36” deep net pocket. The heavy-duty wooden handle and adapters are 48” 
in length. All handles are equipped with a durable rubber grip (as pictured) 
that increases accuracy and provides unsurpassed comfort. 
EQP-03940.....................................................................SALE: $78.00

Plastic Handle Fowl Catcher
The newest in fowl catchers, a smooth plastic handle which means no 
splinters like the old wooden type. The heavy gauge wire shaft and hook 
is driven into this handle and makes it the most ideal fowl catcher ever 
produced. Length 49” EQP-03944...............................................$14.90

This Kuhl Plastic Chick Box has four indi-
vidual dividing compartments. Each would 
hold 25 chicks with a total capacity of 100 
chicks per box. It is nestable and stackable, 
in other words, it can be stacked when filled 
and it is only necessary to use a lid on the 
top box. It can be turned and reversed the 
other way and nested when empty. Dimen-
sions: 26.4” L x 18.5” W x 6.3” H . Colors: 
Blue, Yellow & White
EQP-03951..................SALE: $17.54

Chick Boxes

Poultry EquipmentM - F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm          Toll Free: 1-800-624-4493
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Poultry Protector Spray is for use on birds, on their bedding and 
surrounding grounds. Studies show that when fleas, mites and 
lice are no longer present on and around birds, they become less 
stressful and aggressive, allowing them to do what they do best; 
Increase egg production and Gain body weight. The elimination 
of parasites and insects will help to also decrease mortality rates.
EQP-03820..............16 oz. Spray.................................$13.60
EQP-03822..............33.9 oz. Concentrate...................$23.16
EQP-03824..............128 oz. Concentrate....................$81.00

Poultry Protector

Poultry and Game Bird Waterer Protector provides clean, clear, 
healthy water and is effective on plastic and galvanized steel 
waterers. Essential enzymes provide birds with added diges-
tive enzymes better food absorption. Clean water is essential in 
maintaining healthy birds. Treats/Usage: One ounce treats one 
gallon. 
EQP-03800..............33.9 oz. Concentrate...................$16.60
EQP-03810..............128 oz. Concentrate....................$63.40

Poultry Barn Odor Digester® is an enzymatic product that 
eliminates ammonia odors, bird droppings and organic solids 
dramatically. Uniquely formulated to act quickly and remain 
effective for long periods of time. Usage / Treats: Product is 
highly concentrated. One gallon of mixed product will cover 
300 square feet.
EQP-03840..............33.9 oz. Concentrate...................$24.85
EQP-03842..............128 oz. Concentrate....................$99.00

Poultry Water Protector

Poultry Odor Digester

Rooster Booster Vitamin B-12 Liquid is super concen-
trated 10,000 mcg per ounce of pure B-12. Helps all fowl 
in times of stress due to illness. Aids in stimulation of ap-
petite for proper growth. Oxygenates blood and increases 
alertness. Excellent method of providing B-12 without 
the hassles of injection. Give 1-3 cc in feed or orally. 
Cannot be sold in NJ or LA.
FED-11550................16 oz.......................$17.50

Poultry B-12 w/ Vitamin K

TDL Multi-Species Liquid Vitamin B-12 with Vitamin 
K is a premium vitamin supplement feed additive for 
Horses, Cattle, Sheep/Goats, Swine, Chickens, Dogs, 
Cats, Rabbits, and more. This is a super-concentrated 
(10,000 mcg. per oz.) mixture of pure B-12 in a very 
palatable base.  Cannot be sold in NJ or LA.

FED-11777................16 oz..................$32.86

B-12 Liquid Multi Species

Rooster Booster Pick-No-More Lotion controls cannibal-
ism in poultry using a convenient squeeze bottle with 
applicator. Directions For Use: SHAKE WELL BEFORE 
USE. Remove cap, invert bottle and squeeze, spreading 
lotion on wounded area with tip of applicator. Cannot be 
sold in NJ or LA.

FED-11775..........................................................$6.90

Pick No More Lotion

Rooster Booster Vitamins & Electrolytes with Lacto-
bacillus is a soluble nutritional supplement for poultry 
containing a source of live (viable) naturally occur-
ring microorganisms. Feeding Directions: Drinking 
Water: Mix 1 ounce in 16 gallons of water for poultry 
and give for 3 to 5 days. Can also be used with auto-
matic proportioners. Cannot be sold in NJ or LA
FED-11765...............8 oz...................... $5.85

Vitamins & Electrolytes

Vitamins Plus -In addition to the usual vitamins and 
electrolytes, GQF -Vitamins Plus contains organic acidi-
fiers, and a supplemental source of live naturally-occur-
ring microorganisms, such as: Lactobacillus, acidophilus 
and Enterococcus francium. Mildly acidifies drinking 
water, lowering pH, Supplements gut acid production 
which is often low in immature birds. Chicks -First 
seven days after hatch then one day per week there after.
EQP-03920................................SALE: $4.50

GQF Vitamins Plus

Unique formulation dramatically reduces organic contaminants 
that accumulate in troughs. By breaking apart microscopic matter, 
enzymes provide cleaner, healthier drinking water. Enzymes as-
sist in the reduction of cross bacterial contamination. Non-Toxic, 
Natural Enzymes. Usage/Treats: Add weekly. 1 capful treats 250 
gallons.
PET-73835..............33.9 oz. Concentrate...................$14.50

Cattle Trough Protector

Kills odors on contact and remains effective for days. Ammonia 
from urine is instantly eliminated after one simple application. 
Cleans away pesky pests that also infect your animals. (mites, 
lice, fleas and ticks) Provides a healthy environment for all types 
of animals. Treatment Usage: 4-8 oz. per 1 gallon for Average 
Odor.
PET-73845..............33.9 oz. Concentrate...................$14.50

Unique formulation dramatically reduces organic contami-
nants that accumulate in troughs. By breaking apart micro-
scopic matter, enzymes provide cleaner, healthier drinking 
water. Enzymes assist in the reduction of cross bacterial 
contamination. Non-Toxic, Natural Enzymes. Usage/Treats: 
Add weekly. 1 capful treats 250 gallons.
PET-73830..............33.9 oz. Concentrate...............$14.50

Goat Pen Protector

Horse Trough Protector

Poultry Cell is a liquid bio-available iron-rich, vitamin, 
mineral, essential amino acid supplement. Formulated in 
a palatable base that your birds will love! Rooster Booster 
Poultry Cell is the new standard in blood builders. It 
provides vitamins A, D, E and essential B-vitamins, along 
with 400 mg. of bio-available iron and other necessary 
minerals per fluid ounce. For use as an oral vitamin supple-
ment. Cannot be sold in NJ or LA. 
FED-11755............................16 oz...........................$9.80

Poultry Cell

Animal Health Sales & Info - Visit Us At blog.flemingoutdoors.com
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Chick Starter
Medicated Feed

Start your chicks off on the right foot! This feed 
has everything your baby chicks need to grow and 
thrive and the included medication prevents coccid-
iosis, a common (deadly) chick disease. Directions: 
Feed continuously as the sole ration to chicks from 
0 to 8 weeks. Provide fresh, clean water free choice 
at all times. 5 lbs. Bag

FED-11740...................................SALE: $6.75

These crushed Manna Pro® Oyster Shells are a 
good source of calcium, helping build strong egg-
shells for your birds. Heat-treated for purity. Guar-
anteed Analysis: Calcium Min 33.0% Calcium Max 
38.0% Feeding Directions: Put in separate container 
so your birds can choose to eat it, or mix 1 pound in 
with every 20 pounds of feed. 5 lbs Bag

ING-41145................................SALE: $7.25

5 pound bag of insoluble crushed granite. Grit 
is necessary for proper digestion for all classes 
of poultry. Granite size suitable for chickens 8 
weeks of age or older. Instructions: Mix 1 lb 
with 40 lbs of feed or make available in a sepa-
rate container for every day access.5 lbs. Bag

ING-41156..........................SALE: $7.50

Crushed Oyster 
Shells

Poultry Grit

Vet Rx Veterinary
Remedy For Poultry

VetRex may be used internally by mixing one ounce 
to each gallon of drinking water, or externally by a 
few drops to affected area, for sore throats, sore toes, 
scaly shanks, eye worm, etc. 2 oz. Bottle

EQP-03900.........................SALE: $11.20

(Wazine® 17) (Fleming Labs) Wormer for use in drink-
ing water for the removal of large roundworms from 
turkeys and chickens, and large roundworms and nodular 
worms from swine. Worming every 30 days is necessary 
to break the large roundworm life cycle.
EQP-03910......................8 oz.................... $5.85

Tek-Trol has been the most effective and safest product for 
sanitation and disease control in the poultry, ratite, and game 
bird industry. Aerosol Spray Can

EQP-03930............................................................ $13.85

Wazine 17 “Piperazine” Wormer

Tek-Trol Poultry Disinfectant

Aureomycin 4 Gr. 
Medicated Crumbles

Aureomycin 4 Gram medicated crumbles. Protects 
a wide variety of animals from disease including: 
Calves, Cattle, Swine, Sheep, Chickens, Turkeys & 
Ducks. Prevents disease loss from infections includ-
ing: bacterial enteritis, baterial pneumonia, shipping 
fever, jowl abscesses, chronic respiratory disease 
and fowl cholera. Improves weight gain and feed 
efficiency. 5 lbs. Bag
FED-11605..............5 lbs...............SALE: $7.30

Deccox Medicated Crumbles are for the preven-
tion and protection of Cocidcidosis in Cattle, 
Goats, Sheep and Chickens. Prevents Coccidiosis 
which causes poor growth, impaired efficiency and 
depressed appetite. Chickens: Mix .6 ounces with 
each pound of feed. Warning: Do not feed to laying 
chickens. 5 lbs. Bag. 

FED-11600.............5 lbs...............SALE: $6.85

Deccox Medicated 
Crumbles

Game & Show Bird 
Feed

Manna Pro Gamebird/Showbird Feed is designed for 
Starting and Growing Gamebirds, Turkeys, Ducks, Geese 
and Broilers. The formula includes: 24% protein with 
essential amino acids for fast growth, efficient gain, and 
high-quality plumage. Vitamins and minerals for sound 
development and health Yeast culture for improved diges-
tion and feed utilization. Manna Pro Gamebird/Showbird 
is non-medicated. 5 lbs. Bag
FED-11745......................5 lbs............................$6.20

Poultry Conditioner

Poultry Coniditioner helps condition birds for perfor-
mance & exhibitions. Supports brilliant, high quality 
plumage and provides complete fortification for 
healthy birds. Comprehensive pelleted supplement 
for all poultry and fowl, game birds and pigeons. 
5 lbs. Bag
FED-11735.........5 lbs........................$6.62

Rooster Booster Poultry Booster contains all the vitamins, 
minerals and amino acids necessary for healthy, happy 
fowl. Use Poultry Booster every day to ensure maximum 
growth, development, and egg production. Cannont be sold 
in NJ or LA.
FED-11760...................1.25 lbs................... $8.30

Poultry Booster

Poultry healthM - F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm          Toll Free: 1-800-624-4493
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Provides 20mg of Biotin for 
Overall Hoof Condition. A hoof 
supplement that helps maintain 
and improve overall hoof condi-
tion, thus promoting soundness. 
Feed 2 oz. per horse, per day. 5 
pound bag. 

FED-11510..................$24.30

Sho-Hoof CareSho-Flex JointSho-Glo Fortifier
Sho-Flex joint supplement is a 2-
N-1 supplement, providing joint 
support and vitamin and mineral 
fortification in one convenient 
package. Mature Horses: Add 
one measure twice daily to the 
regular grain ration. 

FED-11520..................$24.30

Promotes a Shiny Coat Contains 
Antioxidants, including Vitamins 
C & E Contains Yeast Culture for 
Optimal Digestion By Manna Pro. 
Feed 1-2 oz. per day for mature 
horses, half that amount for foals. 
1 oz. scoop included. 5 lb. Bag 

FED-11500....................$10.80

Manna Pro Goat Balancer is a comprehensive 
supplement to boost and balance the diet of goats 
during any stage of life. Contains vitamins, miner-
als, yeast cultures, brewer’s yeast, yucca, diatoma-
ceous earth, ammonium chloride and more. 

FED-11495............................................$11.55

Goat Balancer

Opti-Zyme Digestion

A Microbial Source of Enzymes that Promotes 
Optimal Digestion  Contains Manna E and Yeast 
Culture  Meal form is Easy to Feed!  Also great 
for Cattle, Pigs, Sheep, and Goats! 

FED-11550......................................$13.70

Scour-Ease™/Optimil Complete® is a medicated 
milk replacer, specifically designed to control scours 
in calves; and offering complete nutrition and 
medication in one convenient package. This product 
is also highly fortified with vitamins and minerals, to 
assist in faster recovery. 4 lbs. Bag.
FED-11570..............................................$17.50

Scour Ease

Quickly replenishes electrolytes in scouring and 
dehydrated goats, helping both kid and adult goats 
to restore their fluid balance. Provides dextrose for 
readily available energy in weak goats. Fortified with 
essential vitamins and minerals. Quick and effective 
form of highly digestive energy. 16 oz. Packet Mix 1 
scoop into 2 cups of warm water. Feed 2-3 times per 
day. 16 oz. Packet
FED-11470.................................SALE: $5.75

Provides essential nutrients that foster natural 
immunity in the first days of life. Rich source of 
essential amino acids for a fast start. Fortified with 
vitamins and minerals to promote healthy, robust 
development of kids. 8 oz. Packet. Mix 2 oz. with 
warm water. Bottle feed 1/4 to 1/2 up every 4 hours 
for the first 24 hours of life. 8 oz. Packet
FED-11460.................................SALE: $7.40

Manna Pro Goat Mineral is fortified with vitamins 
and minerals for sound growth. Fosters optimal 
conditions for reproduction and enhances show 
appearance. Chelated minerals for improved absorp-
tion and utilization. Contains ammonium chloride. 
Exclusive microbial blend promotes proper diges-
tive function. Loose mineral form can be fed free 
choice. 8 lbs. Bag.
FED-11480.................................SALE: $10.00

Goat Electrolyte

Kid Colostrum

Goat Mineral

Made with high quality milk proteins for excel-
lent digestibility, NurseAll Milk replacer is also 
naturally acidified, to help prevent digestive upsets. 
For use with calf, lamb, goat kid, foal, pig, llama, 
alpaca, puppy, kitten, fawn, elk and pygmy goat kid. 
3.5 lbs Bag

FED-11550................................SALE: $15.35

Nurse All

Suitable for use for calves, foals, goat kids, pigs and 
puppies, this range allows you to keep one product 
in your barn to service many different animals. 
Uni-milk is an instantized powder, that mixes easily, 
and stays in suspension no clumps with this milk 
replacer. Uni-milk is a milk replacer for calves, 
foals, goat kids, pigs, and puppies.

FED-11420.................................SALE: $10.00

Colostrum Supplement is truly a multi-species 
product, labeled for calves, foals, goat kids, lambs, 
fawns, elk calves, crias (llama & alpaca), baby 
pigs, puppies and kittens. This product not only 
provides Colostrum, it is also fortified with vitamins 
and minerals, to provide a better fortification than 
colostrum alone. 

FED-11540..............................SALE: $10.55

Kid Milk Replacer is formulated to specifically meet 
the needs of kid goats, including pygmy goats. Made 
with high quality milk proteins for excellent digest-
ibility. Kid Milk Replacer is an instantized powder, that 
mixes easily, and stays in suspension no clumps with 
this product. 8 lbs. Bucket

FED-11410.................................SALE: $30.25

Unimilk 

Colostrum Supplement

Kid Milk Replacer
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Ready-to-use spray or wipe for use on horses and 
ponies, and their premises. Controls pests for up to 
4 weeks. Protects against horse flies, stable flies, 
face flies, deer flies, house flies, horn flies, mosqui-
toes, and gnats. Do not use on foals under 3 months 
of age. Active ingredient: Premethrin 

PET-73810.......1 Gallon............SALE: $15.90

Fly & Mosquito Spray

Safe-Guard Equine Paste
Each gram of Safe-Guard Paste 10% 
contains 100 mg of fenbendazole and is 
flavored with artificial apple-cinnamon 
liquid. Safe-Guard (fenbendazole) Paste 
10% is administered orally at a rate of 
2.3 mg/lb (5mg/kg) for the control of 
large strongyles, small strongyles, and 
pinworms.

PET-73910.................SALE: $10.85

Each gram of Safe-Guard Paste 10% 
large strongyles, small strongyles, and 
pinworms. 1.25 lbs. Bag

PET-73920................SALE: $17.25

Safe-Guard Equi-bits

Ready-to-use spray or wipe for use on horses and 
ponies, and their premises. Controls pests for up to 
4 weeks. Protects against horse flies, stable flies, 
face flies, deer flies, house flies, horn flies, mosqui-
toes, and gnats. Do not use on foals under 3 months 
of age. Active ingredient: Premethrin 

PET-73820.......1 Quart Conc...SALE: $16.69

Fly & Mosquito Spray

Ready-to-use spray or wipe for use on horses and 
ponies, and their premises. Controls pests for up to 
4 weeks. Protects against horse flies, stable flies, 
face flies, deer flies, house flies, horn flies, mosqui-
toes, and gnats. Do not use on foals under 3 months 
of age. Active ingredient: Premethrin 
PET-73800.......1 Quart.............SALE:   $6.89

Fly & Mosquito Spray

Popular for household and cleaning use, this 
general-purpose sprayer features adjustable spray 
nozzle for varying applications. Translucent canister 
makes keeping an eye on fluid level easy.    

LWN-52382...........................SALE: $8.86

Solo 1.5 Liter Hand Sprayer

Licorice flavored goat treats are a fun, nutritious 
snack for your goats. Made with real anise, deliver-
ing a licorice flavor goats can’t resist. Easy to feed 
nugget form. 6 lbs. Bag.

FED-11490.................................SALE: $7.65

Goat Treats Jump Start Plus
Oral microbial gel. A source of live, 
naturally occuring microorganisms to help 
maintain a healthier microbial balance in 
the Keeps animals on feed during periods 
of stress. Aids in digestion of nutrients of 
maximum feed efficiency.
FED-11607................................$7.36

Faster knock-down of pests, yet low toxicity. Safe for 
beef, lactating dairy, sheep, and premises. Use as a pour 
on spray mist or on back rubbers. Can be used in kennels 
or dairy barns to control house flies stable flies face flies 
gnats mosquitoes and aids in control of cockroaches ants 
spiders and crickets. Pour on at the rate of 1/2 oz. per lbs. 
to a maximum of 5 oz. Ready to use as a spray. 
PET-73827....................1 Gallon.......................$25.95

Synergized Delice Pour On 
Double Barrel VP Ear Tags features a “wet 
tag formula” for control of both horn flies 
and face flies for up to 5 months. Contains an 
organophosphate and a synthetic pyrethroid, 
minimizing resistance development on beef 
cattle, non-lactating dairy cattle and calves. 
9.5 gm. 20/Box
PET-74015...............20/Box.............$42.00

Double Barrel VP Insecticide Ear Tags
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Can be safely fed to all classes of goats, including 
meat & dairy goats - even pregnant and lactating does. 
Conveniently fed as a top dress, eliminating the work 
and stress of shots and drenches. Unlike its imitators, 
Positive Pellet delivers its active ingredient (Rumatel) 
in a complete, balanced feed. 6 lbs Bag.
FED-11430..................................SALE:$21.15

Positive Pellet 
Goat Dewormer

Safe-Guard Goat Dewormer for the removal and control 
of Lungworm, Stomach worm, brown stomach worm, 
Intestinal worms, hookworm. 125ml

FED-11445.........................................SALE: $20.40

Safe-Guard Goat Dewormer



Safeguard dewormer for dogs only. Each Packet Treats 
10, 20 or 40 lbs., depending on which size you purchase. 
Each box contains 3 packets which treats dogs for round, 
hook, whip and tapeworm. Mix in regular food. Give 
Safe-Guard to your dog by mixing the daily dose with a 
small amount of food. Repeat dosage for three days in a 
row.  
PET-73950.........Treats.10 lbs................$6.95
PET-73960.........Treats.20 lbs................$9.00
PET-73970.........Treats.40 lbs..............$12.75

Safe-Guard Canine Dewormer

Calm Coat Omega-Chews for Dogs are formulated to 
provide a unique blend of vitamins and essential fatty acids 
in a chewy form that dogs enjoy. Great for improving skin 
health, and promoting a good fur coat in dogs. Patented 
system keeps the key ingredients inside until digested.  
PET-74445.........60 Per Container.............$15.95

Calm Coat Omega Chews - 60 Count

Use Liqui-Vict 2X with enclosed measuring spoon and 
mix with food. That’s it! We recommend Liqui-Vict 2X 
as part of your monthly preventative health care plan to 
eliminate internal parasites. Each 2 oz. bottle worms 120 
lbs. of body weight.  
PET-74325.........Treats.120 lbs...............$16.90

Liqui-Vict 2x Dewormer

For the removal of roundworms (asca-
rids) from puppies & adult dogs. Turn 
the knurled wheel on the plunger so that 
the side nearest the barrel is at the weight 
marking the corresponding to the weight 
of the dog.Each Syringe will Treat 90 lbs.  

PET-74310......Treats.90 lbs.... $9.50

Puppy Paste 13/ Gr. Syringe 

Each easy-to-use syringe contains 
grilled tuna flavored feline anthelmintic 
paste which will treat up to 20 lbs. of 
body weight.  
PET-74315......Treats.20 lbs..... $9.50

KittyKat Paste Syringe

Mitex Ear Mite Control 
Ear mites are often a major problem for dogs and cats. They cause 
intense itching inside the ear, irritation and infection if not treated. 
For this problem we recommend Happy Jack Mitex, an effective pes-
ticide in handy self-applicator bottle. Contains Pyrethrins. Effective 
pesticidal for ear mites in dogs and cats.  
PET-74210................1/2 oz Bottle..........SALE: $9.45

Mange Medicine

A pure vegetable, cod liver oil and lanolin base. Nothing 
else like it! Such soothing relief for skin irritations, fungi, 
falling hair, itching eczema, hot spots, moist feet and ears, 
ear mites, pus pimples and severe mange. Use on stub-
born cases where others have failed. 8 Oz. Bottle
PET-74230...................................SALE : $16.25

Sardex II combines the rare qualities of a unique active in-
gredient (benzyl benzoate), a rare label claim (mange), and 
convenience (odorless and stainless). Perfect for the indoor 
dog, we commonly refer to Sardex as “The convenient way 
to treat mange”.
PET-74220.......................................SALE: $15.85

Sardex II Mange
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Calm Ears with Aloe Vera is specially 
designed to deodorize and gently clean, 
dry and acidify the entire ear canal. Calm 
Ears is pleasantly scented and will not 
sting or burn your skin or your pets skin. 
Calm Ears is Gentle enough for daily use 
and is ideal for cats and dogs. 
PET-74440............................... $5.99

Calm Ears 8 oz. 
CALM COAT® Equine Topical Spray is 
a patented ALL-NATURAL topical spray 
that works with the skin’s natural ability 
to heal. Formulated for horses. CALM 
COAT® provides immediate relief to 
itching, allergies and skin irritations.
 
PET-74405............................... $13.95

Calm Coat Topical 8 oz. 
Calm Eyes Product Description Calm 
Eyes is an excellent solution to help 
relieve itching eyes, reduce drainage, and 
is all natural. This eye cleanser proves 
useful for horses, dogs and cats. 8 oz.

 
PET-74425............................... $9.20

Calm Eyes 8 oz. 

Calm Coat All-natural Fly Repellent is 
a water-based formula using a unique 
combination of citronella, eucalyptus and 
other botanicals without chemicals. Re-
pels biting insects including mosquitoes, 
yellow flies, black flies, no-see-ums, 
gnats, chiggers, ticks and deer flies. 
PET-74410.............................. $11.50

All Natural Fly
Repellent - 32 oz

Calm Coat Detangler & Shine Eliminates 
tangles and knots providing effortless 
grooming leaving a spectacular sheen on 
coat mane and tail that last days. Makes 
the coat smooth and sleek while it repels 
dust dirt and stains keeping your horse 
clean longer.  
PET-74415............................... $11.60

Detangler and Shine
 32 oz.

Calm Coat Premium Shampoo leaves the 
hair shaft completely clean, without coat-
ings of wax, oil, petroleum by-products, 
silicone, or synthetic polymers found in 
other shampoos, thereby letting the hair 
accept moisture from the air as nature 
intended. It helps eliminate dry flaky 
skin, prevents skin conditions. 
PET-74420............................... $9.95

Premium Shampoo  
32 oz.



Kennel Dip II
Controls fleas, ticks, lice, mange 
mites & stable flies. Can be used 
as a dip, kennel spray, or sponge-
on. Compare Kennel Dip to other 
formulas & spot-ons. Effective and 
economical. Mix 1/2 ounce per gal-
lon of water. 8 oz. Bottle 

PET-74370........................$22.75

Flea & Tick 
Powder

No Hop Flea & 
Tick Spray

May be used weekly, but do not use 
on nursing dogs or cats, or kittens 
and puppies under 12 weeks of age.  
A very safe and effective powder 
that kills fleas and ticks, including 
the Brown Dog Tick and the Stick 
Tite Sand Fleas. 5 oz Bottle
PET-74320......................$9.95

Strong enough to kill fleas, ticks, and 
lice and repel flies, gnats, and mos-
quitoes, yet mild enough to use on all 
breeds of dogs and cats. Also relieves 
itching caused by flea bite dermatitis 
and is useful in spraying animal`s 
sleeping quarters and other areas where 
treatment is indicated.  
PET-74330.............................$10.55

Enforcer Flea and Tick Spray kills 
fleas and ticks. Residually kills fleas 
up to 2 weeks and ticks up to 1 week. 
Do not use on cats !Contains Pyre-
thrins. 18 oz. Spray Bottle.

LWN-53124........................$8.50

Flea & Tick Spray

Flea & Tick Shampoo

Paracide II Shampoo

Shampoo for your pet that kills 
fleas and ticks in a convenient 
squeeze bottle. Shampoo also has 
a pleasant fragrance that will have 
your pet smelling clean. Contains 
Pyrethrins. 16 oz. Squeeze Bottle.

LWN-53126........................$7.95

Extremely high flea mortality. Para-
cide Flea & Tick Shampoo kills fleas 
and ticks on dogs, cats, puppies, 
and kittens, as well as ferrets and 
horses (12 weeks of age or older). 8 
oz. Bottle 

PET-74380..........................$10.44

Flea & Tick Spray 
For Carpets

For carpets and furniture with FGR. 
Continuous flea protection up to 120 
days. Kills larvae and flea eggs pre-
venting development into adult fleas 
and also kills adult fleas. Contains 
Nylar and Tetramethrin. 14 oz Can.
LWN-53128......................$8.45

Flea Drops for Dogs & Flea Drops for Cats
Kills and repels fleas ticks and mosquitoes for up to 30 
days. Prevents fleas eggs from developing into biting 
adults for up to 30 days. DOGS:3 month treatment for dogs 
over 30 pounds. 6 month treatment for under 30 pounds. 
45 % Permethrin and 3 % Methoprene. CATS: For use 
on cats and kittens (Older than 12 weeks) Contains 3.6 % 
Methoprene. 3 Tubes
LWN-53122..............Dogs.................$10.50
LWN-53120...............Cats.................$8.45

Spray Away
Repels animal through sudden motion and bursts of 
water. Sensor detects motion as far as 35 feet away. 
An electronic valve releases 3 seconds of water from 
an attached water hose. Sudden motion and water 
spray scares animals away. Water spray is broadcast 
up to 35 feet to protect a 1000 square foot area. Safe 
around children and pets. 
LWN-53198..................................................55.38

Electronic Deer Repellent

When the deer repellent is properly placed near a 
deer path, the lure will attract deer to the posts.  Upon 
contact, the deer receive a gentle static shock (likened 
to static electric shock received from carpeting, etc.) 
conditioning them to stay away from your yard.  The 
green and silver colors of the posts blend with your 
yard, but the tops are bright red to alert humans that 
they are dangerous. 
LWN-53199.................................SALE: $47.70

Granules. Repels Skunks, Groundhogs, 
Squirrels, Raccoons, Dogs, and Cats. One ap-
plication lasts 30 days. Dual pop-open top for 
shaking or spooning.

LWN-53197........32 oz. Spray...........$15.90
LWN-53195.....2.2 lbs Granular...... $16.90

Critter Ridder Deer Off 32 oz.
Patented Dual Deterrent System provides both 
odor and taste barriers to repel deer, rabbits and 
squirrels. EPA registered for use on plants, bulbs, 
flowers, trees and food crops. One application last 
2 - 3 months.
 
LWN-53192...................SALE: $12.72
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Kills wasps, hornet and yellow jackets with a quick knock-
down jet blast of 22 feet. Non-conductive up to 28,000 volts. 
Contains Tetramethrin and Sumithrin. 16 oz. Can.
LWN-53102................................................SALE: $5.95

Wasp & Hornet Killer

Flying Insect Killer

Wasp & Yellow Jacket Foam
Kills wasps, hornets and yellow jackets with a fast acting, 
blanketing foam that blast 22 feet. Contains Tetramethrin and 
Sumithrin and is water based. 16 oz. Can. 
LWN-53100..................................................SALE: $5.25

Kills flying insects indoors and outdoors. Kills flies, mosqui-
toes, gnats and many other insects. 17.5 oz Can. 
LWN-53104............................................................... $5.95

• Disposable glue traps • Non-poisonous • 
Non-mechanical • No rodents dying in walls

LWN-53188......Mouse..2pk............$3.95
LWN 53150......Rat........2pk...........$4.25

Mouse and Rat Glue 
Traps

Bug Max 365 - 32 oz.

Snake-A-Way

Snake-A-Way is the world’s only EPA 
registered, university tested, patented 
snake repellent. It has been proven 
effective against both poisonous and 
non-poisonous snakes. When used and 
applied as directed, it is environmen-
tally friendly to humans, animals and 
plant life. In use, the granular product 
is spread on the ground across an area 
where it is desired to prevent or dis-
courage snakes from entering. 

LWN-53495..............SALE: $16.55

Enforcer Mouse & Rat Traps are dispos-
able with effective snap action that requires 
no poisons.
LWN-53140......Mouse 2/pk...........$1.56
LWN-53142......Rat - Each............ $2.06

Mouse & Rat Traps

This is a 32 oz. container of Enforcer Bug Max 365. It is one 
year home pest control. It kills german cockroaches for up to 
one year. Kills on contract. Ordorless and non-staining. Also 
controls termites, carpenter ants, and carpenter bees. It’s long 
lasting action keeps on killing ants for up to 3 months, fleas for 
up to 4 months, flies for up to 5 months, and moths and german 
cockroaches up to a year after you spray. 1 Gal.
 LWN 53182...........32 oz.............SALE: $7.00

Moth Traps

Moth traps are designed to lure and kill pantry 
moths. Lasts for 3 months. Non toxic and odorless. 
For kitchens, cupboards, pet food and bird seed. 2 
Traps per pack. 
LWN-53480.....................................................$7.95

We created a special bait that uses impregnated cracked 
corn with a weather proof wax coating. This allows our bait 
to out last any other product for months in the ground. It 
also contains an active ingredient which will not result in 
secondary poisoning to pets, hawks, owls, etc.  Net Weight 
16 oz. LWN-53490................................SALE: $9.95

Mole & Gopher Bait

MoleTox Baited Gel

Rodent Smoke Bomb
This product may be used on lawns, parks, golf courses, 
range lands, reforested areas, open fields, meadows and 
non-crop area. The Revenge Rodent Smoke Bomb is an 
oxidizing agent which removes oxygen from a tunnel sys-
tem and suffocates animals. No poison is used and a broad 
range of pests can be controlled. Kills Rats, Moles, Skunks, 
Gophers,Woodchucks, Ground Squirrels. Contains 4 Smoke 
Bombs. LWN-53492.............................SALE: $4.85

The bait mimics natural food in tast, smell and texture. The 
syringe injector system delivers pre-measured doses directly 
into tunnels. One syringe treats an entire burrow system and 
covers up to 10,000 sq. ft. 
LWN-53488....................................SALE: $19.50

Dustless biodegradable granules are safe for use around chil-
dren, plants and pets. Repels moles, voles, gophers, rabbits, 
armadillos, and skunks in lawns, flowerbeds, gardens. 1 lb 
treats 500 sq ft and lasts up to 3 months. Contains 10% caster 
oil.10 lbs. LWN-53485......................................$12.50

Mole & Vole Repellent

20 Second Roach Killer
Kills roaches fast and is effective up to 7 weeks against 
roaches, scorpions and many other insects. Contains ETOC 
and Sumithrin. 16 oz. Can. 
LWN-53108..................................................SALE: $7.50
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The Deluxe Gazebo Bird Feeder features a hexago-
nal shape allowing for the simultaneous feeding of 
six or more birds. Size: 12” x 12”  

LWN-51121...........................SALE: $19.95

Deluxe Gazebo Feeder

Combination Song Bird Thistle

32 oz. Hot Air Balloon

12 oz. Hanging Hummingbird
The combination bird feeder has two different sets of 
perches included allowing for interchange between thistle 
seed and other types of seed. Fills via lift of top with 
hanging cord included. Holds 2.5 lbs of seed. Size: 12” 
High. 
LWN-51116......................................SALE: $9.95

The lantern bird feeders familiar and welcoming 
style is excellent for mixed, sunflower or safflower 
seed. Fills via lift off top and features a wire hanger. 
Holds approximately 3.5 lbs. of seed. Size: 8” 
diameter x 11” High    
LWN-51112..........................SALE: $15.85

Lighthouse Bird Feeder
This decorative tube style feeder is reminiscent of the 
historic Cape Hatteras Lighthouse. Features six feeding 
stations with aluminum perches, zinc plated hanger and 
twist off top. Suitable for all types of seed. Holds 2.5 lbs 
of seed. Size: 5” diameter x 21” High.    

LWN-51110...........................SALE: $19.80

Lantern Bird Feeder

The 50 oz Strawberry Hummingbird Feeder has the 
look of a strawberry with 3 feeding stations and 3 
removable perches. Size: 7” diameter x 9” high..    

LWN-51138...........................SALE: $9.83

The 32 oz. Hot Air Balloon Hummingbird Feeder 
features four feeding stations with four removable 
perches. Size 6 1/8” x 8 1/2”.    

LWN-51136............................SALE: $9.83

The 12 oz. Hanging Hummingbird Feeder features 
2 perches and 2 feeding stations.   

LWN-51132.............................SALE: $5.67

50 oz. Strawberry Hummingbird

Hanging Cedar
Feeder

Beautiful Cedar Construction. 8 lbs. Seed 
Capacity. Colonial pattern window panes on two 
sides. Extra wide seed tray plus suet feeder bas-
kets on both sides. Flip up roof for easy filling. 
Haning cord provided. 
LWN-51107....................................$25.95

Artline Red Barn Feeder

The Red Barn Feeder comes with 
standard and thistle perch sets and 
has separate barn and silo feeders. 
Holds approximately 7 lbs of seed. 
Hanging cord included. Size: 12” x 
9” x 13” 
LWN-51118.....................$24.50

School House Bird Feeder
Fill with 8 lbs. of regular, sunflower or thistle 
seed through lift off top. Large seed / tray perch. 
Superior durable design. Size: 14” x 10” x 13” 
LWN-51104........................SALE: $15.75

Log Cabin Bird Feeder
Fill with 8 lbs. of regular, sunflower or thistle seed 
through lift off chimney. Large seed / tray perch. 
Superior durable design. Size: 14” x 10” x 13” 
LWN-51100........................SALE: $15.75

Red Barn Bird Feeder
Easily fill with seed through lift-off cupola. Holds 
8 lbs. of regular, sunflower or thistle seed. Large 
seed tray / perch. Size: 14” x 10” x 13”
LWN-51101........................SALE: $15.75

Church Bird Feeder
Easily fill with seed through lift-off cupola. Holds 
8 lbs. of regular, sunflower or thistle seed. Large 
seed tray / perch. Size: 14” x 10” x 13” 

LWN-51102........................SALE: $15.75

White Barn Bird Feeder
Fill with 8 lbs. of regular, sunflower or thistle 
seed through lift off top. Large seed / tray perch. 
Superior durable design. Size: 14” x 10” x 13”
 
LWN-51103........................SALE: $15.75



Cattle Ailments, Recogni-
tion and Treatment

Common ailments of cattle are dealt with in sec-
tions which simplify diagnosis, and straightfor-
ward treatments are suggested. Covers metabolic 
disorders, skin complaints, eye disorders, mouth 
ailments, respiratory troubles, stomach troubles, 
intestinal disease, udder troubles, foot troubles, 
general disorders and advice. Invaluable text for 
every beef or dairy farmer. 375 photographs (259 
color), 182 pages Hardcover..   
LWN-51820..........................................$33.60

Calf Rearing
Book

Reflects modern practise as experi-
enced in a variety of situations, and 
covers housed rearing of calves to 
twelve weeks. Includes sections on 
general management, physiology, nutri-
tion, housing and health..   
LWN-51830............................$25.20

Farm Machinery
Covers cultivating, drilling equipment, farm yard, 
crop treatment and harvesting machinery. There 
are also sections on irrigation, small engines, farm 
power and farm workshops. Recent advances 
in computer technology and mapping systems. 
Maintenance is covered in great detail with excellent 
diagrams and photographs. The best reference book 
available on this subject. 500 Photos and Diagrams, 
326 Pages Hardcover..   
LWN-51850..............................................$37.65

Guide To Raising 
Dairy Goats

Each book includes information on selection, 
housing, space requirements, breeding and birth-
ing techniques, feeding, behavior, and health 
concerns and remedies for illness. Whether readers 
are ready to start an entire herd or flock or are 
considering purchasing their first animal, Storey’s 
Guide to Raising series offers vital information on 
raising dairy goats.
LWN-51964.........................................$18.25

Goat Farming
A guide to commercial goat farming which 
links scientific theory to practical working prac-
tice. Full details of housing and fencing, feed 
and nutrition, breeding, kid rearing, health and 
disease, milking and meat products and fibre 
production. 204 pages Hardcover.   

LWN-51880....................................$31.50

Guide To Training 
Horses

The second volume in the Storey’s Guide to Horses 
Series, Training Horses is a comprehensive guide 
that takes the equestrian step-by-step through the 
training process, from handling the foal to ground 
work to mounted lessons and trailer training. 512 
Pages, Paperback.   

LWN-51958..............................................$18.25

Fifty Years Of 
Farm Tractors

Covers 95 different manufacturers 
from around the world. Biographies of 
companies and photos of tractors. De-
tailed specifications. Best book written 
on manufacturers and the tractors they 
created. 334 Color Photos, 256 Pages 
Hardcover.   
LWN-51840............................$33.60

Guide To Raising
Meat Goats

This comprehensive manual is the small-
farm guide to profitable meat goat produc-
tion. Easy to handle and easy to raise, this 
hearty stock is increasing in demand as 
North Americas immigrant population and 
taste for the exotic increases. 344 Pages, 
Paperback..   
LWN-51966............................$18.85

Guide To Raising
Horses

Whether you are an experienced horse 
handler or are planning to buy your first 
horse, this complete guide to intelligent 
horse-keeping covers all aspects of keep-
ing a horse fit. 512 Pages. Paperback.

LWN-51815............................$18.25

Guide To Raising 
Rabbits

Packed with practical information, this book 
covers every aspect of rabbit rasing, including: 
Best breeds Feeding and management Show-
ing and selling Housing facilities and sanitation 
Marketing Disease, parasite, and predator control 
Perfect. For the novice, it is a sound and broad 
introduction to rearing and management practices. 
. .For the veteran, it serves as a refresher course 
and may help fine-tune less-than-ideal manage-
ment practices. 288 Pages, Paperback.   
LWN-51962.....................................$18.25

Books Sales & Info - Visit Us At blog.flemingoutdoors.com
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Barnyard In Your
Backyard

The perfect book for anyone who has ever 
dreamed of having that little place in the 
country, Barnyard in Your Backyard offers 
tried-and-true, expert advice on raising 
healthy, happy, productive farm animals: 
chickens, geese, ducks, rabbits, goats, 
sheep, and cattle. 416 Pages  
LWN-51815............................$19.95

43Guide To Raising Turkeys Now Available $18.25
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Starting & Running a 
Small Farm Business

Running a small farm goes beyond growing, 
raising, and crafting artisanal products. To 
help farmers position themselves well in 
the market, Sarah Aubrey offers a business-
savvy reference that covers everything from 
financial plans and advertising budgets to 
Web design and food service wholesalers. 
176 Page Paperback.  
LWN-51810.................................$18.25

How To Build
Animal Housing

An indispensable guide for small-scale farm-
ers, hobby farmers, and animal lovers, How to 
Build Animal Housing helps you evaluate the 
housing needs of your animals and provides 
dozens of adaptable shelter plans, including 
sheds, coops, hutches, multi-purpose barns, 
windbreaks, and shade structures. 272 Pages, 
Paperback.   
LWN-51955...................................$19.95

Guide To Poultry
Breeds

MORE THAN 128 BIRDS STRUT THEIR 
STUFF across the pages of Storeys Illus-
trated Guide to Poultry Breeds, the ultimate 
primer for farmers and fanciers alike. 224 
pages, 8 1/2 x 10 7/8 trim size, full-color 
photographs throughout. Paperback. by 
Carol Ekarius.   
LWN-51960....................................$23.50

Guide To Raising
Chickens

Storey’s Guide to Raising Series brings you the 
most up-to-date information on raising cattle, 
goats, ducks, horses, llamas, pigs, rabbits, sheep, 
chickens, turkeys, and poultry. Whether you are 
a novice farmer or an experienced pro, you will 
find everything you need to know to keep your 
livestock and profits. 352 pages, 6 x 9 trim size, 
photographs and illustrations throughout. Paper-
back.LWN-51975.................................$18.25

Guide To Raising 
Ducks

Extensively revised and updated with more 
than 100 new pages added, Raising Ducks 
includes information on selection, housing, 
space requirements, breeding and birthing 
techniques, feeding, behavior, and health con-
cerns and remedies for illnesses. 320 pages, 
Paperback.   
LWN-51968....................................$18.25

Chicken Coops Plans
Just like houses, chicken coops come in all 
sizes and styles to meet the needs of every 
chicken family. Here are how-to drawings 
and conceptual plans for 45 coops - from 
strictly practical to flights of fancy - guar-
anteed to meet the needs of every chicken 
owner. A 16-page color section shows de-
tailed photos of many of the featured coops. 
176 Pages Paperback. Full-color illustrations 
throughout.LWN-51950................$19.75

Kids Guide To 
Chickens 

Authoritative and easy to read, Your Chickens 
offers children virtually all they need to know 
about choosing, purchasing, raising, and 
showing all kinds of chickens. Our friendly 
and encouraging animal reference series 
features information on selection, housing, 
behavior, feeding, health, and showing in a 
mature yet easy-to-understand language. for 
ages 9 and up. 160 pages.   
LWN-51990...................................$14.50

Guide To Raising 
Poultry

Extensively revised and updated with more 
than100 new pages added, Raising Poultry 
includes information on selection, housing, 
space requirements, breeding and birthing 
techniques, feeding, behavior, and health 
concerns and remedies for illnesses. 352 
pages, 6 x 9 trim size, photographs and il-
lustrations throughout.   
LWN-51970............................$18.25

Ducks, Geese &
Turkeys For Anyone

Description of 20 breeds of duck, 12 geese, 10 
turkey colours, with history of the breed, its 
utility, special requirements and what makes 
a good bird. Follows the success of Poultry 
for Anyone by same author. .as usual, Victoria 
Roberts has produced a concise, informative 
and essentially readable book which will be of 
value to anyone with an interest in this group of 
birds.   LWN-51920............................$32.50



The Back Porch ComposTumbler has an easy spin handle that won’t hurt your 
back. If you have a small city property or a very small yard, this little composter 
was designed just for you. The frame includes two wheels so you can take the 
compost right to your flower beds and garden areas. You can add to it each day 
for continuous composting.

Turn your grass clippings, leaves and kitchen scraps into rich compost for beauti-
ful plants and quality garden goodies! Portable. Sits on 6” wheels and you can 
move it around your backyard easily whenever you need it.

37 Gallon Capacity. Size: 37”H x 31”W x 26”D. Weight: 40 lbs.

LWN-52220........................................................................................$240.00

Back Porch ComposTumbler - 37 Gallon

The Compact ComposTumbler has a strong tubular steel frame that supports the 
galvanized metal drum and interior mixing fins which produce a thorough mix-
ing. The Galvanized metal drum is rust resistant. Screened vents on the endcaps 
provide even air flow, and the gear-driven drum assures easy, no-slip turning 
even when full.

ComposTumbler allows you to make compost in as little as 14 days! Holds 9.5 
Bushels, which is approximately 3 30-Gal trash bags.

90 Gallon Capacity. Weight 110 lbs. Size: 43”H x 42”W x 33”D.

LWN-52210........................................................................................$348.00

Compact ComposTumbler - 90 Gallon

The Original ComposTumbler is easy to load and easy to turn. It saves time and 
labor while providing you with a steady supply of your own homemade compost 
in just two weeks (or less!) Made of Galvanized Steel, with tubular steel legs, 
it is also rust resistant. Easy as 1, 2, 3! Just load it. Give it a few spins, then 
give it a few spins every day for 2 weeks. In just 14 days take out your finished 
compost.
Turn your grass clippings, leaves and kitchen scraps into rich compost for beauti-
ful plants and quality garden goodies! 

Holds 18 bushels. 144 gallons aprox.Capacity. Weight: 110 lbs. Size: 68”H x 
50”W x 40”D

LWN-52200........................................................................................$428.00

Original ComposTumbler - 144 Gallon

ComposTumbler 2 new design now allows you to create a composting system 
that gives you fresh compost each week. This unique dual bin design has the 
drum divided into two sections so you can start a fresh batch of compost each 
week. Made of Galvanized Steel, with tubular steel legs, it is also rust resistant. 
Easy as 1, 2, 3! Just load it. Give it a few spins, then give it a few spins every day 
for 2 weeks. In just 14 days take out your finished compost.

Turn your grass clippings, leaves and kitchen scraps into rich compost for beauti-
ful plants and quality garden goodies! 

Holds 18 Bushels. 90 Gal Capacity. Size: 68”H x 50”W x 40”D. Weight 110 lbs.

LWN-52230........................................................................................$495.00

ComposTumbler 2 - 90 Gallon

Composters Sales & Info - Visit Us At blog.flemingoutdoors.com
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The Precision Garden Seeder comes with 6 seed 
plates for carrots, beans, corn, peas, radishes, leeks, 
asparagus, spinach, lettuce, turnips, cabbage, endive, 
onions, tomatoes, okra and beets. The seed plates 
spaces seed equally which allows for uniform 
growth. Features precision depth gauge that plants 
seeds at equal depth and eliminates planting too deep 
causing seed rot. The row marker that extends out 
from the seeder gives a guide for planting equally 
spaced rows. The chainover and packer wheel covers 
and packs seed bed in one operation. 

LWN-52100...................................SALE: $93.50

Earthway Precision Garden 
Seeder Model 1001-B A fully adjustable accessory for accurately 

applying a side dressing of all granulated 
fertilizers. Attaches easily to the 1001-B 
Precision Garden Seeder.  

LWN-52102..................SALE: $39.50

Fertilizer Applicator

18108- Rutabaga, lettuce light, kale 
and cabbage 18109-broccoli, cabbage, 
cauliflower, turnips, rutabaga and mustard 
18110-cucumbers 18112-popcorn 18124-
lima beans   

LWN-52106..................SALE: $19.95

Optional Seed Plates

The Earthway M30 ATV Mount Broadcast 
Spreader seeds grass seed and applies 
fertilizer and all types of lawn & garden 
granular products. Excellent for residential 
and light to medium commercial use 
this spreader requires partial assembly. 
Features High volume 3,350 cu. in. Ca-
pacity poly hopper, 100lb capacity, Rain 
cover included, Wiring harness with on/
off switch included, Epoxy-coated Steel 
Chassis and Easy quick-connect horizontal 
mount system. Fits most ATV’s - Mounts 

Ideal for all types of grass seed and can be 
used to apply ice melt, sand, fertilizers and 
other granular products. (No rock salt) The 
2750 is a sling type hand spreader - seeder 
for use in small & medium size areas.   

LWN-52124..................SALE: $35.50

Features large rustproof hopper with capac-
ity of up to 30 lbs of fertilizer, seed, etc. 
Heavy-duty gearbox with enclosed gears 
with powder coated steel axle for years of 
trouble free use. Hand crank handle that can 
be used from right or left side.    

LWN-52120..................SALE: $63.50

The high wheel cultivator is built with a heavy 
duty powder coated tubular steel chassis. It 
has a 3 position adjustable handle for hours of 
comfortable use. Wheel measures 24”. Three 
standard tools included are a twin end furrow 
plow, moldboard plow and 5 tine cultivator    

LWN-52110.......................SALE: $98.50

Features a 3 position handle for comfortable use, 
heavy-duty powder coated tubular steel frame, 
large 24” steel wheel and a solid oak handle for 
classic appeal and durability. Three standard tools 
included:furrow plow, moldboard plow and 5 tine 
cultivator    

LWN-52112...........................SALE: $108.75

The Earthway 7300SU Drop Spreader seeds 
grass seed and applies fertilizer and all 
types of lawn & garden granular products. 
Excellent for use with smaller to midsize 
yards this spreader comes fully assembled 
with full size folding handle.    

LWN-52136..................SALE: $59.95

M30 ATV Spreader

Earthway Hand Seeder

Professional Hand
Seeder 3200

High Wheel Cultivator
Metal Handles

Drop Spreader W/
8” Wheels

High Wheel Cultivator
Wooden Handles

or rear luggage rack (must be metal racks / not plastic) - Heavy -duty high torque 
sealed 12 volt motor located in the hopper for long life    
LWN-52146................................................................................SALE: $320.00

45Order Online at   www.FlemingOutdoors.com
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The Earthway 2050SU Broadcast Spreader fea-
tures a 120 lb. load bearing chassis and a high 
volume 80 lb. hopper. Comes fully assembled 
with large 10 “ heavy duty poly wheels. Rate 
control located on handle for precise settings. 
Fully assembled with full size folding handle 
with foam grip for instant set up. Commercial 
quality gear box with enclosed gears for years of 
trouble-free use.   

LWN-52128...........................SALE: $59.30

The Earthway 2050T Tow Broadcast Spreader fea-
tures a 120 lb. load bearing chassis and a high vol-
ume 80 lb. hopper. Comes fully assembled with 
large 10 “ heavy duty poly wheels. Rate control 
located on handle for precise settings. Excellent 
for use with smaller to midsize yards this spreader 
only requires installing three bolts before use.    

LWN-52130.............................SALE: $59.30

Earthway Push
Spreader

15 Gallon Spot Sprayer
The 15 Gallon Spot Sprayer is ideal for 
home or farm uses that include apply-
ing insecticides and herbicides. All the 
units include these standard features: 1.0 
GPM ShurFlo Pump , 15 Gallon corrosion 
resistant tan, 15’ of 3/8” coiled spray hose, 
18” Trigger Gun with adjustable tip,5” Fill 
Lid, Molded Wand Clips with 96” Lead, 
Inline On/Off Switch, Full Drain Out & 
Roundup Ready. Ideal for use with ATV’s.  
Coiled Hose Is NOT currently available as 
picutured  

LWN-52398.................SALE: $135.00

The 25 Gallon Spot Sprayer w/ 2 Nozzle is ideal 
for home or farm uses that include applying 
insecticides and herbicides All the units include 
these standard features: 3.0 GPM ShurFlo Pump , 
25 Gallon corrison resistant tan, 15’ of 3/8” coiled 
spray hose, 18” Trigger Gun with adjustable tip,5” 
Fill Lid, Molded Wand Clips with 96” Lead, 
Inline On/Off Switch, Full Drain Out & Roundup 
Ready, 3 Nozzles with 10’ of coverage and break 
away wing action, Pressure Relief Valve Pressure 
Control, 1/4 Turn Ball Valve Boom Shut Off 
Controls. Ideal for use with ATV’s. Coiled Hose 
Not Available.
LWN-52404.........................SALE: $320.00

The 25 Gallon Spot Sprayer w/ 3 Nozzle Boom is 
ideal for home or farm uses that include applying 
insecticides and herbicides. All the units include 
these standard features: 3.0 GPM ShurFlo Pump , 
25 Gallon corrison resistant tan, 15’ of 3/8” coiled 
spray hose, 18” Trigger Gun with adjustable tip,5” 
Fill Lid, Molded Wand Clips with 96” Lead, 
Inline On/Off Switch, Full Drain Out & Roundup 
Ready, 3 Nozzles with 10’ of coverage and break 
away wing action, Pressure Relief Valve Pressure 
Control, 1/4 Turn Ball Valve Boom Shut Off 
Controls. Ideal for use with ATV’s. Coiled Hose 
Not Available
LWN-52402..........................SALE: $424.50

25 Gallon Spot Sprayer
The 25 Gallon Spot Sprayer is ideal for 
home or farm uses that include apply-
ing insecticides and herbicides All the 
units include these standard features: 1.8 
GPM ShurFlo Pump , 25 Gallon corrosion 
resistant tan, 15’ of 3/8” coiled spray hose, 
18” Deluxe Trigger Gun with adjustable 
tip,5” Fill Lid, Molded Wand Clips with 
96” Lead, Inline On/Off Switch, Full Drain 
Out & Roundup Ready. Ideal for use with 
ATV’s.   Coiled Hose Is NOT currently 
available as picutured  
 
LWN-52400.................SALE: $148.50

25 Gallon Spot Sprayer
With 2 Nozzle

25 Gallon Spot Sprayer
With 3 Nozzle Boom

Earthway Tow
Spreader

Earthway Push Spreader 
W/ Pneumatic Tires

Earthway Tow Spreader 
W/ Pnuematic Tires

The Earthway 2050P Broadcast Spreader fea-
tures a 120 lb. load bearing chassis and a high 
volume 80 lb. hopper. Comes fully assembled 
with large 10 “ heavy duty Pnuematic wheels. 
Rate control located on handle for precise 
settings.comes fully assembled with full size 
folding handle with foam grip. Commercial 
quality gear box with enclosed gears for years of 
trouble-free use.   
LWN-52132........................SALE: $107.50

The Earthway 2050TP Broadcast Spreader fea-
tures a 120 lb. load bearing chassis and a high 
volume 80 lb. hopper. Comes fully assembled 
with large 10 “ heavy duty Pnuematic wheels. 
Rate control located on handle for precise set-
tings.Excellent for use with smaller to midsize 
yards this spreader only requires installing three 
bolts before use.  Commercial quality gear box 
with enclosed gears for years of trouble-free use.   
LWN-52134.........................SALE: $107.50
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This Medium duty garden hose is perfect for all 
your light duty gardening needs. It is made with 
3 ply construction and has a 2 year replacement 
guarantee. Size 5/8” x 50’    

LWN-52352...........................SALE: $14.85

5/8 x 50 Meduim Duty Hose

5/8 x 50 Heavy Duty HoseSolo Economy Sprayer

6.6 Gal. Push Sprayer

Solo Backpack Sprayer

All brass valve stem. Four large open-
ings at nozzle tip for full flow. Front and 
rear O-ring seals for leak proof shut-off.
Precise tip angle eliminates side spray. 
Adjustable from fine spray to needle 
stream to heavy rinse. Two turns from 
closed to open. Heavy-duty solid brass 
construction.    

LWN-52349.............SALE: $5.95

Male threaded front for attaching 
accessories. Solid brass valve system 
with permanent adjusting nut. Hold-
open clip for continuous spraying. 
Rust resistant stainless steel spring. 
Self-adjusting “duck” packing for 
lifetime leak proof seal. Heavy-duty, 
full size, die cast zinc body.   

LWN-52344............SALE: $4.95

This sprinkler easily connects to your stan-
dard garden hose and can cover up to 4,000 
square feet of grass or plants. Nineteen 
water jets provide uniform watering for 
maximum coverage of your lawn while the 
adjustable plastic dial at the base allows 
you to set the area of coverage anywhere 
from partial to full oscillation. 
LWN-52343..................SALE: $19.50

Pistol Grip Nozzle

Oscilating Sprinkler With Metal Tube

Brass Twist Nozzle

The heavy duty flexate is built to last with 5 ply 
construction and is reinforced for high burst 
strength. The solid brass octagon coupling prevents 
leaking with a wrench tight fit and the protective 
collar prevents kinking at the faucet. Lifetime 
Replacement Guarantee. Size: 5/8” x 50’    

LWN-52356........................SALE: $19.60

The Farm Hand hose is built to withstand tough 
farm conditions with its crush resistant couplings 
and protective collars. This hose is spiral reinforced 
for high burst strength and has the Sure-Flow 
System for continuous water flow. 10 Year Replace-
ment Guarantee. Size: 5/8” x 100’    

LWN-52350..........................SALE: $39.90

5/8 x 50 Weeper Hose
Provides gentle, even soaking as water “weeps” 
through thousands of pores For precise watering 
around plants and beside flower beds. Saves water 
by reducing evaporation and targeting specific 
areas that need to be watered. Use above ground or 
buried. Weather and wear resistant 100% recycled 
vinyl.Durable brass couplings    

LWN-52354...........................SALE: $14.50

5/8 x 90 Farm Hose

Popular for household and cleaning use, this 
general-purpose sprayer features adjustable spray 
nozzle for varying applications. Translucent canister 
makes keeping an eye on fluid level easy.    

LWN-52382...........................SALE: $8.86

This 2 gallon sprayer features a 12” poly wand 
with 28” reinforced hose for easy reach. Adjustable 
poly cone nozzle sprays fine mist to coarse stream. 
Features a funnel top tank for easy filling and 
in-tank anti-clog filter that helps prevent clogging. 
This sprayer has an easy to clean poly shut-off that 
requires no tools. Sprayer color may vary.    
LWN-52380........2 Gal..............SALE: $16.50

The S25 Spray-PRO is great for spraying your 
lawn, sidewalk, driveways, paths, and gardens in 
spring, summer, fall, and for winter ice control. 
With a spray width of 3-5 feet/1-1.7meters, and up 
to a 13,000 sq.ft. coverage, the S25 will make quick 
work when spraying herbicides, pesticides, fungi-
cides, liquid ice control products, or fertilizers.    
LWN-52395.............6.6 Gal..............$415.00

This 4 gallon backpack sprayer has an 18” brass 
wand with a 48” reinforced hose. Features adjust-
able nozzle, padded shoulder carrying strap, poly 
piston pump and a wide opening with filter for 
filling.   

LWN-52390.........4 Gal...........SALE: $92.95

Solo 1.5 Liter Hand Sprayer

Sprays a concentrated jet stream. Ideal for 
cleaning driveways and walks. Attaches to 
threaded front nozzles or hose end. Heavy-
duty solid brass construction    

LWN-52348..................SALE: $4.95

Brass Water Jet

Premium nylon construction for maximum strength 
and durability.Patented impact resistant clamp 
design. Non-corroding high grade stainless steel 
screws will not strip when tightened. Manufactured 
using highest level of quality control.Leak proof and 
reusable. For rubber or plastic hoses.   
 
LWN-52345.....Mender...........SALE: $1.98
LWN-52346.....Male Cp.........SALE: $1.98
LWN-52347.....Female Cp.....SALE: $1.98

Hose Menders & Couplers
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Quick Service Order Form
BILLING ADDRESS: SHIPPING ADDRESS:

QTY ITEM DESCRIPTION TOTALEACH

Shipping Rates & Information

6.5% AL Tax

TOTAL

SALES TAX NOTICE: Orders be-
ing shipped to AL address must add 
sales tax.

CHECK/MONEY ORDER

MASTERCARD

Credit Card Number

Expiration Date

1-800-624-4493
Fax: 1-334-562-9000

Credit Card Signature

CVV #
SHIPPING

PAYMENT METHOD

VISA

$0.00     -  $24.99 $8.95

$25.00   -  $34.99 $10.95

$35.00   -  $54.99 $11.95

$55.00   -  $74.99  $12.95

$75.00   -  $99.99 $13.95

$100.00  -  $124.99 $14.95

$125.00  -  $154.99 $15.95

$155.00  -  $199.99 $16.95

$200.00 & Over $17.95

SHIPPING RATES

5480 State Hwy 94  -  Ramer, AL 36069



For fast and easy ordering, call our 
Customer Care Center toll-free at 1-800-
624-4493. Our friendly Customer Care 
Specialists are available Monday through 
Friday from 8am to 4:30pm CST for all 
your customer service needs. When calling 
to place an order, please have the item 
numbers and your credit card information 
handy.

Shop-By-Phone
Our entire product line is available online 
24 hours a day on the Internet at 
http://www.flemingoutdoors.com. Ordering 
is easy, safe, and secure.

Shop-Online

You can fax your completed order form to 
us at 1-334-562-9000.

Shop-By-Fax

You can mail your order form to us at:
Fleming Outdoors
PO Box 147
Ramer, AL 36069

Shop-By-Mail

We accept Visa, MasterCard, PayPal, checks 
and money orders. All returned checks are 
subject to a $25 service charge. We reserve the 
right to hold checks pending bank clearance.

Most orders are shipped via UPS from our Ramer, AL. distri-
bution center within 24 - 72 hours. Call our Customer Care 
Center toll free at 1-800-624-4493 for more information. 

Currently Fleming Outdoors uses UPS Ground only. Deliv-
ery of your order will be within 5 – 7 business days of the 
date it is shipped out. You will be emailed a tracking number 
when your order goes out and you can check the status 
and track your order on our website by entering your order 
number. 

We DO NOT ship to any PO Boxes. We only ship inside 
continental United States. Currently we Do Not ship to 
Alaska, Hawaii or Puerto Rico.

Weekend and Holiday orders will be processed on the next 
available business day.

SHIPPING

We will accept returns on any item, for any reason, as long as the following conditions are met.
RETURN POLICY

Payment Methods

Returns must be made within 30 days of purchase date and must be accompanied by original 
packing materials and accessories. No returns will be accepted after 30 days. Returned items 
must be returned in resalable condition and clean and free of any signs of wear and use, or we 
may refuse credit.Customer is responsible for all shipping charges on returned items unless 
we shipped a damaged item or incorrect item.

Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) number must be obtained by calling Customer 
Service at 800-624-4493. RMA number must be clearly marked on the outside of the pack-
age. Items returned with no RMA will be charged 10% restocking fee.

Note: Pricing is Subject to Change Without 
Notice.

Customer Service & Shipping Information

Shop Your Way
Anytime, Anywhere

1. Online - www.flemingoutdoors.com
2. Call Us At 1-800-624-4493
3. Mail your order form.
4. Fax your order form 1-334-562-9000

Four Ways To Order:

DEFECTIVE PRODUCT RETURN

If you receive a product that is defective, broken or will not work then just call and get let us 
know and we will arrange for your product to be picked up. We will then either issue you a 
credit or replace your item ASAP. The buyer must contact us for a RMA number for any item 
being returned. We must have the RMA number before we can process the return.

If you receive a product that appears to be damaged contact the office ( UPS, Fed Ex) of the 
carrier that shipped your product and have an inspection made. Do not throw away the shipping 
box or any shipping material. The carrier will want to inspect it. We will arrange to have the 
product returned to us. We will then either issue you a credit or replace your item ASAP. 

LOST OR DAMAGED SHIPMENTS

WARRANTY
Fleming Outdoors has a 30-day customer satisfaction stan-
dard warranty for all items except wooden chicken coops and 
rabbit hutches (Please See Warranty Info Below) . All sales 
are considered final after 30 days of receiving product. Any 
warranty manufacturer offers past that time will be warranted 
by manufacturer. If any item is shipped out of the United 
States all warranty is void.

WOODEN CHICKEN COOP 
& RABBIT HUTCH WARRANTY
Ware manufacturing will warranty all of their products 
specifically. We do not accept returns for any of the wooden 
chicken coops or rabbit hutches by Ware Manufacturing. If 
there is any part missing or damaged Ware will send you 
replacement parts for your product. Please contact us asap if 
anything is damaged and we will get you the parts within 2-5 
days. Please do not send it back by UPS. Thank You

CANCELLATION POLICY
Once your order has been processed it cannot be canceled, 
however it can be returned. Please see our return policy for 
instruction on how to return an item.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AND SALES SPECIALS

- Farming Information
- Sales Promotions
- Product Reviews
- Online Newsletter
- Instructions & Guides

- Incubation Information
- Frequently Asked Questions
- Current News
- Catalog Requests
- Live Chat Now Available

www.blog.flemingoutdoors.com



Folding Pruning SawSchrade Stainless Steel 
Camp Ax

3.5 lbs. Single Ax

Dual Action Saw/Machete

10” folding blade is ideal for camping or other out-
door uses Triple edge saw tooth design cuts fast and 
easy. Cuts on the push and pull stroke. Locks open 
and closed. Comfortable grip handle covers blade 
when closed. Lightweight and compact to store.
    

LWN-55230........................SALE: $15.00

Round Point Digging Shovel 27” Overall Length 18” 
handle w/Poly D Grip For digging and excavation in 
most soil types Heavy duty open back tempered steel 
blade .  Great for a trapping shovel.
LWN-55158.................................SALE: $14.95

Little Hog Shovel

For chopping and splitting wood. Stainless Steel. 
13” Rubber Handle for excellent grip. Great for 
Hunting and Camping.
    
LWN-55139............................SALE: $14.85

For chopping and splitting wood. Popular Michigan 
Pattern head. Drop-forged, tempered carbon steel 
head. 36” lacquered Hickory handle for strength.     

LWN-55138...........................SALE: $22.25

The Dual Action Saw & Machete is a great tools for 
clearing brush and other activities while your camp-
ing, hunting or just roaming the woods. Blade 18” 
in length. Nylon Sheath Included.

LWN-55157............................SALE: $19.80

Garden Hand Trowel

Deluxe Garden Hand Trowel

Ergo Handle Garden Trowel

For digging holes to plant flowers and seeds. 3.25” 
x 6” Cast Aluminum Blade. 6.5” Rubber Handle 
with Grip. 12’ Overall. 
   
LWN-55200........................SALE: $12.50

For digging holes to plant flowers and seeds. 3.38” 
x 6.25” Cast Aluminum Blade. 16” Wood Handle. 
20.5” Overall Length. 
    

LWN-55204...........................SALE: $14.25

Garden Trowel Hand Drop Shank Blade 
Width 3 In Blade Length 7 In Blade Mate-
rial Stainless Steel Blade Type Round Point 
Handle Type Soft Ergo Grip Handle Material 
Plastic/Foam/Gel Handle Length 6 1/4 In

LWN-55205....................SALE: $12.50

Garden Loper

Hedge Shears

Bypass Hand Pruner

Bypass Lopper - 1” diameter cutting capacity - Sap 
groove prevents stick build-up blade - Hardened 
and tempered, precision ground steel blade with 
rustproof coating - Extra strong oval steel handles 
with cushioned grips - 20” overall length.
Telescoping Handle
   
LWN-55235.........................SALE: $19.95

For shaping shrubs, hedges and small trees. 8” 
stamped steel blades with bumper. Poly Handle 
With Grips.     

LWN-55240.......................SALE: $20.95

2” diameter cutting capacity - Hardened and tem-
pered precision ground steel blade with rustproof 
coating - Comfortable molded grips - Adjustable 
tension - Dual sided safety catch - Convenient hang-
ing hole for storage - 7” overall length    

LWN-55220........................SALE: $9.95

Scout Folding 
Shovel With Sheath
Rugged, versatile and compact design.
Collapsible shovel for easy storage. Easy 
grip handle. Deluxe carrying case at-
taches to belt, travels with you.  Extends 
to 23.5”.  Great for Trapping and Camp-
ing. LWN-55160....................$24.95
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The Fill-Rite Rotary Hand Pump Model SD62 
This easy to use hand-operated rotary vane pump 
delivers approximately 6 gallons (23 liters) per 
100 revolutions- dependably and quickly.
* 2” NPT threaded bung adapter
*pumps medium-viscosity oils, diesel fuel and 
non-corrosive fluids 
* Lightweight die-cast aluminum body
* 1” polymer suction pipe adjusts for 15 to 55 
gallon drums* Smooth, easy action  
LWN-52500.......................................$49.95

Fill-Rite Rotary Hand 
Pump - SD62

The Fill-Rite Fluid Transfer Piston Hand Pump 
pumps 20 gallons per 100 strokes.Features:
* 8’ x 3/4” hose, nozzle.
* Steel telescopic suction pipe & nozzle.
* Flow direction can be reversed.
* Suitable for gasoline, diesel fuel, light oils, & 
most non-corrosive petroleum based fluids.
* Vacuum breaker.
* Inlet Size = 1 in (NPT)
* Outlet Size = 3/4 in (NPT)  
LWN-52505.......................................$135.00

Fill-Rite Piston Hand 
Pump - FR152

The Fill-Rite Rotary Style Hand Pump FR112 
features an anti-siphoning valve, check valve 
and strainer, pump may be padlocked and steel 
handle and wood grip. Pump can be set up for 
reverse flow and adaptable for drums, kegs, and 
storage tanks.
* Drum Nozzle Volume @ No. of Strokes = 10 
gal @ 100 * Inlet Size = 1 in (NPT)
* Outlet Size = 3/4 in (NPT)
* Outlet Hose Body Material = Aluminum
* Applicable Materials = Fuels, Oils * Hose 3/4” 

x 8’ NPT LWN-52510............................................................................$159.00

Fill-Rite Rotary Hand 
Pump - FR112

The Fill-Rite Portable Pump With Hose and Nozzle light duty rotary vane transfer 
pump is portable and self priming. The pump is cast iron and produces a flow rate 
of 10 GPM. It is powered by DC voltage. Battery cable with clips is included. As 
a complete pump kit it also has 8’ of 3/4” hose, pick up strainer for the inlet and 
outlet and a plastic 3/4” plastic nozzle. The pump is compatable with diesel and 
antifreeze fluids.  
LWN-52515............................................................................................$178.50

Fill-Rite Portable Pump With Hose 
and Nozzle- FR1614

The Fill-Rite Standard Pump With Hose and 
Nozzle features thermal overload protection, 
an internal bypass valve, built-in strainer and 
built-in check valve. Pump may be pad-
locked. Nozzle hanger with machined carbon 
vanes. 3 wire 12 ga. battery cable.

* Flow = 13.0 gal/min * Power Cap. = 1/4 hp
* Voltage = 12.00 VDC * Drum Nozzle Type 
= 3/4 in. Manual * Amps = 20.00 A [Max]

* Inlet Size = 1 in (NPT)* Outlet Size = 3/4 in (NPT) * Outlet Hose Length = 
10.0 ft * Applicable Materials = Fuels, Oils* Housing Material = Cast Iron
* Seal Type = Standard   LWN-52520.......................................$299.00

Fill-Rite Pump w/ Hose & Nozzle

Fill-Rite Heavy Duty Pump With Hose and 
Nozzle - FR1210C dispenses up to 15 GPM 
(57 LPM). The pump weighs less than 27 
pounds (12.2kg), with hose and nozzle, and 
has a draw that’s easy on the DC power 
source.

* Explosion-proof UL/cUL listed 1/4 HP mo-
tor with permanent magnet and ball bearings
* 15’ of heavy-duty three-wire battery cable
* 12’ (3.7m) hose with static ground wire * 2” threaded base for tank open-
ings * Corrosion-Proof adjustable section pipe * Machined carbon vanes
* Pump may be padlocked LWN-52525.......................................$335.00

Fill-Rite Flow Meter’s exclusive unicast component 
mounting configuration assures consistency, particu-
larly in gravity flow applications. Flow ports can 
be positioned vertically or horizontally. Strainer for 
gravity-flow applications traps tank contaminants. 
Handles fluid of any viscosity
* Port Size = 3/4” or 1” * Pressure = 50.00 psi * 
Accuracy = ±1% * Display Type = Gallon or Liter, 

3 Digit * Flow = 5.0 gal/min [Min], 20.0 gal/min [Max] * Nozzle 
LWN-52540...................................3/4”...........................................$169.50
LWN-52545......................................1”...........................................$169.50

Fill-Rite Flow Meter

Fill-Rite Inlet Automatic Nozzle provides rugged, 
dependable performance.

LWN-52560.....3/4” High Flow Diesel...$63.50
LWN-52565.....3/4” Gasoline.................$64.00
LWN-52570.....1” High Flow Diesel......$78.50

Fill-Rite Nozzle

Fill-Rite HD Pump w/ Hose and Nozzle

For dispensing diesel fuel, gasoline, grease, kerosene 
and petroleum oils. 8” internal spring guard protects 
the hose from exceeding its bend radius, to last longer. 
Braided copper static ground wire. Threaded fittings. 
Made in the usa.
LWN-52550............3/4” x 20’................$44.50
LWN-52555.............1” x 20’..................$63.50

Fill-Rite Fuel Transfer Hose



Patented floating lids save 85-90% on 
heating costs. Adjustable thermostat. 
3 ft. heat tape. Spray on insulation for 
better R-value. Access doors on side and 
top. Side door is raised so debris can’t 
get in. Trough area below floating lid 
ensures heater is always covered with 

water so heater will not burn out. Capacity 0-30 head. Weight 38 lbs. 19”W 
x 18-3/4”H x 24-1/4”L . 120 Watts.    
EQP-02010................................................................SALE: $488.50

Automatic Energy 
Efficient Livestock 
Waterer - EEPC-1

Automatic Energy 
Efficient Livestock 

Patented floating lids save 85-90% on 
heating costs. Adjustable thermostat.3 
ft. heat tape. Spray on insulation for bet-
ter R-value. Access doors on side and 
top. Side door is raised so debris can’t 
get in. Trough area below floating lid 
ensures heater is always covered with 
water so heater will not burn out.
Capacity 0-60 head. Weight 54 lbs. 21”W x 19”H x 33”L. 120 Watts    
EQP-02015................................................................SALE: $539.50

Patented floating lids save 85-90% on 
heating costs. Adjustable thermostat.3 ft. 
heat tape. Spray on insulation for better 
R-value. Access doors on side and top. 
Side door is raised so debris can’t get in. 
Trough area below floating lid ensures 
heater is always covered with water so 
heater will not burn out. Capacity 0-80 

head. Weight 87 lbs. 25”W x 31-3/4”H x 31-1/2”L. 200 Watts.    
EQP-02020................................................................SALE: $768.00

Automatic Energy
Efficient Livestock 
Waterer - EEPC-10

Low, compact general utility waterer. 
Fast automatic water recovery. Use 
in fence line, box stalls or lots. Lids 
can be closed at night to save energy. 
Spray on insulation for better R-value. 
Powder coat paint. Capacity 0-30 head. 
Weight 65 lbs. 11-1/2”W x 18-1/2”H x 

25-3/4”L. 285 Watts    
EQP-02025................................................................SALE: $398.50

Autotmatic Heated 
Livestock Waterer  

F-1

Autotmatic Heated 
Livestock Waterer  

F-5
Low, compact general utility waterer. 
Fast automatic water recovery. Use 
in fence line, box stalls or lots. Lids 
can be closed at night to save energy. 
Spray on insulation for better R-value. 
Powder coat paint. Capacity 0-50 head. 
Weight 111 lbs. 17”W x 26”H x 28”L. 
570 Watts.    
EQP-02030................................................................SALE: $580.00

Designed for large commercial 
feedlots/dairies. Install in fence 
line or open lots. Recessed drain 
provides flushing action for 
automatic cleaning. Heavy-duty 
construction Spray on insulation 
for better R-value. Powder coa 
paint. Capacity 100 head. Weight 

128 lbs. 19-1/2”W x 16”H x 49”L. 855 Watts.    
EQP-02040................................................................SALE: $790.00

Autotmatic Heated Livestock Waterer  
F-48

Automatic Poly Heated Livestock 
Waterer - AP-1

Patented floating lids save 85-90% on heating costs. 
Water stays cooler in the summer. Heat is contained dur-
ing cold winter months Special stops below floating lids 
make sure heater is always covered with water so valve 
line won’t freeze. Includes submersible heater and heat 
tape.Capacity 0-30 head. Weight 60 lbs. 25-1/4” W 23-
1/2” H 27” L.   EQP-02000.................... $439.50

Automatic Poly Heated 
Livestock Waterer - AP-10

Patented floating lids save 85-90% on heat-
ing costs. Special stops below floating lids 
make sure heater is always covered with 
water so valve line won’t freeze. Includes 
submersible heater and heat tape.Capacity 
80-100 head. Weight 100 lbs. Width 24-3/4”, 
Height 27-1/2”, Length 40-1/2”
EQP-02005..............................$625.00

Automatic Heated Hog Waterer 
H-1

Franklin’s “mini-waterer”. Extremely economical 
unit Designed for restrictive areas. Large opening 
with lid Great for all types of livestock and pets.
Spray on insulation for better R-value. Powder coat 
paint. Capacity 60 head. Weight 48 lbs. 11-1/4”W x 
8-3/4”H x 17-1/2”L. 285 Watts. 
EQP-02045.......................................... $468.50

Automatic Heated Hog 
Waterer H-2

2 large openings. Extremely economical unit. 
Use in fence line or open lot. Easy to clean. 
Dependable and trouble-free. Spray on insula-
tion for better R-value. Powder coat paint.
Capacity 120 head. Weight 62 lbs. 11-1/2”W x 
8-3/4”H x 25-3/4”L. 285 watts. 
EQP-02050................................... $388.00
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Pickup Bed Water Caddy 63 Gallon 

The Pickup Bed Water Caddy holds up to 63 gallons of fresh water in your pick-up 
truck while still allowing for easy hook-up to a gooseneck trailer.

Designed to be positioned at the back or front of a fender well with convenient and 
easy access to water fill caps located on both sides. Four handy built in cup holders 
to hold drinks or sprays. Center storage area with a lid for storage of miscellaneous 
items. Cap at the top where water is poured in. 3 year Manufacturers warranty.

63 gallon capacity. Natural with gray lid. Water Tank is 60 1/4” L x 21” W x 18 
1/2” H. Center Storage area measures 18”L x 17 3/4” W x 4” D. 55 lbs.

Please note: this item is drop shipped directly from the manufacturer. Please allow 
1-2 weeks for delivery.  
EQP-02411.................................................................................SALE: $255.00

The Dry Camp Water Tank and 
Saddle Rack is one of the best ideas 
we’ve seen in water caddies! Built 
for horse and stock trailers, this 
space saving 2-in-1 water caddy 
also provides you with a saddle 
rack. Roomy enough for two sad-
dles. Translucent plastic allows you 
to see water levels in tank. Clear. 
3 year Manufacturers warranty. 30 

gallon capacity. 44” L x 13” W x 20 “ H. 22 lbs.

This item ships direct from manufacturer so please allow 1 to 2 weeks for deliv-
ery  EQP-02412.................................................................................$115.00

Dry Camp 30 Gallon Water Tank and 
Saddle Rack

Th Half Moon Lay Down Water Caddy 
makes it easy to haul water in your 
pick-up or trailer. Half-moon lay down 
shape fits on either side of a gooseneck, 
and translucent plastic allows you to see 
water levels in the tank. Clear plastic 
with shut off valve. 3 year manufactur-
ers warranty.

48 gallon capacity. 63 1/2” L x 18” W x 
12” H. 26lbs.

Please note: this item is drop shipped 
directly from the manufacturer. Please 
allow 1-2 weeks for delivery. 
EQP-02413...........................$149.95

Half Moon Lay 
Down Water 

Caddy 48 Gallon

Capacity 48 gallons. The Half-Moon Upright 
features two shut off valves to allow for use with 
bucket or water hose. The translucent plastic allows 
you to see the water level in tank while a cat at the 
top can be used for easy filling or ventilation. It will 
fit on most flat walls of the Trailer and comes with 
(2) 1” x 55” straps for easy.
Capacity: 48 Gallons. Size: 63.5”L x 18”W x 12”H 
Weight: 26 lbs. Please allow 1-2 weeks for delivery. 
Item ships direct from manufacturer.

EQP-02415.........................................$149.95

Half Moon Upright Water 
Caddy 48 Gallon

A great new way to haul water in our horse Trailer, 
or in the back of your pick-up. 35 gallon capacity. 
Capacity: 35 Gallons. Size: 18”D x 37”H. Weight: 
26 lbs. Please allow 1 - 2 weeks for delivery. Item is 
shipped direct from manufacturer.

EQP-02422..........................................$130.00

Round Barrel Water Caddy 
35 Gallon

Slant Upright Water Caddy
The Slant Upright Water Caddy fits conveniently in the corner 
of your walk-in-tack room utilizing the “dead space”. It fea-
tures a fill hole with a vent at the top of the tank for easy filling. 
Located at the bottom the the tank is a shut off valve to hook 
your hose to for filling water buckets.

EQP-02417...................18 Gallon.......................$135.00
EQP-02419...................25 Gallon.......................$145.00
EQP-02420...................39 Gallon.......................$149.50
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Three Tier Saddle Rack
Top two saddle racks will swing 360 deg. The 
frame is powder coated with rubber non-skid feet. 
Comes boxed. Assembly required.

Weight: 47.0 lbs.
Color(s): Gray Hammer Tone Powder Coated
Size(s): 30” L x 30” W x 68” H

Please note: this item is drop shipped directly 
from the manufacturer. Please allow 1-2 weeks for 
delivery.  

EQP-02702.............................SALE: $115.00

Wall Folding Saddle Rack

The Wall Saddle Rack is powder coated, heavy 
duty, metal tubing for strength. Mounts to a vertical 
surface and folds down for out-of-the-way storage.

Weight: 7.0 lbs.
Color(s): Gray Hammer Tone Powder Coated
Size(s): 27” L x 8” W x 7” H 

EQP-02705.............................SALE: $34.50

Free Standing Saddle Rack

The Free Standing Saddle Rack is an affordable and 
hassle free way to tidy up your tack room. Folds up 
quickly for easy storage. Made of sturdy steel tubing 
for strength. Storage underneath for small items.

Weight: 16.0 lbs.
Color(s): Black
Size(s): 26” L x 19” W x 33” H

EQP-02709............................SALE: $29.95

Fold Down Blanket Horse Blanket Rack

Two Tier Wall Saddle Rack

Two Wheeled Saddle Rack Cart

The Two Wheeled Saddle Rack Cart is a great way to move your 
saddles and saddle supplies around the barn without having to 
pick up each saddle and supply case. The Saddle Rack Card has a 
removable wire basket on the bottom. The handle and the saddle 
racks are adjustable. It features pneumatic tires. Comes boxed. 
Assembly required.

Weight: 55.0 lbs.
Color(s): Gray Hammer Tone Powder Coated
Size(s): 28” L X 24” W x 52” H 

EQP-02707......................................................................$105.00

The two tier saddle rack can be mounted on a wall or hung on a wall 
with the hook that is provided.The saddle trees and basket can be 
adjusted for different heights or can be removed completely.These parts 
are interchangeable with out saddle rack cart. Assembly required.

Color(s): Gray Hammer Tone Powder Coat
Size(s): 40”tall X 14” wide X 22” front to back

EQP-02700.......................................................................... $85.00

Blanket bar that attaches easily to a 
wall. Can be folded down when not in 
use. Nice addition to any barn or stall 
area. Length 42” Steel Construction.

EQP-02704............................$15.00

Easy to install onto existing walls. Fold 
against wall when not in use. Can hold pads 
or blankets. 42” Long. Steel Construction.

EQP-02703............................ $15.00



Hay Bale Bag Cover
Easily fits a bale of hay to give you a 
smooth practice surface and to keep your 
practice area clean and in tact. Color Tan

Roping Head Not Included

EQP-02738...........................$39.95

Ole Bull Signs

Decorative mold-in graphic heads have 37” horn spread. 
Five styles of heads to choose from. Pre-drilled on back-
side for easy mounting on wall, fence, barn, entrance, 
etc. Also can be used as a coat or hat rack. Durable and 
weather resistant for years of enjoyment. Available in 
Orange, Tan or White.
LWN-54255..................No Bull.........................$49.50
LWN-54256..................No Hunting..................$49.50
LWN-54257..................No Trespassing............$49.50
LWN-54258.......Welcome Friends W/Flag......$49.50

Pole Bending Poles

Set of six 1 1/2” x 72” rotational molded LLDPE 
poles. Poles fit directly into the bases. Unscrews in 3 
pieces for easy break down and storage. Available in 
red, white and blue only.
EQP-02730............................SALE: $88.00

All Roping Heads come with spikes 
for mounting. No other accessories are 
needed. Ready to Rope !

Available Colors: Black, Brown & Red

EQP-02740........Calf................$35.95
EQP-02741........Hereford........$45.95
EQP-02742........Jersey.............$35.95
EQP-02743........Longhorn.......$45.95
EQP-02744........Spike..............$35.95
EQP-02746........Watusi...........$35.95
EQP-02747........Steer...............$35.95
EQP-02745........Corriente........$35.95

Portable Roping Stand
Provides a stable attachment for the neck and 
allows you to practice almost anywhere. Gold pow-
der coated steel. Comes with mounting hardware 
for the head/neck. Weight 17 lbs.

EQP-02736.........................................$38.50

Roping Heads With 
Spikes

Pole Bending Bases

Set of six bases. Fill with sand 
and insert our new Pole Bend-
ing Poles. AQHA approved. 
Available in black only.

EQP-02732............$149.95

Heated flatback bucket holds 20 
percent more water than standard 
buckets. Comes with spill-free pour 
spout, hide-away cord compartment, 
table of measurements, and anti-chew 
cord protector.Size 14 x 15 x 15.
EQP-02244...........SALE: $52.47

5 Gallon Heated 
Flat Back Bucket

 Designed for long-lasting use around 
the farm, ranch and home. Specially 
designed tines are uniquely angled 
to provide easy manure pickup with 
less spilling. Nylon locknut secures 
handle. Colors: Blue, Red
EQP-02560...........SALE: $20.93

Dura Fork Stable 
Cleaner

Compartments hold brushes, creams and sprays. Handle 
now features holes to hold picks and tools. Ideal for stor-
ing household cleaning or automotive supplies. 
L 17” x W 13” x H 10.5”
EQP-02565...................................................... $14.50

Dura Tote Plastic Tote Box

Equine SuppliesM - F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm          Toll Free: 1-800-624-4493
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DuraFlex Rubber Buckets are even 
more crackproof, crushproof and 
freezeproof than plastic. DuraFlex 
buckets have always been a favorite 
around the farm. 12 Quart Capacity 
with Metal Handle.
EQP-02132...........SALE: $14.75

DuraFlex Rubber Buckets are even 
more crackproof, crushproof and 
freezeproof than plastic. DuraFlex 
buckets have always been a favorite 
around the farm. 18 Quart Capacity 
with Metal Handle.
EQP-02180...........SALE: $15.37

DuraFlex Rubber Buckets are even 
more crackproof, crushproof and 
freezeproof than plastic.The Flat 
Back fits more compactly against 
a wall or fence.. 20 Quart Capacity 
with Metal Handle
EQP-02170.........SALE: $15.60

DuraFlex Rubber Buckets are even 
more crackproof, crushproof and 
freezeproof than plastic. The Corner 
Bucket fits more compactly against 
a wall or fence that has an adjacent 
side. Metal Handle
EQP-02190..........SALE: $15.50

Heated flatback bucket holds 20 
percent more water than standard 
buckets. Comes with spill-free pour 
spout, hide-away cord compartment, 
table of measurements, and anti-chew 
cord protector.Size 14 x 15 x 15.
EQP-02244...........SALE: $52.47

DuraFlex Rubber Feed Pans are even 
more crackproof, crushproof and 
freezeproof than plastic. DuraF-
lex feed pans have always been a 
favorite around the farm. 3 Gallon 
Capacity.
EQP-02200...........SALE: $12.45

DuraFlex Rubber Feed Tubs are even 
more crackproof, crushproof and 
freezeproof than plastic. DuraFlex 
feed tubs have always been a favorite 
around the farm. 6.5 Gallon Capacity.

EQP-02220...........SALE: $19.50

DuraFlex Rubber Feed Tubs are even 
more crackproof, crushproof and 
freezeproof than plastic. DuraFlex 
feed tubs have always been a favorite 
around the farm. 6.5 Gallon Capacity. 
Hooks on Side for Handling
EQP-02230..........SALE: $22.25

Buckets are made for polyethylene 
resin that is impact resistant, protects 
against warpage and helps prevent 
stress cracks. The Flat Back fits more 
compactly against a wall or fence.20 
Qt Capacity with Metal Handle. 
EQP-02235.........SALE:$10.00
Colors: Blue, Red, Green, Teal, Pink
Yellow, Purple, Black & Navy

Buckets are molded from tough 
polyethylene resin that is impact re-
sistant and protects against warpage 
and stress cracks. Features improved 
handle design for wear and tear. 

EQP-02160...........SALE: $22.75
Colors: Blue, Red, Green

Buckets are made for polyethylene 
resin that is impact resistant, protects 
against warpage and helps prevent 
stress cracks. 8 Qt Capacity with 
Metal Handle. 

EQP-02510............SALE: $7.15
Colors: Blue, Red, Green

Plastic buckets have always been a 
favorite around the farm. Buckets 
are made for polyethylene resin that 
is impact resistant, protects against 
warpage and helps prevent stress 
cracks. 8 Quart Capacity with Metal 
Handle and Nipple Assembly.
EQP-02512........SALE: $17.10

12 Quart Rubber 
Bucket

DFC 20 Quart
Corner Bucket

18 Quart Rubber 
Bucket

20 Quart Flat Back 
Bucket

5 Gallon Heated 
Flat Back Bucket

3 Gallon Rubber
Feed Pan

6.5 Gallon Rubber 
Tub

6.5 Gallon Rubber 
Tub w/Hooks

20 Quart Plastic 
Flat Back Bucket

70 Quart Plastic 
Muck Bucket

8 Quart Plastic 
Bucket

8 Quart Pail With 
Nipple

Feeding Equipment Sales & Info - Visit Us At blog.flemingoutdoors.com
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This all-purpose utility pan is made 
of heavy-gauge galvanized steel. 
Rust resistant properties make it ideal 
for outdoor use. 13 Quart Capacity

EQP-72220...........SALE: $5.95

Plastic feed pans have always been a 
favorite around the farm. Feed pans 
are made for polyethylene resin that 
is impact resistant, protects against 
warpage and helps prevent stress 
cracks. 5 Quart Capacity 
EQP-72227...........SALE: $4.35

The MP10 Salt Block Pan features 
interior ribs that lift and position salt 
block, allowing moisture to escape 
through drain holes. 
Size: 18.5” x 18.5” x 5.25”

EQP-02245.........SALE: $10.55

DuraFlex Rubber Feed Tubs are even 
more crackproof, crushproof and freez-
eproof than plastic. DuraFlex feed tubs 
have always been a favorite around the 
farm. 18 Quart Capacity. Hooks over 
side of board or fence.
EQP-02185..............SALE: $19.87

Scoops are heavy-duty polypropyl-
ene. Perfect for scooping grain. Ap-
proved for food handling. Available 
in Blue, Burgundy, Green, Purple, 
Red and Teal.

EQP-02535...........SALE: $4.75

Scoops are heavy-duty polypro-
pylene. Perfect for scooping grain 
around the farm. Colors: Blue, Red, 
Hot Pink, Green.

EQP-02542...........SALE: $7.36

Scoops are made of heavy gauge 
galvanized steel. Perfect for scoop-
ing grain around the farm. Features 
riveted handles.

EQP-02540...........SALE: $10.55

The Hook Over is ideal for field, 
pasture, trailer or stall. The durable, 
molded bracket easily hooks over 
any 2” board to instantly deliver a 
sturdy feed bucket. 12” x 13.25” x 
13.25” Colors: Blue, Green & Red
EQP-02166..........SALE: $15.75

88SW is constructed from heavy 
gauge steel and feature the SW25C 
adjustable float valve.These waterers 
can be easily installed at any height 
using lag bolts or U bolts and will fit 
1/2” pipe with either a left or right 
connection. Dimensions 8” Across 
and 4 1/2” Deep. 
EQP-02550.........SALE:$34.45

88ESW is constructed from heavy 
gauge steel and feature the SW25C 
adjustable float valve. This waterer 
is identical to the 88SW but it is 
galvanized with a coat of resilient, 
non-toxic black epoxy finish. Dimen-
sions 8” Across and 4 1/2” Deep. 

EQP-02555.........SALE:$41.18

They are easy to install and have 
a 375 gallon per hour capacity. 
Trough-O-Matic Float Valves contain 
adjustable brackets to control the 
water level and a reversible neoprene 
valve seat for longer life. They fit 
all models of plastic and metal stock 
tanks. 
EQP-02504...........SALE: $14.65

They are easy to install and have 
a 375 gallon per hour capacity. 
Trough-O-Matic Float Valves contain 
adjustable brackets to control the 
water level and a reversible neoprene 
valve seat for longer life. They fit 
all models of plastic and metal stock 
tanks. 
EQP-02506...........SALE: $15.70

13 Quart Galvanized 
Feed Pan

D18HF Dura Flex
Hook Over Feeder

5 Quart Plastic 
Utility Pan

MP10 Salt Block 
Pan

5 Pint Plastic Feed 
Scoop

3 Quart Plastic 
Feed Scoop

4 Quart Metal Feed 
Scoop

HF15 Hook Over 
Feeder

88SW Galvanized 
Waterer

88ESW Expoxy 
Coated Waterer

Plastic Float Valve Metal Float Valve
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These 2 quart capacity nursing bot-
tles are made of strong and durable 
polyethylene. Nipples are made from 
a special rubber formula to prolong 
nipple life and improve pliability. 
Includes 2 Qt Bottle w/ calf nipple.
EQP-02528...........SALE: $6.90

Nipples are made from a special 
rubber formula to prolong nipple life 
and improve pliability. Used for Calf 
or Lamb.

EQP-02526...........Calf...... $1.99
EQP-02524...........Lamb.... $1.85

Nipples are made from a special rub-
ber formula to prolong nipple life and 
improve pliability. Used for Lamb 
or Goat. Works great with soda pop 
bottles. 3 Pack

EQP-02522..........SALE: $2.22

Compartments hold brushes, creams 
and sprays. Handle now features 
holes to hold picks and tools. Ideal 
for storing household cleaning or 
automotive supplies. 
L 17” x W 13” x H 10.5”
EQP-02565...........SALE: $14.50

 Designed for long-lasting use around 
the farm, ranch and home. Specially 
designed tines are uniquely angled 
to provide easy manure pickup with 
less spilling. Nylon locknut secures 
handle. Colors: Blue, Red
EQP-02560...........SALE: $20.93

Powered coated for added protection 
and rust prevention. Great for attach-
ing to 2” board for self feeding. 
Works Great with 2 Quart Nursing 
Bottle !

EQP-02530..........SALE: $6.46

2 Quart Nursing 
Bottle With Nipple Soda Bottle Nipples

3 Pack

Snap-On
Nipple

Dura Tote Plastic 
Tote Box

Dura Fork Stable 
Cleaner

Bottle Holder for 
Nursing Bottle
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Vinyl-dipped for added protection 
and rust prevention. Holds a 4 lbs. 
Salt Brick. Great for Horse Stalls!
Salt Brick is NOT included.

EQP-02148..........SALE: $6.89

Salt Brick
Holder

Heavy Duty Blue Tarps

Heavy duty industrial polyethe-
lene material is laminated on both 
sides for maximum weatherproof-
ing. Designed for maximum 
strength and durability. Lighter 
than canvas and ideal for cover-
ing farm equip., machinery, tools, 
sports equipment and grills.    

LWN-52300................................. 8” x 10”....................SALE:     $7.36
LWN-52302................................. 10” x 12”...................SALE:    $8.32
LWN-52304................................. 12” x 16”...................SALE: $11.13
LWN-52308................................. 12” x 24”...................SALE: $16.90
LWN-52310................................. 20” x 30”...................SALE: $38.10

Tarp Straps With Hooks
Heavy duty industrial tarp straps 
come with two hooks and are perfect 
for holding down tarps, equipment or 
covers. 

LWN-52312..............15”...........$1.59
LWN-52314..............21”...........$1.69
LWN-52316..............31”...........$1.80

2” 27 Foot Rachet Strap 
With Flat Hooks

Ratchet strap is 2” Wide and 27’ 
Long. Breaking strength is rated at 
10,000 lbs. Each end of the strap has 
a 2” flat hook attached.

LWN-52330..........SALE: $25.30

Small & Medium sized funnel that is 
great for gas or other liquids. Color: 
Blue.

LWN-52340......Small.......... $1.16
LWN-52342......Medium.......$1.59

Small & Medium 
Funnels



This 50’ round red vinyl cord is a 
3-conductor 14-gauge cord it is UL 
listed and meets OSHA requirements 
for outdoor use. 

LWN-54920....................... $20.95

Coleman Cable 05327 Work Lamp 
with Metal Guard and 25-Foot Cord 
with On/Off Switch. The traditional 
style work light has a cage around 
the bulb with built in hook.
LWN-54940.................... $15.95

Electronic surge strip. Power indicator 
light. 6 outlets. 450 joules. 15 amps. 125 
volts. 1875 watts. 2.5’ power cord.

LWN-54910..............SALE: $8.50

This Jumper Cable is uniquely 
designed to grip both top and side 
post batteries firmly and easily, and 
it features glow-in-the dark polarity 
indicators.

LWN-54900......................$34.99

50’ 14/3 Outdoor
Extension Cord - Red

6 Outlet Surge
Protector

25’ Work Light 
Extension Cord

4 Ga. 16’ 400 Amp 
Booster Cable
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Features our Sealed Motor Technol-
ogy so dirt and moisture can’t 
damage the electronic circuitry 
(motor). The circuitry is also newly 
designed to give more spark and ef-
fective power to more even stubborn 
animals. Comes standard with 6 high 
amperage alkaline batteries. 
EQP-02599.........SALE:$55.75

Features our Sealed Motor Technol-
ogy so dirt and moisture can’t 
damage the electronic circuitry 
(motor). The circuitry is also newly 
designed to give more spark and ef-
fective power to more even stubborn 
animals. Comes standard with 6 high 
amperage alkaline batteries. 
EQP-02600.........SALE:$78.50

Features our Sealed Motor Technolo-
gy so dirt and moisture can’t damage 
the electronic circuitry (motor). The 
circuitry is also newly designed to 
give more spark and effective power 
to more even stubborn animals. 
Charger Not Included. 

EQP-02602.........SALE:$118.98

Cattle Prod chargers are designed 
specifically for Hot Shot Cattle 
Prods.

Plug In Charger 110 volt
EQP-02603........SALE: $11.75

Auto Charger 12 volt
EQP-02604........SALE: $11.75

Battery Operated 
Red Cattle Prod

Standard

Battery Operated 
Green Cattle Prod

Professional

Rechargeable Green 
Cattle Prod
Professional

Cattle Prod
Chargers

Power Failure Alarm
Power Failure Alarm - Plug into any 
110 volt electrical outlet. When there 
is a power failure, electronic pulsating 
alarm will go off and red LED light 
will start flashing. Has a built in 10 
- 15 second delay so that short time 
power outages will not set the alarm 
off. EQP-03397.................$48.76

Coleman Cable 01459 100-Feet 14/3-
Wire Gauge agricultural grade extension 
cord (SJEOW), yellow. This extension 
cord was specifically engineered to 
withstand the tough demands of use on a 
farm or ranch.LWN-54930....... $57.00

100’ Agricultural 
Grade 14/3 Ext. Cord 

Infra-Red Brooder Lamp features insulated 
porcelain sockets, Has bulb guard, 6’ or 
10’cord, porcelain socket, hang up loop or 
clamp. Lamp pictured has a 6 ft. Cord with 
Clamp.

EQP-03347...6’ Cord W Clamp..... $15.00
EQP-03347...10’ Cord W Hanger.. $15.00

Heat Lamp Brooder

Adjustable bracket mounts easily 
on virtually any contour. For use as 
utility, fifth wheel, back-up, tractor or 
off-road vehicle lamp. It’s ideal for 
farm implement use. Size 3” x 5.5” 
12 V. 35 W.
LWN-54640...........SALE: $9.95

Tractor & Utitlity
Light
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Portable Hay Moisture Tester
The DHT-1 features a sturdy pistol-grip 
handle, with an extra-rugged probe shaft 
made from aircraft aluminum. The LED 
screen provides a direct readout for % 
moisture and temperature (˚F standard – 
˚C optional).
 Product Features:
• Accurate throughout the normal range of 
stored, baled hay
• Testing range: 14.4&percnt; to 
44&percnt; moisture / 33° to 250°F 
temperature
• Sturdy pistol-grip handle

EQP-02805............18”...............$215.00
EQP-02810............24”...............$220.00
EQP-02815............32”...............$240.00

Portable Hay Moisture 
Tester With

Calibration Clip
The HT-Pro includes a clip that calibrates the 
electronics AND the probe sensor. Calibration 
takes less than 20 seconds.

Product Features:
• LED backlit display for low light operation
• Above and below moisture limit indication
• Accurate throughout the normal range of 
stored, baled hay
• Testing range: 8% to 45% moisture; 32° to 
225°F (0° to 107°C) temperature
• One year limited warranty

EQP-02820.................................$219.95

Windrow Hay Moisture
Tester - BHT-1

FARMEX™ is pleased to introduce the first portable 
Windrow Hay Moisture Tester for quickly measuring 
hay in the windrow, before baling. Farmers can finally 
drive out to the windrow and check moisture content 
without committing to the time and expense of using 
their baling or chopping equipment before the hay is at 
the correct moisture. The Windrow Hay Moisture Tester 
has been one of the most heavily requested products by 
Farmex hay and forage-producing customers over the 
past two years of research. Product Features:

Testing is easy! Add loose hay or forage to a five gallon 
bucket (not included) and press tester into the hay or 
forage for measurement.
• Quickly measures loose hay and forage from a wind-
row
• Time from sample to test result: 30 seconds to one 
minute
• Measuring range: 13% to 70% moisture
• Accuracy: +/– 2% to 4%
• Two year limited warranty

EQP-02825................................................$340.00

Soil Compaction Tester

Why Test Soil Compaction?

• Increase yield by increasing root and plant 
development
• Increase the effectiveness of fertilizers, 
pesticides and herbicides
• Reduce time and fuel cost by reducing 
power needed to till a field
• Increase soil water retention

Product Features
• 24” stainless steel rod with adjustable 
shock collar to prevent damage to the gauge 
during transport or storage
• Easy to read, color-coated, stainless steel 
dial that is liquid filled to reduce shock
• Durable molded housing with rubber grip 
handles
• Large and small tip included with conve-
nient storage in tester housing
• Hanger hole with nail included for easy 
storage on wall or above workbench

EQP-02855.....................................................................................$155.00

The BHT-2 mounts in the cab of your equipment to pro-
vide a direct and constant readout for % moisture while 
baling hay. It features two sensors that are placed on 
both sides of the bale chamber. This allows readings to 
be taken on the left and right side, as well as throughout 
the bale, increasing the accuracy of the measurement.
Product Features:
• Large LCD display for easy viewing during day or 
night with keypad and text backlight.
• Larger sensor area for greater accuracy
• Choice of bale type: large square, small square or 
round. + / – moisture offset adjustments can be made
• Firmware/calibration curves upgradable via standard 
USB port.• One year limited warranty.
EQP-02835..................................................$400.00

The BHT-1 mounts in the cab of the tractor 
and provides a direct readout for % moisture 
while baling hay.Product Features:
• Average of readings updated and displayed 
every 3 to 5 seconds.
• Backlit display for night use.
• Built-in calibration button.
• Above and below moisture limit indicator.
• Sturdy display module mounting bracket 
with adjusting knobs.
• Includes sensor kit. Long-lasting sensor pad 
and stainless steel hardware.
• Fits square or round balers.
• One year limited warranty.
EQP-02830.................................$265.00

Baler Mounted Hay 
Moisture Tester

Advanced Baler Mounted 
Hay Moisture Tester
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Grain Moisture Tester - MT-PRO
Multi-Grain, Dual Calibration, Multi-Language Grain 
Moisture Tester. The MT-PRO main menu allows the 
user to customize the tester to his own operation by 
selecting from 39 grain scales and 7 languages (English 
is the default). The MT-PRO now features 2 simple 
methods for adjusting grain moisture calibration using 
Easy Single-Point or Precision Multi-Point™.

Product Features:
• 39 grain scales. Easy Single-Point or Precision Multi-
Point™ calibration to match local elevator.
• Averaging capability displays running average of 
tests. Backlighted display.
• Higher-frequency, capacitive circuit improves ac-
curacy.
• Enhanced temperature compensation circuit

EQP-02840.............................................$240.00

Grain Moisture Tester - MT-1
Provides the user with 16 grain scales and features 
automatic temperature compensation. Includes a 
sturdy carrying case with shoulder strap and a 2 
year warranty. Produced by our sister company in 
Finland, it has been used by U.S.D.A. Federal Crop 
Insurance field offices for many years.

Product Features:
Direct readout for 16 grains: Barley, Canola, Corn, 
Flax, Oats, Rice (2), Rye, Sorghum, Soybeans, 
Sunflower (2) and Wheat (4).
Each scale can be adjusted to match local elevator.
Automatically averages up to 99 test results.
Repeatability in normal range of stored grain within 
0.5% of air-oven standard. Higher-frequency, ca-
pacitive circuit improves accuracy.

EQP-02845...........................................$220.00

Portable Silage Moisture 
Tester

Test freshly chopped and ensiled silage. Ac-
curate within 1% for grain at normal stored 
moisture and 2% (average) for silage under 
50% moisture; 3% (average) for silage over 
50% moisture.

Product Features
• Testing range: 30% to 75% moisture (silage). 
10% to 47% moisture (grain).
• Tests freshly chopped and ensiled silage.
• Tests in 1 minute.
• Digital log reading with conversion chart for 
common silage types.
• Plastic bags keep test cell clean. Reorder Part 
No. 6801.
• One year limited warranty.

EQP-02800.......................................$280.00

Moisture Match Grain Moisture Tester
Product Features:
• Large graphic LCD shows multiple readouts and 
on-line instructions. Backlit for night use.
• Averaging capability displays the last six test results 
and running average of tests. Individual results can 
be deleted.
• 39 grain scales.
• MOISTUREMatch Technology. User selects from 
one of five options: Motomco 919, Motomco 919E, 
DICKEY-john GAC 2000, Labtronic (Canada), 
Industry Standard.
• Compaction Sensor Technology displays moisture 
automatically when optimum grain compaction 
threshold is reached.
• Graphic Calibration AdjustmentTM allows user to 
fine-tune calibration to “match” a specific commer-
cial tester. Calibration adjustments shown on graphic 
display.
• EZ-Fill grain scoop makes filling test cell quick and 
clean. Stores inside test cell between uses.
• Computer Interface for updating moisture scales 
and software upgrades. RS-232 serial port uses stan-

dard computer serial cable (not included). 
EQP-02875.....................................................................................$335.00

Convenient Farmex grain testing kit allows you 
to measure the moisture content and test weight 
(pounds per bushel) for 40 different grains. Test 
weight is measured with a heavy-duty plastic, 
15-1/2”L hanging grain scale. Scale reads from 
15 lbs. to 70 lbs. per bushel and also features a 
metric scale (kg per hl). Grain moisture percent-
age for up to 40 grains is measured by the MT-
PRO. The MT-PRO tests high-moisture corn up 
to 40% and features adjustable calibration for 
each grain scale, a backlit display, temperature 
compensation and a running average of test re-
sults. Testing range is 5% to 40% moisture with 
a temperature operating range of 32°F to 113°F. 
9-volt batteries included. USA made.
EQP-02850...................................$340.00

Portable Grain Kit Grain Moisture Tester - 
GMT-Grind

This innovative Farmex grain moisture tester 
grinds your sample and requires the smallest 
sample size of any portable grain moisture tes-
ter. Can be used before, during or after harvest. 
Very easy to use and features an accuracy of 
±0.5% (below 18%). To use, turn the tester on 
and scroll to the grain to be tested. Unit tells 
you the sample size needed, whether it be a 
9- or 11-ml sample, which is measured in the 
built-in thimbles in the handle.  Calculates 
average values for up to four readings. Includes 
9-volt battery, cleaning brush, hard storage 
case and instructions. USA made. NOTE: Tes-
ter should be calibrated to match a reference 
moisture tester before use..
EQP-02860.................................$375.00



Travel Pal Pet 
Waterer

The ideal dog watering system that’s easy to carry, 
easy to store, and wont leak or spill. Simply snap the 
filled jug into the base, unscrew the cap and the bowl 
fills with water - but will not overflow. The Travel 
Pals unique gravity action provides a constant flow of 
clean water with no mess. Holds three gallons.
  
PET-72070...............................SALE: $33.12

Wire Pet Crate 
Double Door

Perfect for home, training and travel. This multi-
functional pet crate is designed with your pets 
safety in mind. Secure latches won’t jiggle loose 
when in downward locked position. Rounded 
corners on all panels helps insure safety for own-
er and pet. Popular suitcase style crate sets up 
in seconds and folds down for storage. Includes 
removable easy to clean plastic tray.

PET-72400.....Medium...........SALE: $68.00
PET-72410.....Large...............SALE: $90.00
PET-72415.....XLarge..........SALE: $127.00
PET-72420.....Giant.............SALE: $156.00

Fleece Dog Beds

Automatic Pet Waterer
This easy to use bowl attaches to any garden hose or 
tap and automatically fills to perfect drinking level. 
The Everfull bowl is float valve controlled.
PET-72010........5 Quart............SALE: $19.95
PET-72020.......3 Gallon............SALE: $26.50

Automatic Galv. 
Pet Waterer

Everfull bowl is a 13 qt. galv outdoor water 
dish that automatically stays full. This easy 
to use bowl attaches to any garden hose or 
tap and automatically fills to perfect drink-
ing level. The Everfull bowl is float valve 
controlled with a 13 qt capacity. 
  
PET-72030.....................SALE: $28.15

Tap Adapter Pet
Waterer

Save time, worry and work with this stainless steel 
self-watering device. Attach to any outdoor spigot, 
turn on the faucet and your dog will have a tongue-
triggered fresh supply of water. Great for pets.
  
PET-72050...............................SALE: $9.95
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Fleece dog beds are ideal for use with pet crates, 
carriers and houses. Your pet will enjoy relax-
ing on the soft cushioned poly and cotton base. 
Machine Washable.
PET-72421.....23” Small...................... $15.65
PET-72422.....29” Med........................ $24.50
PET-72424.....35” Large...................... $33.70
PET-72426.....41” XLarge....................$40.85
PET-72428.....47” Giant...................... $43.50

72 Oz. Heavy Duty Pet 
Bowl

Classic styling with extra weight to 
help prevent spilling and skidding. 
Dishwasher safe. Great for dog, cats 
and other pets. 72 oz. capacity.  
  
PET-72230........Blue..................$4.75
PET-72232........Green...............$4.75

64 oz. Heavy Duty 
Double Diner Bowl

Classic styling with extra weight to 
help prevent spilling and skidding. 
Dishwasher safe. Great for dog, cats 
and other pets. 64 oz. capacity.  
  
PET-72235........Blue..................$6.05
PET-72237........Green...............$6.05

Plastic feed pans have always been a favorite 
around the farm. Feed pans are made for 
polyethylene resin that is impact resistant, 
protects against warpage and helps prevent 
stress cracks. 5 Quart Capacity 

EQP-72227......Blue.......... $4.35
EQP-72227......Green....... $4.35

5 Quart Plastic 
Utility Pan

This all-purpose utility pan is made 
of heavy-gauge galvanized steel. Rust 
resistant properties make it ideal for 
outdoor use. 13 Quart Capacity

EQP-72220...........SALE: $5.95

13 Quart Galvanized 
Feed Pan

This low voltage super plastic heated pet 
bowl will keep your pet’s water from freez-
ing. It is thermostatically controlled so it will 
operate only when necessary keeping the 
contents at the right temperature.  60 Watts, 
11” Diameter. 5-foot Heavy-duty anti-chew 
cord protector .
PET-72238................................... $24.85

Heated 1.5 Gallon Bowl



Galvanized Metal
Pet Feeder

Havahart dog feeders are made with galvanized metal 
for durability. This rust resistant feeder can be used both 
indoors and outdoors. Take the worry out of feeding 
your pet with an automatic pet feeder. This galvanized 
automatic pet feeder holds 15-50 lbs of dry dog food 
and has an easy open door that keeps your pets food 
fresh and dry.  

PET-72250.....12 lbs.............SALE: $24.35
PET-72260.....25 lbs.............SALE: $31.75
PET-72270.....50 lbs.............SALE: $63.55

Easy Scoop Pet 
Scooper

Easy Scoops feature a lightweight polycar-
bonate basket that’s tough, durable and built 
to last. Specially angled tines make scooping 
easy! 
Size: L 5” x W 7 1/4” x H 42”
  
PET-72000............................$15.85
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Galvanized cup features built-in hooks 
to clip onto the side of any type of wire 
animal cage. Great for rabbit hutches 
and dog crates.

   
EQP-04170.....................$5.85

Galv. Cage Cup

Plastic Cage Cup
Polyethylene cups feature built-in hooks 
to clip onto the side of any type of wire 
animal cage.
   
EQP-04172.......Blue...............$4.34
EQP-04174.......Green............$4.34
EQP-04176.......Purple...........$4.34

20 oz. Quick Lock 
Kennel Crock

20 OZ, Kennel Crock, Made Of Plastic 
The Quick Turn Screw & Bracket Design 
Locks Crock In Place On, Ideal For Pet 
Carriers, Holding Pens, Display Cages, 
Crates & Kennels.   
EQP-04192.............................$6.20

Independent wire hooks secure feeder 
to hutch. Little Giant Rabbit Feeders are 
constructed of high quality galvanized 
steel for durability.   
EQP-04147........3” Feeder.........$8.45
EQP-04150........5” Feeder.......$10.90
EQP-04160........7” Feeder.......$13.75

Sifter Feeder w/ Lid

Rabbit Water Bottles
Weather-resistant water bottles are 
constructed from strong, ultraviolet-re-
sistant polyethylene. These bottles work 
great outdoors. Stainless steel ballpoint 
tube keeps water clean and cage dry. 
Great for Rabbits, Guinea Pigs, and 
other small animals.  32 oz. Bottle
  
EQP-04185.......32 oz...............$7.50
EQP-04190.......64 oz.............$10.75

Sho Supplement For 
Rabbits

Select Series SHO Supplement offers a quick and 
easy way to transform ordinary rabbit feed into a 
high quality show feed. By simply adding Select 
Series SHO Supplement to your rabbit’s feeding 
program you are sure to see desirable changes in 
your rabbit’s appearance along with its overall 
health. Made with only the finest ingredients this 
high performance supplement.Supports Overall 
Body Firmness and Condition .  3 lbs Bag
FED-11820........................SALE: $6.95

Pig Ears 100/Box
Smoked Large Pig Ears. All of our ears are from 
American USDA approved packing plants, never 
imported. 100 per Box.
  
PET-71202................................SALE: $79.50

Vehicle Barrier
Keeps pets safe in the rear of SUV’s, 
minivans and wagons. The uniquely 
designed panels adjust vertically and 
horizontally offering a customized fit. 
39”-79” Wide, 32” to 52” Tall.
  
PET-72430............SALE: $49.95



Rabbit Hutch Complete Kit
This easy to assemble kit includes everything 
needed for rabbit housing. Included in the 
kit are the following items; 24” x 24” x 16” 
hutch, plastic dropping pan, frame kit, 5” 
sifter feeder with lid, 32 oz. water bottle, cage 
clips, and wire clip pliers.  
EQP-04140........................SALE: $66.75

These wire clip pliers are great for as-
sembling animal cages, hutches and traps 
and many other around the house chores. 
For use with wire clips (2261-6338) Size: 
L: 4 1/2 inches X W: 3/4 inches X H: 11 
inches   
EQP-04120....................SALE: $9.90

Cage clips work well with any rabbit 
hutch or small animal cage. 1 lb. Bag
  
EQP-04110....................SALE: $2.85

Cage Clip Pliers

Cage Clips 1 lbs. Bag

Dropping Pans
EQP-04123.......24” x 24” Plastic.....$14.50
EQP-04122.......24” x 24” Metal.......$20.50
EQP-04121.......30” x 30” Metal.......$25.50
EQP-04124.......30” x 36” Metal.......$33.50
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100% galvanized steel wire mesh that is 
1” x 1/2” on the bottom and 2” x 1” on 
the sides. Door opening is surrounded by 
a protective vinyl guard and comes com-
plete with spring tension door latch.   
EQP-04130.......24” x 24”..........$24.50
EQP-04132.......30” x 30”..........$47.50
EQP-04134.......30” x 36”..........$63.50

Rabbit Hutch

Pop-up Small animal & rabbit homes. 
This updated design features rounds 
corners and evenly spaced wire for 
hanging feeders and waterers. 

EQP-04125.....24” Small.....$36.85
EQP-04127.....30” Med.......$46.10

Small Animal Home

Frame Kits For Rabbit Hutches   
EQP-04142.......24”............................$18.81
EQP-04143.......30”............................$19.29

The Ware Premium Plus Hutch is built to withstand the elements, giving your precious 
pets a safe home. Constructed from durable exterior-grade plywood, this hutch is 
finished in a weatherproof non-toxic stain and features an asphalt-shingled roof, plus 
a door made from galvanized wire with 1-inch spacing. The wire floor has .5 x 1-inch 
spacing and features a slide-out plastic-lined tray for simple clean-up. Access this 
hutch via the hinged roof, or via the Hop-Out door, which is made from solid wood 
and doubles as a ramp. Inside the Hop-Out door is an enclosed “den” complete with 
solid wood floor to help your pet feel safe. This hutch assembles in minutes with just a 
screwdriver. Size: 46.5H x 24W x 35H inches
EQP-04200.............................Large..........................................$187.50

Premium Rabbit Hutch

You and your pet will love the convenience and safety of the Ware Small Rabbitat. 
Constructed with convenience in mind, this one-level hutch features durable exterior-
grade plywood construction, complete with a non-toxic weatherproof wood stain. The 
spacious interior is accessed by the latched double doors, which feature galvanized 
wire with 1-inch spacing and durable hardware. A hinged roof makes it easy to reach 
your pet as well. The floor of this hutch is covered in coated wire with .5 x 1-inch 
spacing. Slide out the bottom floor pan for easy cleaning. This hutch measures 31L x 
28W x 48H inches; assembly is required
EQP-04225..................................................................................................$138.00

Small Rabbit Hutch
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Backyard Chicken or Rabbit Hutch

The Ware Premium + Backyard Hutch provides your small pet 
with a nice outdoor shelter. Great for rabbits, guinea pigs, and even 
chickens. Easy assembly that only requires a screwdriver and ready 
in minutes. Easy to move around the yard and place wherever you 
need it. Gives your pet 7 sq. ft. of living space. Dimensions are 
24.5” x 56” x 20.75” (WxDxH)..
EQP-04220.......................................................................$89.00

Premium Double Decker Rabbit Hutch

The WARE Premium + Double Decker Hutch combines two superior hutches into 
one. This hutch is constructed with top quality materials and workmanship. Features 
include two comfortable living spaces each with cozy, built in nest box, full length 
pull out trays and dual access doors. The Double Decker Hutch is designed for mul-
tiple pets and can be used outdoors, in the garage, on the patio or porch.

Approximate Finished Dimensions: 46”L X 24”W X 41”H. This hutch is constructed 
of fir wood with a nontoxic, weatherproof finish, and features asphalt shingles on the 
roof, which is hinged for full access. Some simple assembly required. 
EQP-04215....................................................................................................$295.00

Chick-N-Rabbit Pen
An ideal way to extend your flock’s living space, the Ware Chick-N-Pen easily at-
taches to the Chick-N-Hutch or the Premium Rabbit Hutches. Not only does it provide 
a safe, secure place for your flock to enjoy the outdoors without any risk of predators, 
it also provides years of function with its durable, solid pine wood construction and 
non-toxic red stain. The pen also features a wide-opening front door for ease of access 
and assembles in minutes with a screwdriver. The assembled pen measures 3 ft. 4 in. L 
x 5 ft. W x 3 ft. H. The wire size is 1 x 1 inch.

NOTE: The Chick-N-Rabbit Pen is not fully enclosed. One side is open to allow for 
attachment. This run cannot be freestanding or your chickens / rabbits will get out.
EQP-03471.......................................................................................................$179.00

Premium Penthouse Rabbit Hutch

The Ware Premium Plus Penthouse Hutch is an all-in-one unit to give your pet every-
thing he needs. Complete with an exercise pen, hutch, and nesting box, this large unit 
offers plenty of interior space to keep things interesting. The lower level is enclosed 
in galvanized wire with 1-inch spacing, and features a non-slip ramp that allows 
access to the second floor. Up top is a cozy nesting box and an enclosed area perfect 
for sleeping and safety. Open the wood door and it doubles as a ramp. This hutch is 
constructed of fir wood with a nontoxic, weatherproof finish, and features asphalt 
shingles on the roof, which is hinged for full access. Some simple assembly required. 
Measures 45.75L x 25W x 36.25H inches.
EQP-04210....................................................................................................$235.00

Warranty & Return Policy For Wooden Chicken / Rabbit Hutches & Coops: Ware manufacturing will warranty all of their products specifically. We do not ac-
cept returns for any of the wooden chicken coops or rabbit hutches by Ware Manufacturing. If there is any part missing or damaged Ware will send you replacement 
parts for your product. Please contact us asap if anything is damaged or missing and we will get you the parts within 2-5 days. Thank You.



AC Powered Electric Fence Energizers
The Dare Electric Fence Energizers offer all weather construction for longer life with peak joule out-
put under the most difficult fence conditions. Dare offers a 3 year manufacturers warranty - includ-
ing lightning and power surge. Designed and assembled in U.S.A. / Built to UL/CSA specifications. 
Modular circuitry for fast and easy repair with built in lightning protection. 

Manufactures 3 Year Warranty: We offer a 30 day warranty on all products. Any warranty work after 
that period will be  performed by the manufacture (Dare).
   
FEN-22302..........05 Joule......1 acre....... Pets and Garden Animals...................  $32.95
FEN-22303..........10 Joule......3 acre....... Large Dogs and Garden Animals.......  $35.95
FEN-22304..........20 Joule......5 acre....... Horses, Deer & Pets...........................  $44.50
FEN-22307..........30 Joule.....20 acre....... Cattle,Horses,Pigs,Deer& Pets..........  $62.50
FEN-22308..........75 Joule.....75 acre....... Cattle,Horses,Pigs,Deer& Pets..........  $95.00
FEN-22309..........1.0 Joule....100 acre..... Cattle,Horses,Pigs,Deer& Pets........  $113.50
FEN-22310..........1.5 Joule....150 acre......Cattle,Horses,Pigs,Deer& IIamas....  $135.00
FEN-22311..........3.0 Joule....300 acre......Cattle,Horses,Pigs,Deer& IIamas....  $164.00
FEN-22312..........6.0 Joule....600 acre......Cattle,Horses,Pigs,Deer& IIamas....  $218.50
FEN-22313........10.0 Joule...1000 acre.....Bears,Goats,Sheep,Cattle,Pigs.........  $294.00
FEN-22314........16.0 Joule...2000 acre.....Bears,Goats,Sheep,Cattle,Pigs.........  $420.00

Electric Fence Sales & Info - Visit Us At blog.flemingoutdoors.com
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The Dare Electric Fence Energizers offer all weather construction for longer life with peak joule out-
put under the most difficult fence conditions. Dare offers a 3 year manufacturers warranty - includ-
ing lightning and power surge. Designed and assembled in U.S.A. / Built to UL/CSA specifications. 
Modular circuitry for fast and easy repair with built in lightning protection.

Solar Operated Energizer uses an internal 12 Volt Battery that is included. 

Manufactures 3 Year Warranty: We offer a 30 day warranty on all products. Any warranty work after 
that period will be  performed by the manufacture (Dare).
   
FEN-22323..........10 Joule......40 acre.....Cattle,Horses,Pigs,Deer& Dogs..........  $189.00
FEN-22324..........25 Joule.....200 acre.....Cattle,Horses,Pigs,Deer& Dogs.......... $249.50
FEN-22325..........50 Joule.....400 acre.....Cattle,Horses,Pigs,Deer& Llamas......  $355.00

The Dare Electric Fence Energizers offer all weather construction for longer life with peak joule out-
put under the most difficult fence conditions. Dare offers a 3 year manufacturers warranty - includ-
ing lightning and power surge. Designed and assembled in U.S.A. / Built to UL/CSA specifications. 
Modular circuitry for fast and easy repair with built in lightning protection. Low Impedence

Battery operated model works with 6 or 12 volt batteries (not included).  

Manufactures 3 Year Warranty: We offer a 30 day warranty on all products. Any warranty work after 
that period will be  performed by the manufacture (Dare).
   
FEN-22316..........35 Joule......35 acre......Cattle,Horses,Pigs,Deer& Pets..........  $125.00
FEN-22315..........75 Joule......75 acre.......Cattle,Horses,Pigs,Deer& Pets...........  $99.95
FEN-22317..........1.0 Joule.....100 acre.....Cattle,Horses,Pigs,Deer& Dogs......... $137.95
FEN-22318..........2.0 Joule.....200 acre......Cattle,Goats,Pigs,Sheep,Llamas........$195.00
          Horses & Deer

Solar Battery Powered Electric Fence Energizers

Battery Powered Electric Fence Energizers



AC Operated Energizers - Poultry Battery Operated Energizer - Pets

Economy Electric Fence Kits

750RPX Electric Fence Kit For Pets

16 Ga. Electric Fence Wire

Use to fasten wire to PVC fence poles. Packed 50 
per bag. Works with all Electric Fence Kits we 
stock.    

FEN-22316...........................SALE: $4.18

A-10 Cotter Pins
Electric Fence Accessories

17 Gauge Aluminum Wire. Aluminum wire con-
ducts electricity 4 times better than galvanized 
wire. Sold by each. Comes in 1/4 mile and 250 
ft. rolls.
  
FEN-22300.......164 Ft...........SALE: $10.50
FEN-22301.......1/4 Mile........SALE: $28.88

Complete kit contains one Fido-Shock 
energizer, ten 23” PVC fence poles, 
one 22” ground rod, 100 ft. Aluminum 
wire, 50 cotter pins for fastening wire, 
one ground clamp and complete, easy-
to-follow instructions. Input Voltage: 
110-120 VAC, 60 Hz, .027 amp, 10 W Up 
to 1 mile under ideal conditions. Output 
Voltage 800 V
   
FEN-22320.................SALE: $43.95

Complete kit contains one UL Listed 
electric fence energizer with fused panel 
offers protection against power surges, 
ten 23” PVC fence poles, one 22” ground 
rod, 100 feet of aluminum wire, 50 cotter 
pins for fastening wire, two extra fuses 
and complete easy-to-follow instructions. 
Input Voltage: 110-120 VAC, 60 Hz, .035 
amp, 10 W. Up to 1 mile range under 
ideal conditions. Output Voltage 800 V   
FEN-22321.................SALE: $75.00

725RP Electric Fence Kit For Pets

Made of heavy-duty PVC in a forest 
green color to blend with nature. Cotter 
pins are not included. Packed 15 poles 
per four-color unit carton.   
FEN-22545........23”................ $21.15

PVC Fence Poles

1/2” Poly Tape
200 meters (656 feet) x .5” wide. High visibility 
white in color. Contains 5 strands of stainless 
steel wire. Ideal for equine, temporary pastures 
and rotational grazing. Must be used with pulse 
type fence energizers.   
FEN-22299.......656 Ft...........SALE: $26.75
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With specially hardened jaws to cut 12-1/2 gauge 
high tensile fence wire. Comfortably shaped handles 
lock closed to carry-spring open to use. Packed 1 
per card.
FEN-22825...........................................$15.00

High Tensile Wire Cutters

This unit features two separate power output termi-
nals, one for high voltage and one for low voltage. 
This allows for varying continuous currents to be 
used for large adult birds as opposed to smaller 
birds and chicks. The energizer is also designed 
to supply enough current to charge up to 1 mile of 
single strand fence under ideal conditions.   
FEN-22319.............................SALE: $46.50

SS-600HL Flock Shock

For pets and small animals. Powered by 2 
D-Cell Batteries. Includes SS-2D energizer 
with mounting stake, 10 - 30” PVC Fence 
poles, 30 cotter pins, 250 ft. 17 Ga. alumi-
num wire, ground rod with clamp, electric 
fence warning sign, electric fence tester 
and installation manual. Up to 1 mile under 
ideal conditions. Output Voltage 7.5 KV

FEN-22322..................SALE: $116.07

SS-2KX Battery Electric Fence Kit

Operates on 4 “D” Cell batteries (not included) or 
remote 6/12 wet cell battery (not included). Display 
for fence voltage, battery status and pulse rate. Ad-
justable modes: Power, Night and Battery Saver.
.35 Joule Output. Controls up to 35 acres of clean 
fence. Pulsating Low Impedance. Outperforms 20 
miles energizers. Recommended for Cattle/Cows, 
Horses, Deer, Dogs, Pigs and Garden Animals.  
  
FEN-22316.............................SALE: $125.00

DSX-140 .35 Joule Energizer



Molded of high-impact ABS. Light 
indicates current flow through 
fence wire. 

FEN-22500........SALE: $9.95

Electric Fence 
Tester

Lights calibrated to glow 
from 600 to 5500 volts. 
Measures voltage drop be-
tween points along fence. 
FEN-22505....... $13.70

Multi Ligh Fence Tester

Measures voltage on an electric fence. 
Has a range of 0.1 - 9.9KV. Operates 
off a 9V battery. Works with peak dis-
charge intermittent fence energizers less 
than 10KV. Ideal for electric fencing. 
FEN-22558..............SALE: $39.85

Digital Voltmeter

Heavy duty ground rod clamp 
is perfect for attaching ground 
rod wire to ground rod. Rod 
NOT Include
FED-11540............$10.54

Ground Rod 
Clamp

Helps protect fence energizer from 
damage caused by lightning. Kit 
contains lightning arrestor, connec-
tor clamp, 8-point ground clamp 
and mounting screws. 
FEN-22535........SALE: $10.50

Lightning
Arrestor Kit

Keeps electric fence gate taut. Highly 
visible spring expands to 20’. Electrified 
when closed, neutral when open. Includes 
galvanized spring, rubber gate handle, 2 
pin lock insulators, 1 ground rod connec-
tor and 1 hook assembly. 
FEN-22514..................SALE: $24.50

Expandable Gate 
Handle

Insulating grip on Rubber Handle is 
soft and flexible with safety flanges 
for extra shock protection. Unique 
fastening plate ensures a secure wire 
connection. 
FEN-22520....Plastic..... $2.65
FEN-22525....Rubber.... $5.50

Plastic/Rubber
Gate Handles

MP-1933 Large Porcelain Insulator 
Screws in to any wooded post. 
Priced each.
FEN-22410........SALE: $2.15

Large Porcelain
Insulator

MP-1929 Small Porcelain Insulator 
Screws in to any wooded post. 
Priced each.
FEN-22420........SALE: $1.75

Small Porcelain
Insulator

Round porcelain insulator designed 
for corner and end posts. 10 Per 
Box
FEN-22400........SALE: $9.95

Porcelain Round 
Insulator

Sales & Info - Visit Us At blog.flemingoutdoors.com
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Electric Fence

Insulated anchor to be used in conjunc-
tion with gate handle. Works for Wood 
and T-Post. Gate Handle is Not Included.
 
FEN-22513..................SALE: $6.25

Gate Anchor Kit

Alerts you if your fence has a low 
charge running through the wire. 
Uses little power. Attaches per-
manently to electric fence wire. 
Check the fence at night from a 
distance.
FEN 22510....................$29.95

Fluorescent Electric 
Fence Light Fits vertical or horizontal tube/pipe gates 

up to 2” round or square. Holds ridgid 
wire up to 5/16” and ropes up to 3/8”. 
Extends 3.5” from post. 10/pk

FEN-22348............................ $9.95

U Bolt Fence
Insulator



Screws into wooden post making a great corner 
insulator- needs no hardware. Packed 10 per bag.
FEN-22332.............................SALE: $15.50

Corner Post Insulator

Fits securely on standard studded T-posts. One 
molded piece - needs no hardware. Extends 2” from 
post. Packed 25 per bag.
FEN-22330.................................SALE: $4.95

Fits securely on standard studded T-posts. Extends 
wire from 5” from post. No hardware needed. 
Packed 25 per bag.
FEN-22334.................................SALE: $9.95

Fits securely on standard studded T-posts. Extends 
wire 5” from post. No hardware needed. Packed 25 
per bag.

FEN-22336.................................SALE: $9.95

T-Post Insulator

5” T-Post Insulator

Reverse T-Post Insulator

For use on wood posts. Nails are included with bag. 
Packed 25 per bag 

FEN-22358................................SALE: $4.95

Economy Wood Post
 Insulator

With double-headed nail. Extends wire 2.5 inches 
from post. For use on wood posts. Packed 25 per 
bag. 
FEN-22344.............SC70...2.5”............$4.95
FEN-22338.............SC30...5”...............$9.95

For wood, metal, and T-posts. Molded pin holds 
wire tightly - pull pin to release the wire. Black 
color only. Packed 25 per bag. 

FED-11540..............................SALE: $9.95

Fits all posts .5” in diameter and smaller. Complete-
ly arc proof. Screws on post for tight fit 
Packed 25 per bag. 

FEN-22340.................................SALE: $6.95

Wood Post Insulators

Pin Lock Wood Post
Insulator

Screw On 
Insulator

Protects animals from sharp-edged T-post tops. 
Accommodates any gauge wire. Packed 10 per bag. 
Will take polytape up to 2”.

FEN-22360..............................SALE: $9.95

T-Post Top Insulator

Heavy-duty bracket clamps securely to chain-
link fence. Extends wire 4.5 inches. Packed 10 
per bag. 

FEN-22354..............................SALE: $9.95

Chain Link Fence
Insulator

T-Post Tape
Insulator

Holds tape tightly to prevent 
movement. Molded of heavy duty 
polyethylene. Large flange prevents 
arcing. Tape holder unlocks for 
easy installation. 25 per Bag

FEN-22366........SALE: $9.95

Holds tape tightly to prevent 
movement. Molded of heavy duty 
polyethylene. Large flange prevents 
arcing. Tape holder unlocks for easy 
installation. Extends 2” from post. 
Nails Included. Packed 25 per bag.
FEN-22362........SALE: $9.95

Holds tape tightly to prevent 
movement. Molded of heavy duty 
polyethylene. Large flange prevents 
arcing. Tape holder unlocks for 
easy installation. Fits round posts 
1/4” to 9/16” in diameter 
FEN-22364........SALE: $9.95

Wood Post
Tape Insulator

Round Post
Tape Insulator
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300-305 In Line 
Strainer Handle

The 300-3005 In Line Strainer 
Handle works with the 400-400CC 
In Line Strainer With Compression 
Clip. 

FEN-22590........................$7.50

KT-10 Fence 
Tool Kit

A-50 Multi-Purpose 
Fence Tool

The Easy Fence Tool makes 
unrolling barbed wire a one-person 
operation. The Multi-Purpose Fence 
Tool pulls stables, twists wire, cuts 
wire, hammers and is made of drop 
forged carbon steel with vinyl grips.
FEN-22575......................$19.95

Drop forged carbon steel tool with 
vinyl grips. Pulls staples, twists wire, 
cuts wire and hammers. Great for any 
fencing project on the farm or around 
the house

FEN-22555..........................$12.95

With specially hardened jaws to cut 
12-1/2 gauge high tensile fence wire. 
Comfortably shaped handles lock 
closed to carry-spring open to use. 
Packed 1 per card.

FEN-22825........................$15.00

High Tensile Wire 
Cutters

400-400CC In Line 
Strainer W/ Clip

400-401 Tension 
Spring

400-400CC In Line Strainer with 
Comp Clip is manufactured by 
Fi-Shock and is used to tighten on 
mostly hi tensile fences. 

FEN-22580........................$4.39

The 400-401 Tension Spring is used 
to create tension on a fence wire. It 
is used mostly on hi tensile fences. 

FEN-22585..........................$8.75

22” Heavy Duty Splicing Tool that 
will crimp the splice it and also can 
cut off the excess wire. Great for 
use with the 1 Man Wire Stretcher.

FEN-25800......................$49.70

Cut and Crimp 
Tool

300-315 Easy Fence 
Tool

Wire Splices

Makes stringing barbed wire much 
easier and cuts fencing time drasti-
cally. One person can easily unroll 
wire. Packed 1 per bag. Weight - 0 
.50 lb./bag. 

FEN-22595......................$9.95

Splice Its are a great way to repair 
any fence. From smooth wire to 
barbed and woven wire. For use 
with Cut and Crimp Tool.  
FEN-25802.....Barb W.......$15.37
FEN-25803.....Woven.........$14.62
FEN-25804.....Gaucho.......$14.62
FEN-25805.....Hi Ten........$16.64
FEN-25806.....Hi Ten SS...$25.97

Stretcher is used to make stretching woven wire 
much easier. Can be used with tractor, pickup or 
winch.
 
FEN-25815............................SALE: $52.20

Woven Wire Stretcher

Used for stretching and repairing barbed or smooth 
wire, post to post, tree to tree. Wire stretcher has 
a cast ironwire grip with swivel and 36’’ handle. 
Stretcher accommodates 8’’ gauge wire or smaller. 
 
FEN-25814...........................SALE: $44.50

DT510 Wire Stretcher

Take all of the aggravation out of putting up and 
repairing fence with the one man wire stretcher. 
Stretches rods of barbed wire fencing. Pulls 1/2 
ton. Aid in splicing, stretching and encircles wire 
around post. 
FEN-25812............................SALE: $38.10

1 Man Wire Stretcher

Galvanized, aircraft quality cable. 
Double locking drive pawls. Drop-
forged steel frame galvanized against 
rust. Automatic let-down with safety 
catch. Forged steel hooks. Oversized 
steel safety guard. Reliable stainless 
steel springs. 12’ Cable length, 12’ 
cable lift, 3/16” cable diameter. 
FEN-25829......1 Ton.............$26.34
FEN-25831......2 Ton.............$37.89

1/2 To 1 Ton Capacity Portable 
Winch, 5-10’ Reach, Fold Away Unit 
Takes Up Very Little Space, Easy 
Storage, Molded Plastic Case, For 
Easy Conversion From 1,000 To 
2,000 LB Pulls, Applications Lift-
ing Materials & Fixtures, Stretch-
ing Fence & Wire, Securing Tent 
Structures. 
FEN-25830........................$22.26

EZ Winch PullerCable Puller

Fence Tools Sales & Info - Visit Us At blog.flemingoutdoors.com
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T-Post Driver
The T - Post puller is the perfect tool for 
removing T-Post from the ground. The 
T-Post puller takes all the work out of 
pulling up post and cuts your time in half 
when removing a fence. 

FEN-25840........SALE: $75.00

T-Post Puller

Pipe Gate Hinge With 5/8” Lag Screw. Fits 
most all standard pipe gates.

FEN-23145.........................SALE: $9.75

Pipe Gate Hinge With 5/8” x 12” Bolt. Fits 
most all standard pipe gates.

FEN-23146.......................SALE: $10.25

The Sure Stop Gate Anchor holds the gate open in any 
position while you drive, walk or run livestock through 
the gate. Prevents gate end from sagging or swinging and 
may also be used horizontally as a slide latch. Model # 
SS-1 .
FEN-25825.................................SALE: $27.75

Pipe Gate Hinge
W/ 5/8” Lag Screw

Sure Stop Gate Anchor

One way universal gate latch. Works 
on wood, tube, galvanized metal, 
chain link, ornamental and more. Self 
latching one handed operation, locks 
securely with our without paddock. One 
of the best latch systems ever invented. 
You will be amazed how well it works ! 
Made in USA 
FEN-25824............................ $18.95

Two way universal gate latch. 
Works on wood, tube, galvanized 
metal, chain link, ornamental and 
more. Self latching one handed 
operation, locks securely with our 
without paddock. One of the best 
latch systems ever invented. You 
will be amazed how well it works ! 
Made In USA !
 FEN-25823.......................$23.50

The Coline Gate Wheel is designed to make open-
ing and closing a gate an easy task. Fits gates with 1 
5/8” - 2” O.D. round tube. Wheel Size: 8 inches in 
diameter. Model GW1. Made in USA

FEN-25826.................................SALE: $28.35

One Way Lockable Gate Latch

Two Way Lockable Gate Latch

Gate Wheel

Pipe Gate Hinge
W/ 5/8” x 12” Bolt

The T-Post Driver fits standard t-post 
and has 2 handles for easy driving. Note: 
This post driver is for Metal T-Post and 
not for Wooden Post. 

FEN-25842.............................. $63.50

Completely portable and easy to set up. Contain everything needed to build a 
2500 sq. ft. corral. Ideal for trail riding, hunting and camping trips, horse shows, 
pasture rotation, or any temporary containment situation.

Kit Includes: 1 DS140 Fence Energizer. Requires 4 D Cell batteries (not in-
cluded) or a 6 or 12 volt external battery (non included)
12 - 54” Fiberglass Post (In 3 Pieces)
1 - Spool poly wire 262’
25 - Round Post Insulators
4 - Corner stakes and tie down cords
2 - Gate hooks w/ connecting hardware
1 - 24” ground rod/energizer holder
1 - Roll fluorescent flagging tape.                  FEN-22328...................$245.00

OK Corral Kit Fence Paddock
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Duke #1 Long Spring 
Leg Trap

Long Spring Traps are manufactured of steel 
components but are powered by tempered 
steel springs that extend out from the trap. 
Long Spring traps by design are very secure in 
holding power.Duke #1 Long Spring Leg Trap 
is designed to trap  Mink, Muskrat, Weasel, 
Squirrel & Gopher. Jaw Spread 4”
HNT-36300......................................$7.95
HNT-36300..........12 or more..........$5.84

Duke #11 Double Long 
Spring Leg Trap

Duke #5 Double Long 
Spring Leg Trap

Duke #1.75 Coil Spring 
Off Set Jaw Leg Trap

Duke #2 Coil Spring 
Off Set Jaw Leg Trap

Duke #3 Coil Spring 
Off Set Jaw Leg Trap

Duke #1.5 Coil Spring 
Rubber Jaw Leg Trap
Coil Spring Traps are manufactured of steel 
components and powered by a set of compact 
coil springs. Duke #1.5 Coil Spring Leg Trap 
is designed to trap raccoon, fox, mink and 
nutra sized animals. Rubber Pad offers a more 
humane way to catch animals. Jaw Spread 
4.75”
HNT-36330.................................$11.85
HNT-36330.......12 or more.........$9.75

Duke #3 Coil Spring
Rubber Jaw Leg Trap

Coil Spring Traps are manufactured of steel 
components and powered by a set of compact 
coil springs. Duke #3 Leg Trap is designed to 
trap coyote, lynx and bobcat sized animals. 
Rubber Pad offers a more humane way to 
catch animals Jaw Spread 6”
HNT-36340.....................................$14.95
HNT-36340...........12 or more........$12.00

Mole Trap Spear
Standard Spear Trap - The most effective 
mole trap ever - Just flatten a section of the 
tunnel, position trap over tunnel and the mole 
does the rest. Spring is the best time to trap 
moles because newly-made surface tunnels 
are easy to spot. However, Moles can be 
trapped during any season except in very cold 
or dry weather.
 HNT-36100..................SALE: $15.95

Gopher Trap
Our new patented gopher trap is quick set-
ting with just one hand. Nothing like it in 
the market. Easy and safe and can be set by 
people of all ages. Gophers can’t stop their 
tunneling and this trap takes advantage of that 
and works every time.

 HNT-36105..................SALE: $11.40

Long Spring Traps are manufactured of steel 
components but are powered by tempered 
steel springs that extend out from the trap. 
Long Spring traps by design are very secure 
in holding power.Duke #11 Long Spring Leg 
Trap is designed to trap  Mink, Muskrat, Wea-
sel, Raccoon & Gopher. Jaw Spread 4”
HNT-36298.......................................$8.95
HNT-36298.........12 or more............$7.07

Long Spring Traps are manufactured of steel 
components but are powered by tempered 
steel springs that extend out from the trap. 
Long Spring traps by design are very secure in 
holding power.Duke #5 Long Spring Leg Trap 
is designed to trap Beaver. Jaw Spread 7.5”
HNT-36329.......................................$27.00
HNT-36329............12 or more.........$24.17

Coil Spring Traps are manufactured of steel 
components and powered by a set of compact 
coil springs. Duke #1.75 Coil Spring Leg Trap 
is designed to trap bobcat, coyote, raccoon, 
fox, mink and nutra sized animals. Off Set 
Jaw prevents cutting of animals leg. Jaw 
Spread 5.25”
 HNT-36312.....................................$8.95
HNT-36312..........12 or more.........$6.92

Coil Spring Traps are manufactured of steel 
components and powered by a set of compact 
coil springs. Duke #2 Coil Spring Leg Trap 
is designed to trap bobcat, coyote, fox, lynx 
and otter sized animals. Off Set Jaw prevents 
cutting of animals leg. Jaw Spread 5.5”
 HNT-36322...................................$10.92
HNT-36322..........12 or more..........$9.49

Coil Spring Traps are manufactured of steel 
components and powered by a set of compact 
coil springs. Duke #3 Leg Trap is designed to 
trap coyote, lynx and bobcat sized animals. 
Off Set Jaw prevents cutting of animals leg. 
Jaw Spread 6”
HNT-36326..................................$14.85
HNT-36326.......12 or more.........$10.00
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The Duke #6 Bear Traps feature cast steel 
jaws with serious teeth, cast pan and tem-
pered long springs. Due to legal reasons, 
the Bear Traps are not recommended for 
use. However, if you are looking for a 
serious fixture to decorate your home, 
cabin or store, these traps will surely stir 
some excitement. These traps are 44” long 
and weigh 48 lbs. 
HNT-36290.............SALE: $298.50

Duke Off Set Jaw Bear Trap Duke #6 Bear Trap

Duke #110 Body trap is designed for use in a 
wide variety of predator control, fur trapping 
and wildlife management. Should not be used 
where they might trap non-target animals. 
Target Animals:  Mink, Muskrat, Weasel, 
Squirrel & Gopher. Jaw Spread. 4.5”
HNT-36345..................................$9.50
HNT-36345.........12 or more.......$6.50

Duke #110 Body Trap

Duke #330 Body Trap

Coil Spring Traps are manufactured of 
steel components and powered by a set 
of compact coil springs. Duke #1.5 Coil 
Spring Leg Trap is designed to trap rac-
coon, fox, mink and nutra sized animals. 
Jaw Spread 4.75” 
HNT-36310.................................$8.90
HNT-36310.......12 or more........$6.00

Coil Spring Traps are manufactured of 
steel components and powered by a set 
of compact coil springs. Duke #2 Coil 
Spring Leg Trap is designed to trap bobcat, 
coyote, fox, lynx and otter sized animals. 
Jaw Spread 5.5”
HNT-36320.................................$9.85
HNT-36320........12 or more.......$7.75

Duke #1.5 Coil 
Spring Leg Trap

Duke #2 Coil Spring
Leg Trap

Duke #3 Coil Spring 
Leg Trap

This handy 20” tool lets you apply strong 
leverage to compress springs on the Duke 
and long spring traps of all sizes. If trap is 
inadvertently triggered, the Duke Safety 
Gripper grabs and holds jaws.
HNT-36380.....Set Tool...............$8.90
HNT-36370......Safety Grip........$7.25

Tools For Body Trap

Duke #220 Body trap is designed for use 
in a wide variety of predator control, fur 
trapping and wildlife management. Should 
not be used where they might trap non-
target animals. Target Animals: raccoon, 
groundhog and fisher sized animals. Jaw 
Spread. 7” 
HNT-36350...............................$11.50
HNT-36350........12 or more.......$9.00

Duke #330 Body trap is designed for use in 
a wide variety of predator control, fur trap-
ping and wildlife management. Should not 
be used where they might trap non-target 
animals. Target Animals: beaver, otter, 
coyote and bobcat sized animals.
Jaw Spread. 10” 
HNT-36360.................................$18.50
HNT-36360.........12 or more......$15.75 Coil Spring Traps are manufactured of steel 

components and powered by a set of compact 
coil springs. Duke #3 Leg Trap is designed to 
trap coyote, lynx and bobcat sized animals. 
Jaw Spread 6”
HNT-36325.....................................$14.20
HNT-36325.........12 or more.............$9.92

Duke #4 Coil Spring 
Leg Trap

Coil Spring Traps are manufactured of steel 
components and powered by a set of compact 
coil springs. Duke #4 Coil Spring Leg Trap 
is designed to trap bobcat, coyote, bobcat, 
beaver, lynx and otter sized animals. Jaw 
Spread 6.5”
HNT-36327..................................$17.00
HNT-36327.......12 or more.........$13.50

The Duke Off Set Jaw Bear Traps feature 
cast steel jaws with serious teeth, cast pan 
and tempered long springs. Due to legal 
reasons, the Bear Traps are not recom-
mended for use. However, if you are 
looking for a serious fixture to decorate 
your home, cabin or store, these traps will 
surely stir some excitement. These traps 
are 36” long (#15) or 48” long (#16).  
HNT-36295............#15.............$169.50
HNT-36295............#16............ $298.50

Duke #220 Body Trap

Dog Proof Coon Trap
The Duke Dog Proof Coon Trap features a fully 
enclosed dog proof design with powerful coil 
springs, a sensitive trigger system and a straight 
spade staking system. The trap is fired when the 
raccoon reaches in for your bait, and instead 
grabs the trigger, firing the trap. 
HNT-36260.................................$15.50
HNT-36260.........12 or more......$12.00
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Animal traps provide a humane way to get rid of 
your problems with nuisance animals. This trap is 
built with the medium to large sized animal in mind 
like a raccoon. The trap is fully assembled and easy 
to bait and set. Target Animal: Raccoons, Skunks, 
Muskrats, Groundhog, Cats, Armadillos, Wood-
chucks & Opossums. Size: 32” x 10” x 12” 
HNT-36130............................SALE: $52.47

Large 
Animal Trap

Our #1 selling Raccoon Trap was just made easier 
to set! Target Animal: Raccoons, Skunks, Musk-
rats, Groundhog, Cats, Armadillos, Woodchucks & 
Opossums. One spring loaded door, solid top and 
an easy setting method! Set and Release mecha-
nism, located on top of trap, limits interaction with 
animal. Size: 32”L x 10”W x 12”H . 
HNT-36220...........................SALE: $74.15

1085 Easy Set Large
Animal Trap

Animal traps provide a humane way to get rid of 
your problems with nuisance animals.  The trap is 
fully assembled and easy to bait and set. It is built 
with high tensile wire mesh and is steel reinforced 
for a long life. Target Animal: Skunks, Squirrels & 
Rabbits. Size 24” x 8” x 8.25”

 HNT-36120............................SALE: $22.50

Medium Animal Trap

Animal traps provide a humane way to get rid of 
your problems with nuisance animals. This trap is 
built with the medium to large sized animal in mind 
like a raccoon. The trap is fully assembled and easy 
to bait and set. Target Animal: Raccoons, Skunks, 
Muskrats, Groundhog, Cats, Armadillos, Wood-
chucks & Opossums. Size: 36” x 10” x 12”.
 HNT-36210...........................SALE: $59.20

1045 Havahart Double
Door Animal Trap

Animal traps provide a humane way to get rid of 
your problems with nuisance animals. This trap is 
built with the smaller animal in mind like a chip-
munk. The trap is fully assembled and ready to bait 
and set. Target Animal: Mice, Chipmunk, Squirrel, 
Mole, & Rats. Size: 16 x 6 x 6 3/8. 

HNT-36110............................SALE: $15.00

Small Animal Trap

Animal traps provide a humane way to get rid of 
your problems with nuisance animals. This trap 
is built with the small to medium sized animal in 
mind like a squirrel. The trap is fully assembled 
and easy to bait and set. Target Animal: Skunks, 
Squirrels & Rabbits. Size: 24” x 7” x 7”.
 
HNT-36200............................SALE: $38.50

1030 Havahart Double 
Door Animal Trap

This trap is built with the medium to large sized 
animal in mind like a raccoon. The trap is fully 
assembled and easy to bait and set. Heavy Duty 
Model. Epoxy Coated GREEN. Target Animal: 
Raccoons, Skunks, Muskrats, Groundhog, Cats, 
Armadillos, Woodchucks & Opossums. (1112 Size: 
32” x 12” x 12”) (1114 Size: 36” x 15” x 14” )
HNT-36224........ 32” x 12” x 12”............$52.75
HNT-36226........ 36” x 15” x 14”............$63.00

Duke Heavy Duty Large 
Animal Trap

Animal traps provide a humane way to get rid of 
your problems with nuisance animals. This trap is 
built with the medium to large sized animal in mind 
like a raccoon. The trap is fully assembled and 
easy to bait and set. Expoxy Coated GREEN Target 
Animal: Raccoons, Skunks, Muskrats, Groundhog, 
Cats, Armadillos, Woodchucks & Opossums. Size: 
32” x 10” x 12” 
HNT-36134...........................SALE: $44.25

1110 Duke Large 
Animal Trap

Animal traps provide a humane way to get rid of 
your problems with nuisance animals. This trap 
is built with the large to XL sized animal in mind 
like a raccoons or cats. The trap is fully assembled 
and easy to bait and set. Target Animal: Raccoons, 
Dogs, Cats, Armadillos, Opossums, Coyotes, Bob-
cat, & Groundhogs. Size: 42” x 15” x 15”
 
HNT-36140............................SALE: $93.10

X-Large Animal Trap
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The Quail Recovery Pen is actually a trap for quail that need to be rounded 
back up after a hunt. It is a must for all quail breeders and shooting preserve 
operators. This Recovery Pen is constructed of heavy gauge galvanized wire 
for long life and is a sure fire for recovering escaped preserves for recover-
ing birds at the competition of a days hunting. A call bird attracts the birds 
to be recovered, and they in turn enter the recovery through the cone shaped 
entrance. After entering a trap door closes behind the bird and they cannot get 
out. Size 24’ x 18’ x 10’. Made of Galvanized Steel Wire to prevent corrison 
from the weather. 5 Star Review !!
Size 24’ x 18’ x 10’ 

EQP 03415..................................................................SALE: $95.00

Quail Pen Recovery Trap

This trap has 8 one way, pigeon entry doors. That design feature allows 
for the maximum amount of pigeons trapped per baiting. It features two 
one way entry doors on each of its four sides with a top unloading door to 
ensure that no pigeons escape when unloading the trap. This trap will trap 
and hold 30 pigeons. Built out of heavy duty 1” x 2” - 14 gauge wire. This 
is the best, most effective pigeon trap on the market today. 
Size 24’ x 24’ x 8’ 
EQP-03412..................................................................SALE: $59.50

Pigeon Pen Recovery Trap

The Super Size Animal Trap a perfect solution for the trapping of coyotes, 
bobcats, dogs and other large animals. This Super Size Animal Trap folds 
up for easy storage and cuts down on shipping cost. Features double-latch 
mechanism to assure no escapes, extra handles for carrying and a black 
coated finsh to prevent rust and corrosion. Largest trap in stock. This trap is 
hands down the best one on the market today. 5 STAR REVIEWS !!
Size: 50” x 19” x 24”

HNT-36145..................................................................SALE: $163.00

Super Sized 50” Animal 
Folding Trap

The Ketch-All Pole is a quality-constructed device, designed for the humane handling of 
animals while affording maximum protection to the handler. It is Used by animal han-
dlers in all 50 states and the District of Columbia, as well as in several foreign countries. 
Highly endorsed by Humane Societies, Animal Shelters, Zoos, Veterinarians, Police and 
Sheriff Departments, Movie Producers, etc. It is most widely used on dogs - from the 
smallest to the largest; however, it is used just as successfully on many other animals 
- in sizes from squirrels to cougars. It is used also on reptiles and mammals - including 
snakes, alligators, seals and sea lions. Please call for prices on Stainless Steel Poles.

HNT-36405........................3 Foot.....................................................SALE: $79.85
HNT-36415.........................4 Foot....................................................SALE: $84.25
HNT-36425.........................5 Foot....................................................SALE: $94.85
HNT-36427.........................4-6 Foot Extension.............................SALE: $119.80
HNT-36429.........................7-12 Foot Extension...........................SALE: $199.95

Ketch All Animal Restraint Poles
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Thompson Standard Snares
Snaring is an easy and inexpensive way to trap. Snares are light weight, require less equipment and, in many 
situations, can be set in locations where other traps can not. Many snare sets can be made faster than other trap 
sets saving you time.

HNT-36000........OS24.............12pk.............. Small Game such as mink, muskrat, rabbit................$23.25
HNT-36005........OS30.............12pk.............. Small Game such as skunk, muskrat, rabbit...............$23.47
HNT-36010........OTS60..........12pk...............Large coon, wildcat, fox, lynx, coyote...........................$24.50
HNT-36015........IS40..............12pk...............Large coon, wildcat, fox, lynx, coyote...........................$23.30
HNT-36020........ITS60...........12pk................Large coon, wildcat, fox, lynx, coyote...........................$25.95
HNT-36025........2S40.............12pk................Beaver, lynx, otter, wild pig and coyote.........................$28.00
HNT-36030........2S60.............12pk................Beaver, lynx, otter, wild pig and coyote.........................$28.85
HNT-36035........2XX72.........12pk.................Beaver, Pig, small alligator, small wolf, coyote.............$27.90
HNT-36040........3XX72.........12pk.................Large wild pig, alligator, cougar, medium bear, wolf...$39.75
HNT-36045........4XX120......Each................ Large cougar, wolf, black bear, large boar, crocodile.....$8.25
HNT-36050.......5XX20.........Each................. Game such as large black bear.........................................$9.95

Thompson Cable Restraint Snares
Cable Restraints were designed for “live capture” and allow the release of undesired captures such as pets, deer, 
live stock and non target furbearers.Cable Restraint Systems are designed for land sets. Most Cable restraint Sys-
tems require the following items: Noose Release device to cause the noose to break open under a stated weight 
point. Relaxing Neck Lock to allow the noose to loosen slightly when the animal stops resisting the restraint 
device. Deer Stop to prevent the noose from closing smaller than a stated diameter or circumference (usually 2 
1/2” diameter) Noose Stop to prevent the noose from opening up more than a stated diameter. Swivel to allow 
the system to rotate to prevent the wire from binding up. 

HNT-36055........OS40CR.......12pk.............. Small coon, bobcat, fox, rabbit, muskrat......................$24.40
HNT-36005........OT60CR.......12pk.............. Small coon, bobcat, fox, rabbit, muskrat......................$29.90
HNT-36065........1S40CR.........12pk...............Large coon, wildcat, fox, lynx, coyote...........................$27.00
HNT-36070........ITS60CR.......12pk...............Large coon, wildcat, fox, lynx, coyote...........................$31.25
HNT-36075........2S40CR.........12pk................Beaver, lynx, otter, wild pig and coyote........................$27.70
HNT-36080........2S60CR.........12pk................Beaver, lynx, otter, wild pig and coyote........................$31.00
HNT-36090........3S72CR.........12pk.........Large wild pig, alligator, cougar, medium bear, wolf.........$45.00

Berkshire Standard Stake
Standard Berkshire Disposable Stakes are excellent for 
normal soil conditions. Attach to wire or cable and these 
stakes are ready to go. Can be used on all sizes and types 
of traps, including cage traps, snares, and is perfect for 
anchoring rodent bait boxes in place. 3/4”W x 2.5”L.   
HNT-36372...................12 Pack..........................$5.56

These stakes come already attached to 15” cable 
and are ready to be used. Can be used on all sizes 
and types of traps, including cage traps, snares, 
and is perfect for anchoring rodent bait boxes in 
place.  
HNT-36373.......12 Pack Standard........$13.72
HNT-36376.......12 Pack Heavy Duty....$16.90
HNT-36378.......12 Pack Softground....$23.26

Berkshire Stake Driver
This 3/8” x 24” driver is made for Berkshire 
Disposable Stakes. DRIVER ONLY. STAKES 
NOT INCLUDED. 3/8” x 24”  

HNT-36379.......Each.....................$12.72

Berkshire Heavy Duty Stake
Heavy Duty Berkshire Disposable Stakes are excellent 
for hard or frozen ground. Can be used on all sizes and 
types of traps, including cage traps, snares, and is perfect 
for anchoring rodent bait boxes in place.    
HNT-36375.....................12 Pack.........................$7.95

Berkshire Softground Stake
Soft Ground Berkshire Disposable Stakes are excellent for 
water trapping, particularly in marshes and any soft mud 
situation. Attach to wire or cable and these stakes are ready 
to go. Can be used on all sizes and types of traps, including 
cage traps & snares.
HNT-36377......................12 Pack.......................$12.66

Berkshire Stakes With 
Cable Attached
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This is a heavy castor-based beaver 
lure. It’s great for all times of the 
year, but works best during the late 
full thru spring. This lure is a staple 
for many pros. 
HNT-36500.......1 oz...........$4.75
HNT-36510.......4 oz.........$13.75

Backbreaker 
Lure

Beaver Plus 
Lure

Tinctured Beaver 
Castor

Canine Select 
Lure

Coon Candy 
Lure

GL 40 Fox Lure

Purrfect Bobcat 
Lure

Muskrat #1 
Lure

Coyote Lure

Wildcat Lure

Mink Suspicion
Remover

Fox Coyote 
Gland Lure

Fox Lure Mink Lure

Pete Rickard Skunk Essence 
Lure 1 oz. Skunk lure is a proven 
attractant, designed by trappers to 
eliminate your smelliest problem. 
Non-drying formula gives this 
lure long life. Concentrated 1 oz. 
bottle.
HNT-36532......1 oz....... $6.25

Skunk Essence

Fisher Lure Marten Lure

This is a curiosity-type beaver lure. 
It works all year and it brings in 
otter and raccoon too. This lure will 
increase your catch. 
HNT-36520.......1 oz...........$4.75
HNT-36530.......4 oz.........$13.75

This is the highest grade of tinc-
tured beaver castor available. #1 
Beaver Attractant. 

HNT-36600.......1 oz...........$4.75
HNT-36610.......4 oz.........$13.75

This curiosity paste canine lure 
drives them nuts. Works great on 
fox, coyote, cats and coon. This lure 
is a staple for many pros. 
HNT-36570.......1 oz...........$4.75
HNT-36580.......4 oz.........$13.75

This very sweet lure is too attractive 
for raccoons to pass up. It works 
very well around areas where pets 
roam free.  
HNT-36550.......1 oz...........$4.75
HNT-36560.......4 oz.........$13.75

This is a red fox gland lure that 
has added ingredients to make it 
attractive all year long. It is attrac-
tive to Fox, Coyote, Bobcats and 
Raccoons.  
HNT-36590.......1 oz...........$4.75
HNT-36595.......4 oz.........$13.75

Rickards Coyote Lure 1 oz bottle. 
A strong, long lasting base coupled 
with the right combination of 
ingredients attracts both Eastern and 
Western coyotes.  
HNT-36582.......1 oz...........$4.75

This is a Bobcat Gland lure formu-
lated to take advantage of the cat’s 
curiosity, hunger and passion.
 
HNT-36562.......1 oz...........$4.75
HNT-36564.......4 oz.........$13.75

This muskrat lure has the ingredi-
ents that muskrats crave. It works 
well at all lured sets. Has proven 
itself all over the United States. 
HNT-36535.......1 oz...........$4.75
HNT-36560.......4 oz.........$13.75

Pete Rickards Fox Coyote Gland Lure 1 
oz. A blend of glands and musk is highly 
attractive to fox and coyote at the dirt 
hole or flat sets. Good on those frosty 
nights. Freeze proof.  
HNT-36584 .......1 oz...........$4.75

Pete Rickard Red and Grey Fox 
Lure 1 oz. Mild but persuasive odor 
attracts red or grey fox and is thick 
and long lasting.
  
HNT-36586.......1 oz...........$4.75

Pete Rickards Mink Lure 1 oz. Jam-
packed with premium grade glands 
enhanced with select ingredients 
to retain that fresh mink odor. Also 
highly attractive to canines, cats, 
and raccoons.  
HNT-36542.......1 oz...........$4.75

Mink Suspicion Removers cost 
more because they are better than 
most. Absolutely no water or other 
foreign contaminates added. Great 
for keeping odors down. Size: 4 oz.
HNT-36634............................$6.20

Pete Rickard Wildcat Lure 1 oz. 
Mild but persuasive odor attracts 
wildcats and is thick and long 
lasting.
  
HNT-36565.......1 oz...........$4.75

Pete Rickard Fishert Lure 1 oz. 
Mild but persuasive odor attracts 
Fishers and is thick and long last-
ing.
  
HNT-36613.......1 oz...........$4.75

Pete Rickard Marten Lure 1 oz. 
Mild but persuasive odor attracts 
martens and is thick and long 
lasting.
  
HNT-36614.......1 oz...........$4.75

Rickards Coyote Lure 1.5 oz 
bottle. All seasons lure that attracts 
and hold coyotes. Makes 50 Sets. 
Handy 1.5 oz. Squeeze Bottle.

HNT 36581......1.5 oz....... $6.25

Coyote Lure 
Liquid
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Pete Rickard Drowner Locks 6 pack are 
extra heavy duty and can be used with any 
size wire. Good for beaver, otter, coon and 
mink trapping.

HNT-36384...................SALE: $3.00

Drowner Locks

Petes Best Trap Wax

Multi-Purpose Swivels are used as in-line 
swivels, single stake swivels and drowner 
locks.  Each Standard swivel comes with 
two  J-Hooks.  
 
HNT-36381...............SALE: $3.75

Pete Rickards Zinc plated “S” hooks for 
medium to heavy duty applications around 
the home that require the attachment of a 
hook-to-hook, eye-to-eye or hook-to eye.  
Great for trapping and snaring.

HNT-36383..................................$4.10

Swivels 4 Pk.

S Hooks 12 Pk Trapper Anti-Freeze
14 oz.

Zinc Trap Tags

Pete Rickard’s Logwood Trap Dye Super Crystal 
Concentrate 8 oz. Helps prevent rust and over-
come trap odor. One package will mix with 6 
gallons of water will treat three dozen traps.

HNT-36394..........8 oz.............SALE: $6.20

Pete Rickards’s Liquid Logwood Trap Dye 4 oz. 
Helps prevent rust and overcome trap odor. 4 oz. 
Mixes with 3 gallons of water.

HNT-36396...........4 oz............SALE: $5.85

Trap Dye - Liquid

Trap Dye - Granular

25 Pack of Zinc Trap Tags comes with wire 
and tag. Great for tagging your traps for 
identification purposes.

 
HNT-36382...................SALE: $3.45

A high quality blend of waxes to seal the 
logwood treatment. Withstands intense 
cold without chipping. Absolutely contains 
NO Beeswax. An ideal wax for fox and all 
types of trapping. Easy to follow instruc-
tions included. Size 1 lbs. & 5 lbs.
HNT-36390.....1 lbs.......SALE:   $4.65
HNT-36392.....5 lbs.......SALE: $15.75

Dry anti-freeze. Made by Pete Rickard, use a tea-
spoon full or two mixed with dirt to sift over set. 
Will help prevent freezing of your traps.

 HNT-36393............................SALE: $5.25

The ultimate in trapping gloves. Designed and 
tested in conjunction with veteran trappers and 
commercial fishermen. This economically-priced, 
31” rubber/neoprene gauntlet is built to withstand 
vigorous use while keekping you warm and dry 
for the entire season. Triple dipped hand for long 
lasting strength. Reinforced thumb patch to protect 
against tears. Specially textured neoprene for sure 
grip in all conditions.
 
HNT-32454............................SALE: $36.50

31” Shoulder Length
Gauntlet Trapping Glove

11” Trapping Glove

14” Gauntlet Trapping 
Glove

These 11” Waterproof Gloves have a fabric liner 
and a good gripping surface making them good 
for both land trapping and for trapping in shallow 
water.
 
HNT-32450............................SALE: $7.65

These 14” Waterproof Gloves have a fabric liner 
and a good gripping surface making them good 
for both land trapping and for trapping in shallow 
water. 
HNT-32452............................SALE: $10.50
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Wolf & Bear Urine 
8 oz.

Pete Rickards Coyote Urine 8oz. Coyote 
urine collected from meat fed coyotes 
is packaged in a odor proof plastic 8 oz. 
squeeze bottle. New Product Wildcat 
Urine also available below. 
HNT-36810......Coyote...............$6.20
HNT-36880......Wildcat.............$6.20

Pete Rickards Grey Fox Urine & Red Fox 
Urine 8 oz. Pure wild meat-fed grey & red 
fox urine. Choice for deep woods hunting. 
Covers hunter & diverts deer’s attention. 8 
oz. Non Leak Squeeze Bottle. 
HNT-36820...........Grey Fox.........$6.20
HNT-36850...........Red Fox...........$6.20

Coyote & Wildcat
Urine 8 Oz.

Red & Grey Fox
Urine 8 Oz.

Raccoon & Rabbit
Urine 8 Oz.

Pete Rickard Raccoon Urine 8 oz. Raccoon Urine 
is guaranteed fresh. Best for Raccoon trappers. 
Great for Flat Sets. Hunters can also use as cover 
scent at tree stand. Packaged in 8 oz. leak proof 
plastic squirt bottle for easy application. New 
Product Rabbit Urine available Below.
HNT-36840.........Raccoon.......................$6.20
HNT-36875.........Rabbit..........................$6.20

Mink & Coyote/Fox
Suspicion Remover

Mink & Coyote/Fox Suspicion Removers cost 
more because they are better than most. Abso-
lutely no water or other foreign contaminates 
added. Great for keeping odors down. Size: 
4 oz.
HNT-36634.............Mink.................$6.20
HNT-36632......Coyote/Fox..............$6.20

Wolf Urine is a great way to get a wolf in 
for trapping purposes. Also makes prey 
like moose, elk, deer, coyote, bear, and 
even camels think vicious wolves are 
nearby. Bear Urine can be used for baiting 
or for keeping prey like moose, elk, deer, 
coyote and raccoons away.
 HNT-36860..............Wolf............$7.20
HNT 36885...............Bear.............$7.20

Mt. Lion Urine creates the realistic 
impression that Mt. Lions are in the 
immediate area. For Armadillos, Ja-
velinas, wild boar and other mammals 
native to the south and west, this spells 
trouble. These prey react instinctively 
to the perceived presence of this fierce 
predator. 
 HNT-36870...................... $7.20

Pete Rickards Mink Urine 8 oz. 
Great to use for mink sets. Mink 
Urine is a must have for any mink 
trapper. 8 oz. Plastic Leak Proof 
Squeeze Bottle.

 HNT-36830...................$6.20

Mount Lion Urine
8 oz.

Mink Urine 8 oz.

Trapping Kit
Raccoons/ Opossums

The animal bait trapping kit is designed for use 
with cage traps to catch raccoons and opposums. 
Weathproof and long lasting. Wont attract dogs 
or cats.
HNT-36440........................................... $9.95

Trapping Kit
Rabbits

The animal bait trapping kit is designed to use with 
cage traps to catch rabbits. Weatherproof and long 
lasting. Wont attract dogs or cats.
HNT-36480.............................OUT OF  STOCK

Trapping Kit
Skunks

The animal bait trapping kit is designed for use 
with cage traps to catch skunks. Weathproof and 
long lasting. Wont attract dogs or cats.
HNT-36470..................................... $9.95

Trapping Kit
Squirrels/Chipmunks

The animal bait trapping kit is designed to use with 
cage traps to catch squirrels and chipmunks. Weather-
proof and long lasting. Wont attract dogs or cats.

HNT-36450........................................... $9.95

Trapping Kit
Woodchucks

The animal bait trapping kit is designed to use 
with cage traps to catch woodchucks. Weather-
proof and long lasting. Wont attract dogs or cats.

HNT-36460.................................. $9.95
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Dog Collar With 
Center Hook

Dog Training Scents

The Hunting Dog Training Scents have more than a half century of proven 
performance in dog training. The Pete Rickard Scents contain natural musks and 
other animal extracts to effectively condition your dog for all types of hunting. 
Come with a full set of instructions for each scent. Flip top squeeze bottles. All 
scents come in an 8 oz. bottle.

HNT-31950.................4 oz Bottle....................Goose.........................$7.50
HNT-31952.................4 oz Bottle....................Bear............................$7.50
HNT-31954.................4 oz Bottle....................Raccoon.....................$7.50
HNT-31956.................4 oz Bottle....................Fox.............................$7.50
HNT-31958.................4 oz Bottle....................Deer............................$7.50
HNT-31960.................4 oz Bottle....................Pheasant.....................$7.50
HNT-31962.................4 oz Bottle....................Squirrel......................$7.50
HNT-31964.................4 oz Bottle....................Rabbit.........................$7.50

Dog Lead With Brass 
Snap

Made with Hunter Orange nylon with heavy 
duty hard-ware, including quality brass 
snaps. Color: Orange
HNT-31920.............1” x 48”............$9.95
HNT-31922.............1” x 72”..........$12.50

Plastic impregnated nylon. Resists soil, 
sweat, water and odors. Center Ring 1” 
Wide. Fluorescent Orage.   
HNT-31900............18”...........$9.95
HNT-31902............20”...........$9.95
HNT-31904............22”...........$9.95
HNT-31906............24”...........$9.95

HNT-31966.................4 oz Bottle....................Quail..........................$7.50
HNT-31968.................4 oz Bottle....................Duck..........................$7.50
HNT-31970.................4 oz Bottle....................Grouse.......................$7.50
HNT-31972.................4 oz Bottle....................Dove..........................$7.50
HNT-31974.................4 oz Bottle....................Wild Boar..................$7.50
HNT-31976.................4 oz Bottle....................Coyote.......................$7.50
HNT-31978.................4 oz Bottle....................Wildcat.......................$7.50

Travel Pal Pet 
Waterer

The ideal dog watering system that’s 
easy to carry, easy to store, and wont 
leak or spill. Simply snap the filled 
jug into the base, unscrew the cap and 
the bowl fills with water - but will not 
overflow. The Travel Pals unique gravity 
action provides a constant flow of clean 
water with no mess. Holds three gallons.
  
PET-72070.................SALE: $33.12

Dog Breaking
Scents

The original and most effective dog 
breaking scents. Only the best ingredi-
ents go into these scents to keep your 
dog from running undesireable game. 
Flip top squeeze bottle.
  
HNT-31940.........Deer 8 oz........$9.95
HNT-31942........Fox 4 oz..........$9.95
HNT-31944........Rabbit 4 oz.....$9.95

Orange Two Dog 
Coupler

Dual Tone Dog
Training Whistle

The Dual Tone Dog Training Whistle 
projects two different tones for a vari-
ety of commands. Includes lanyard 
and instructions.

HNT-31935.......................$6.50

Made with Hunter Orange nylon with heavy 
duty hard-ware, including quality brass 
snaps and center ring.

HNT-31930.............1” x 48”............$12.00
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Beaver & Otter Trapping
A. This 114-page book by Charles 
Dobbins explains WHY each 
set shown works and WHY the 
animals are attracted to them. 
Contains many photos and il-
lustrations.
 HNT-36690.................$12.00

Mink Trapping
C. In this 92-page book, Charles 
Dobbins tells of the mink’s habits 
and methods for taking them. 
Many different sets are discussed. 
Contains many pictures.

 HNT-36650.................$12.00

The Flat Set
E. This 78-page book by Charles 
Dobbins tells how to make the 
sets that will take the canines that 
are “hole shy.” Explains a dozen 
and a half sets to take fox, bobcat, 
raccoon, coyotes and others.
HNT-36670.................$12.00

Cronks Raccoon Trapping
F. Softcover. very good Every-
thing you ever wanted to know 
about the art of trapping one of 
North America’s most prolific fur 
bearers - the raccoon. 79 pages.

HNT-36675.................$12.00

Details of Fox Trapping

G. Details of Fox Trapping Book 
is written by G. Malcolm Locke 
(World Record Holder of 200 
foxes caught in 26 Days) 40 
pages.

 HNT-36655.................$9.95

Trapping Tree Climbers
H. Book deals mainly with catch-
ing fisher in the dog proof conibear 
tree-set, it will take most other tree 
climbing animals such as grey fox, 
coon, marten, wildcat, and so forth. 
22 pages Softback.
HNT-36665....................$9.95

Land Sets Trapping
B. This 184-page book by Charles 
Dobbins describes the red/gray 
fox, coyote, raccoon and bobcat, 
and the land sets that will take 
these animals. 

HNT-36680.................$12.00

The Dirt Hole
D. This 72-page book by Charles 
Dobbins shows different types of 
dirt holes. Don’t show them the 
same thing everyone else does! 
Learn these sets and keep the 
canines interested.
 HNT-36660.................$12.00

Trapping Instructional Books

Works Great For Trappers and Hunters ! 
Powerful, fast acting advanced formula works 
by neutralizing, oxidizing, bonding, and mo-
lecularly changing a wide range of odors on 
clothing and equipment, all natural, safe, and 
environmentally friendly, will not stain or fade 
clothing or materials.
HNT-32005........12 oz. Spray..............$6.50
HNT-32010.....2/12 oz & 1/32 oz..... $15.50

Scent-A-Away

Scent-A-Way Coyote Kit
For coyote trappers and hunters. 
Remain odor free with Scent-A-
Way™ Laundry Detergent, Scent-
Safe™ Storage Bag, Scent-A-Way 
Liquid Soap, Scent-A-Way Spray, 
Scent-A-Way Anti-Perspirant, 
Scent-A-Way Body Foam, Scent-
A-Way Lip Balm and Fresh Earth 
Scent Wafers™.  
HNT-32020...................$44.85

A. B. C. D.

E. F. G. H.

Works Great For Trappers & Hunters ! The Fresh 
Earth Wafers from Hunter’s Specialties® are a 
pure, concentrated scent that masks odors so you 
can get the most out of your hunt. The scent won’t 
spill, freeze or wash away, and the wafers can be 
pinned to clothing or hung at your site. 9 Pack 
HNT-32080...........................SALE: $19.50

Fresh Earth Scent Wafers

Cover Scents & Attractants

Pete Rickards Spray Cover Scents gives us the edge your looking for. All 
scents not only cover your scent but also attract deer. 2 oz. pump spray. 
HNT-36930................................Apple.......................................$6.85
HNT-36935................................Persimmon..............................$6.85
HNT-36940................................Pine..........................................$6.85
HNT-36925................................Acorn.......................................$6.85
HNT-36937................................Vanilla......................................$6.85

Pete Rickards Spray Cover Scents gives us the edge your looking for. All 
scents not only cover your scent but also attract deer. 1.25 oz. Bottle.
HNT 36900................................Indian Buck Lure...................$6.85
HNT-36910................................Rattle Scrape Lure.................$8.85
HNT-36920................................Super Doe In Heat..................$8.85
HNT-36915................................Tarsal Gland Scent.................$8.85
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Last Call Series
The last call twin reed system is a profes-
sionally tuned double reed call. The sound 
of this call is in one word is perfect, unlike 
any predator call you have ever used. Pro-
duce low volume cries and whimpers that 
sound exactly like a wounded or distressed 
rabbit. For windy days the twin stainless 
reed system will give you all the volume 
you need. Camo spring lanyard included. .
HNT-35240.....Jackrabbit..........$14.95
HNT-35250.....Cottontail...........$14.95

Twin Reed Calls
The Twin Reed Jackrabbit Call is a twin 
stainless reed design that delivers a genu-
ine distress rabbit sound, brings coyotes in 
on the run. Produce incredible low volume 
tones that work on the most educated coy-
ote. Camo spring lanyard included. Hottest 
new item on the market !
HNT-35200.....Jackrabbit..........$12.50
HNT-35210.....Cottontail...........$12.50
HNT-35231.....Fox......................$12.50
HNT-35221.....Squealer..............$12.50

Hands Free - Predator Calls

The Bantam Hands Free 3 Call Predator 
Kit includes Jackrabbit, Cottontail and 
Squealer Bantam predator calls. Cherry 
wood finishes with a three-call camo lan-
yard. Best hands free kit on the market !

HNT-35100............SALE:   $25.50

Hands Free - Deer Calls

The Bantam Hands Free - 3 Call Deer 
Kit. The Buck & Doe Calls are finished in 
Mossy Oak New Break Up� and the Fawn 
is finished in Cherry Wood with a custom 
3-call camo lanyard One Great Package... 
one Great price! Calls include Buck, Doe 
and Fawn Bleat.
HNT-35150............SALE:   $27.25

Give Me 5 Game
Call Set

Give Me 5 Game Call Set contains four 
Mossy Oak New Break Up finished game 
calls and a digitally mastered electronic 
game-calling cassette. East Coast set 
contains the Cottontail, Squealer, Fox and 
Fawn Bleat. West coast set contains the 
Jackrabbit, Cottontail, Squealer and Fox.
HNT-35350.....East.......SALE: $25.65
HNT-35355.....West.......SALE: $25.65

Predator Pro Pack
The Predator Pro Pack Loaded supplies 
your entire predator calling requirements. 
Locate and bring in coyote, fox, bobcat and 
mountain lion with the most advanced game 
calls on the market. Included are the Last 
Call Twin reed series Jackrabbit, Cottontail, 
Fox and Squealer. To make the kit complete 
we included the Coyote Thriller howler 
locator call. The Pro Pack provides a tactical 
location to secure your game calls in an easy 
to access leg pack.
HNT-35360...................SALE: $84.00

Match Maker Turkey 
The Match Maker is a premium grade two 
sided box with a built in purr call so you can 
mix and match a variety of sounds simultane-
ously. This call produces several accurate and 
appropriate sounds such as the yelp, cluck, 
cutt, putt, purr and whine.
HNT-35400......................SALE: $24.25

Crow Call & Turkey Locator
A perfectly tuned crow call that will 
double as a turkey locator call. Use this 
call to shock gobble turkey any time of 
the day. Finished in Mossy Oak Obses-
sion with a camo spring lanyard. 

HNT-35320............SALE: $12.15

This call makes the ear piercing sound 
of the predatory hawk. Our newest bite 
down design, nothing like it on the 
market. Guaranteed to shock gobble 
the most weary tom. Includes a custom 
spring lanyard. 
HNT-35310..............SALE : $12.15

Hawk Screamer Call

The Coyote Thriller Call bit down 
design lets you create a multitude of 
sounds. Release the bite and blow 
it like a conventional cottontail 
predator call. Includes custom camo 
lanyard. 
HNT-35300..........SALE: $12.90

Coyote Thriller Call

The Squirrel Call makes perfect 
barks and chatter, tuned for loud 
aggressive calling. Includes camo 
lanyard. 
HNT-35330..........SALE: $12.75

Please Call for Availability

Squirrel Call



The Conical Tripod Hopper is our most popular hopper, 
holding 32 gallons of feed. Great for any feeding envi-
ronment, from large to small. The conical hopper is made 
of thick, polyethylene for years of flawless service in all 
conditions. The tripod leg system makes it very sturdy 
for service to all types of wildlife. This reliable feeder 
features a 32 gallon polyethylene barrel with a capac-
ity of 225 lbs. Legs that mount to barrel come in three 
sections of 30” making feeder stand up 90” high. The 
conical tripod can be ordered with all On Time® feeders. 
Made in the USA !

On-Time Conical Barrel Tripod Feeders

HNT-34102.....Lifetime Timer.......................SALE: $169.95

HNT-34122.....Lifetime Digital Elite.............SALE: $195.95

HNT-34128....Lifetime Digital Solar Elite.....SALE: $219.95

HNT-34230....Tomahawk Digital....................SALE: $135.95

HNT-34270....Tomahawk Digital Solar...........SALE: $139.95

The Conical Hanging Hopper is our 2nd most popular 
hopper, holding 32 gallons of feed. Great for any feeding 
environment, from large to small. The conical hopper is 
made of thick, polyethylene for years of flawless service 
in all conditions. The hanging system makes it very 
sturdy for service to all types of wildlife. This reliable 
feeder features a 32 gallon polyethylene barrel with a 
capacity of 225 lbs.  The conical tripod can be ordered 
with all On Time® feeders. Made in the USA !

HNT-34104.....Lifetime Timer.......................SALE: $125.95

HNT-34124.....Lifetime Digital Elite.............SALE: $145.95

HNT-34127....Lifetime Digital Solar Elite.....SALE: $195.95

HNT-34240....Tomahawk Digital....................SALE: $119.95

HNT-34280....Tomahawk Digital Solar..........SALE: $125.95

On-Time Conical Barrel Hanger Feeders

If attracting fish or maintaining a healthy pond stock is what you 
are needing, then On Time® offers the perfect setup with our Fish 
Feeder Combos. The Fish Feeder Combo comes ready to install 
with a 150-lb. Capacity hopper, a steel attachment band with welded 
brackets and the feeder of your choice. These units are specially 
designed to dispense round and cylindrical fish food, which is ideal 
for maintaining catfish, bream and other varieties of fish. These 
feeders feature large-scale motors with agitator rods that extend into 
the hopper. As the feeders dispense, the agitator rod turns keeping 
the feed from clogging and flowing properly. The Lifetime Fish 
Feeder features a lifetime feeder, polyethylene barrel that holds 150 
lbs. Of fish food, quick release lid, dock mount and deflector plate. 
LIFETIME WARRANTY . Made in the USA 

On-Time Fish Feeders Combos

HNT-34330.....Lifetime Timer Combo............SALE:  $175.90

HNT-34350....Lifetime Digital Solar Combo.....SALE: $215.00

Lifetime Fish Feeder Timer

Durations of 1 to 30 seconds. Deflector Plate Included. Oper-
ates in extreme weather -60F to 120F LIFETIME WARRANTY 

HNT-34320............................................SALE: $175.95

Lifetime Feeder. The On Time Lifetime feeder has a 24 
hour quartz clock and has 1 to 12 feed times per day.
All On Time Fish Feeders come with a high speed DC Motor, 
water tight construction, aluminum spin plate and telescopic 
funnel. Operates in extreme weather -60F to +120F. Deflector 
Plate Included. LIFETIME WARRANTY  Made in the USA 
HNT-34300.............................................SALE: $115.95

Lifetime Elite Fish Feeder Timer
 Digital Elite. The On-Time Digital Elite & Solar Elite 
timer features an LCD display for easy programing that oper-
ates on 11AA batteries(not included). Up to 8 feeding times 
a day with run time of up to 30 sec. Three selectable motor 
speeds lets you adjust feed distances. Deflector Plate Included. 
LIFETIME WARRANTY  Made in the USA !
HNT-34310.............................................SALE: $133.50

Lifetime Solar Elite Fish 
Feeder Timer

 Digital Solar Elite. The On-Time 
Digital Solar Elite timer features an LCD 
display for easy programing that operates 
on a large scale 6 Volt high torque motor 
with the 6 volt gel battery included. Cus-
tomized feeding of 1 to 6 times per day with 
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The On Time Lifetime feeder has a 24 hour quartz 
clock and has 1 to 12 feed times per day. This feed-
er comes with a high speed DC Motor, water tight 
construction, aluminum spin plate and telescopic 
funnel. Operates in extreme weather conditions 
-60F to +120F. Motor run time is adjustable from 1 
to 12 seconds and operates on 11 AA Alkaline bat-
teries.  ** Feeder has a Lifetime Warranty** 
HNT-34100.................................SALE: $79.95

Lifetime Feeder Timer

Buckeye Gravity
Feeder

The Buckeye™ has everything a hungry 
deer could want. 3 sturdy 2” diam. legs 
each hold a separate feeding station with 
drain holes to keep the feed fresh longer. 
The stations are gravity fed, so there’s no 
moving parts to break down, or battery 
to run out of power. You can use it year 
round, worry-free! The 200-lb. Hopper has 
a removable lid for convenient feeding, 
and accepts all types of seed. Versatile in-
stallation, some assembly required. Comes 
in 30 & 55 Gal. Barrel . 

HNT-34198.....30 Gal.... $136.20

HNT-34199.....50 Gal.... $180.00

S-250 Feeder Hopper 
With Timer Or Gravity 

Feeder

The S-250 Hopper features all-metal 
construction with a 250 lbs. capac-
ity, and complete powder coating for 
protection against rust. The bottom 
of the hopper is specially designed to 
ensure the funneling of all feeder to the 
gravity feeder. Dispenser is adjust-
able to regulate the volume of pellets 
dispensed no matter the size. Locking 
latches o the lid protect against wind, 
while the sturdy quad pod leg system 
provides maximum stability on uneven 
rugged terrain. Assembly required.

HNT-34190.......................$175.90

The On-Time digital timer features an LCD display for easy 
programing that operates on 11AA batteries(not included). 
Up to 8 feeding times a day with run time of up to 30 sec. 
Three selectable motor speeds lets you adjust feed distances. 
Timer features waterproof timer and screen. This feeder 
comes with a high speed DC Motor, water tight construc-
tion, aluminum spin plate and telescopic funnel. Operates in 
extreme weather -60F to +120F. Deflector Plate Included. 
LIFETIME WARRANTY.
HNT-34120...........................................SALE: $99.95

Lifetime Digital Elite Timer

The On Time® Solar Elite® Feeder has all the great features of 
our Elite® Feeder and is the first fully self-contained integrated 
solar-powered feeder. This New, high-impact, wrap-around 
solar panel is the answer to long-term battery life and perfor-
mance. There are no exposed wires or glass panels to break. 
This unit houses a large scale 6-volt gel cell battery which is in-
cluded. This unit is backed by the On Time® Feeders Lifetime 
Warranty. The unit contains a large scale 6 Volt high torque 
motor with the 6 volt gel battery included. Customized feeding 
of 1 to 6 times per day with durations of 1 to 30 seconds.  ** 
Feeder has a Lifetime Warranty** 
HNT-34126...............................................SALE: $149.95

Lifetime Solar Elite Timer

Tomahawk Digital Feeder - User-friendly digital 
system gives you complete control of feedings. De-
signed to use either 6-volt or a small 12-volt battery 
(not included). Feeder is capable of up to 4 feedings 
a day from 1-20 seconds. High-torque motor and 
composite construction are designed to give you 
years of trouble free service.  
HNT-34220.................................SALE: $62.95

Tomahawk Digital  
Feeder Timer

Tomahawk Solar Digital Feeder - User-friendly digital 
system gives you complete control of feedings. Designed 
to use either 6-volt or a small 12-volt battery (not 
included). Feeder is capable of up to 4 feedings a day 
from 1-20 seconds. High-torque motor and composite 
construction are designed to give you years of trouble 
free service. This feeder has all of the great features of 
the reliable Tomahawk feeder with the added benefit of a 
built-in solar panel. Use with rechargeable 6-volt battery 
(not included).
HNT-34260.................................SALE: $69.95

Tomahawk Digital Solar 

The gravity feeder kit is designed to fit most all 
barrels, bucket and feeders. Designed to funnel all 
feed so you can provide year-round nutrition to 
your wildlife. Dispenser is adjustable to regulate 
the volume of pellets dispensed no matter the size. 
4” Drop Tube 

HNT-34195.................................SALE: $49.95

Gravity Feeder Kit
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Powder Keg Rice Bran
Feeder

Fleming Outdoors has introduced the Powder Keg Rice 
Bran Feeder to its line of On Time Products. The introduc-
tion of many different products used for deer attractants has 
demanded a different approach to deliver many of the new 
powder base products. We have tested most of the products 
on the market today. On time’s approach is a machine with 
extreme power to keep the powder base materials fluffed and 
fresh for delivery.To achieve this the powder keg is a new 
breed of machines using a gear reduction system which can 
move the entire hopper’s content. This is done on a very slow 
but extremely powerful delivery.

On Time’s newest type of feed-delivery system uses a patent-
pending gear-driven motor to dispense powder or rice bran 
up to four times daily. The dispensing unit is used with a 20-
gallon hopper and powered by eight C batteries (not included) 
that can be replaced without using tools.  

HNT 34197.......................................................$165.00

6 Volt Rechargeable 
Battery

Battery Charger For 
6 & 12 Volt Batteries

Varmint Guard for 
On Time Feeders Solar Panel For 

Tomahawk Feeder

Conical Tripod and 
Hanger Feeder Kits

On Time® offers 2 models of hanging 
and tripod hopper kits, depending on your 
needs. We have a 32 gallon hanging conical 
polyethylene hopper that is designed for 
branch or cable suspension. We also have 
a 32 gallon tripod conical polyethylene 
hopper that comes with legs and all the 
hardware needed to set it up. Both are 
designed for years of flawless service. Both 
will accept all On Time® feeders. 

HNT-34020........Hanger..............$76.50
HNT-34010........Tripod...............$89.50

6 Volt Rechargeable Battery used for 
Tomahawk Feeder Timers. Can be 
used with the Battery Charger For 6 
& 12 Volt Batteries.

HNT-34500......................$13.00

6 & 12 Volt A/C Battery Charger. 
Charges any Lead -Acid rechargeable 
battery. The Float charge technology 
prevents battery damage caused by 
overcharging.

HNT 34530......................$18.25

Protect you wildlife feeder from 
pests. Keep squirrels and raccoons 
out of feed.Also keeps horses and 
cattle from damaging feeder.All-
metal, mounts to bottom of any drum 
or bucket.

HNT 34540......................$18.50

6 Volt Solar Panel for Tomahawk VL Feeder 
Timer. Great to add solar capability to your exist-
ing Tomahawk VL Feeder Timer.

HNT-34550.....................................$29.50
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Deer co-Cain is a beneficial mineral supplement that attracts deer by releasing a 
mineral vapor trail. After initial application, moisture will cause these minerals to 
keep reacting and attracting deer. Bucks seeking minerals for overall health and rack 
development will be drawn to the site to lick, paw, mark and consume the minerals. 
Bucks will want to protect the Deer co-Cain site by rubbing, scraping and rolling in 
the mineral site to mark it as their own. The buck’s action will naturally lead to the 
attraction of more deer. Over time, a large deer wallow will be created as many deer 
develop the habit of frequenting the site to consume the beneficial minerals.

HNT-33100,..................Mix 6.5#..........................................SALE:   $9.95
HNT-33102...................Mix 4.5# Black Magic....................SALE:   $9.95
HNT-33105...................Gel 40 oz.........................................SALE:   $9.95

Deer Co Cain Attractants

BEAST FEAST A beneficial supplement for deer with 
a candy coating of fresh fruit and crushed sugar cane 
flavoring. Use it to provide beneficial minerals, as a 
feed topper or to lure deer into your backyard. Flavor 
over 1,000 lbs of grain in automatic feeders, or use a 
cupful over a bucket of corn, either way deer will leap 
past other food sources to consume your feast. Net 
Wt 3 lbs
HNT-33110.....................................SALE: $9.95

Beast Feast Attractant 3#

Molasses has been used in feeding animals for more 
than 100 years. Molasses is made during the produc-
tion of sugar producing crops like sugar cane and 
sugar beets. It is a wonderful source of energy that is 
extremely palatable and encourages the intake of less 
palatable feeds. It can be used to feed and attract most 
wildlife. 1 Gallon.
HNT-33324.....................................SALE: $11.75

Liquid Molasses

Loose mineral supplement that mimics natural 
mineral lick when mixed with soil. Scientifically 
formulated to supply calcium and phosphorous - 
the minerals necessary for maximum rack growth. 
Palatable molasses and other ingredients ensure 
that deer eat the mineral. Extra energy beneficial 
to antler growth. Feed on the ground in close 
proximity to natural food plots, watering areas 
and trails. Net Wt 25 lbs 
MNS-61130..............................SALE: $21.35

Rack Deer Mineral 25#

Rack Deer Blocks should be offered year round. 
They are formulated to provide essential supple-
mental nutrients and minerals needed by deer. 
Deer blocks may be buried and covered with loose 
soil. Deer will find the blocks and come to them 
as they would a natural salt lick. Net Wt 25 lbs 
MNS-61180............................SALE: $19.50

Rack Deer Block 25#
HOG WILD The Number One hog attractant in the 
world! A granular beast attractant that smells and 
tastes like crushed berries & molasses. Use it to at-
tract wild boar, deer, or bear. Use it to bait hog traps 
or just pour it into hog wallows where they will 
root for hours to consume every morsel. Hog Wild 
can be added to corn and used in feeders to attract 
deer. Net Wt 4 lbs  
HNT-33112..................................SALE: $9.95

Hog Wild 4#

Once deer smell the real apples that you have spread 
over the ground, they will spend hours trying to lick 
these Rut’n Apple pellets off of the ground. They 
are easy to use; just sprinkle them out in an area 
and wait for the deer to show up. Mix with feed to 
increase consumption. Remember this 4 lb bag is 
equivalent to a whole bushel of fresh apples .Add 1 
lb of Rut’n Apples per 100 lbs of feed to dramati-
cally increase consumption.

 HNT 33115.........4 #..............SALE: $9.95

Rut’N Apples Attractant Acorn Rage Attractant
Acorn Rage employs the aroma of natural acorns, a 
widespread forage irresistible to deer. Real acorns 
are crushed and mixed with oil-enriched, roasted 
soybean meal to drive deer into a rage of hunger. 
28% Protein, 17% Fat. 5.5 lbs. Bag. This concen-
trated formula is ready to use right out of the bag 
with no mixing required. Acorn Rage is not a flavor-
ing, not an extract, not a scent or aroma, but an 
actual real acorn taste that drives deer into a RAGE 
of hunger all season long.
 Wt 5.5 lbs . 
HNT-33350...............5.5 #............SALE: $9.95

Magic Brix Fish Cake 4#
Magix Brix Cottonseed Cake Fish Feed 
and Attractant works on all species of fish. 
Attracts minnows and bait fish to your bait 
station that attract game fish. Time released 
bricks. Protein 20% Fat 16% Fiber 25%. 4 
lbs Brick. 
ING-41110................................$9.90



This high-yielding clover blend is formulated spe-
cifically for whitetails and wild turkeys. Food plots 
consisting of this protein-rich (30-35%) clover ensure 
bigger and healthier animals. It far exceeds the protein 
levels of most other plants, based on average annual 
protein levels and availability of plants. This perennial 
plot will last up to three years and is used by deer 
year-round. Can be planted in the spring or fall no 
deeper than 1/4” in soils with a pH from 6.5-7. 18 lbs. 
Plants 3 acres   
HNT-33405..............18 lbs...........SALE: $138.50

Imperial Whitetail Clover

The first chicory-based food plot product specifically 
for white-tailed deer. The combination of WINA-100 
chicory, the most palatable leaf variety, and Imperial 
Whitetail Ideal for areas where high summer heat and 
extended drought has curbed the clover population. 
Perennial plant. Net Wt. 14 lbs. Plants 3 Acres

HNT-33415................................SALE: $138.50

Imperial Chicory Plus

Ideal for all types of grass seed and can be used to 
apply ice melt, sand, fertilizers and other granular 
products. (No rock salt) The 2750 is a sling type 
hand spreader - seeder for use in small & medium 
size areas. Works Great with all types of Food Plots

LWN-52124.............................SALE: $35.50

Earthway Hand Seeder

This is the first perennial food plot blend that can 
withstand poor soil conditions ranging from 5.4 to 7.5 
pH and only 15” of annual rainfall. This heat-resistant, 
cold-tolerant mix of perennials lasts from three to five 
years and produces a high-quality, protein-rich (up to 
36%) food source in areas that normally only allow 
annual mixes. And best of all, the deer love it. Trans-
form those less-than-choice plot areas into lush, green 
fields to keep the deer on your land year-round and 
healthier than ever before. 28 lbs Covers 1.25 Acres
HNT-33114..................................SALE: $146.80

Imperial Whitetail Extreme

The most powerful, late-season brassica plot ever 
developed. High in essential nutrients vital for proper 
body conditioning during severe winter months. 
Highly drought tolerant, this hardy plot will stand 
tall during cold winter months and produce tons of 
attractive forage. A must-have for that late-season 
hunting food plot. 12 lbs. Plants 2 acres 
 
HNT-33425..................................SALE: $98.50

Imperial Wintergreens

Alfa-Rack Plus contains X-9 Alfalfa Technology with 
new “super” alfalfa varieties that make it grow faster, 
produce more tonnage and attract more deer than 
traditional alfalfas. Whitetail Institute’s new, exclusive 
chicory variety makes Alfa-Rack Plus extremely 
drought tolerant. And it contains Imperial Whitetail 
Clover, one of the finest clover blends available. This 
three-way combination X-9 Alfalfa Technology, ex-
clusive chicory and Imperial Whitetail Clover makes 
Alfa-Rack Plus one of the finest alfalfa-based products 
available today. 16 lbs. Cover 1.5 Acres
HNT-33435..................................SALE: $138.50

Imperial Alfa-Rack Plus

Imperial No-Plow Wildlife Seed Blend is the easiest, 
no-fuss, no-bother way to give your deer herd essential 
protein during antler growing months. Seeds can be 
sown without plowing and with minimal or no soil 
preparation. Composed of high protein (up to 36%) 
attractive annuals that deer will use in all seasons. 
Included in the blend is a hardy winter forage grass, 
clovers and canola. Ideal pH for this plot is 6-7.0 and 
can be planted in the spring or fall. 25 lbs. Plants 1-1/2 
acre .  
HNT-33445..................................SALE: $69.50

Imperial No-Plow

Arrest Herbicide is a highly concentrated herbicide 
that controls grasses. Reduces weed and grass com-
petition for soil nutrients, moisture and root space to 
maximize growth and extend production years. Apply 
by hand, four-wheeler and tractor sprayers. Arrest can 
be applied to clover, alfalfa, chicory, rape, brassicas 
and most non grass food plots. 1 gallon covers 4 acres 
HNT-33465..................................SALE: $139.50

Arrest Herbicide Slay Herbicide is a highly concentrated herbicide that 
controls broadleaf weeds in food plots. Reduces weed 
and grass competition for soil nutrients, moisture and 
root space to maximize growth and extend produc-
tion years. Apply by hand, four-wheeler and tractor 
sprayers. (See label for proper application.) Slay can 
be applied to legumes, i.e. clover and alfalfa. (See 
label for complete listings.) 1 pint covers 4 acres .  
HNT-33475..................................SALE: $139.50

Slay Herbicide

Features large rustproof hopper with capac-
ity of up to 30 lbs of fertilizer, seed, etc. 
Heavy-duty gearbox with enclosed gears 
with powder coated steel axle for years of 
trouble free use. Hand crank handle that can 
be used from right or left side.    

LWN-52120..................SALE: $74.00

Professional Hand
Seeder 3200

Wildlife SeedM - F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm          Toll Free: 1-800-624-4493
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All lithographed steel metal signs measure 12.5” x 16” and come on a 16” x 20” backboard. 
Great for lodges, camps or general stores. Vist our online store for a complete listing of 
signs FlemingOutdoors.com 
All Nostalgic Signs On SALE...............................................................................$9.95

Nostalgic Metal Signs

Babe Ruth - LWN-54210 Coke Rd. -  LWN-54140 Santa Coke - LWN-54143 Jack D - LWN-54146 Labs - LWN-54133

Farmal IH - LWN-54118No Tres. - LWN-54164

Cock Figh - LWN-54193 Dixie Deer - LWN-54195 Dixie Fishing - LWN-54194 Heddon - LWN-54126 Peters Lab - LWN-54186

Man and Child- LWN-54115 J.D. Logos - LWN-54109 JD 3rd Cent- LWN-54114 JD Round EQP-54112 JD 160th - LWN-54110

Rem UMC - LWN-54132Bear - LWN-54129Farmal M - LWN-54116Scratch Feed - LWN-54120Hershey Cow - LWN-54100

Drive Slowly - LWN-54165 Southern Com - LWN-54147 LWN-54182 LWN-54204LWN-54160 LWN-54185



Uniden 2-way radio 2 pack Rechargeable
- 14 Mile range
- 99 Privacy codes
- Backlit LCD display
- 22 Channels
- 2.5mm Headset jack   
HNT-31380............................SALE: $39.50

Uniden - 2 Way Radio
With Charger

SCENT ERADICATOR A premium odor neutral-
izer product designed to lock-up the natural odors 
that the human body’s skin produces. Formulated 
to eliminate all odors, including smoke, gasoline 
and human scent. Net Wt 32 oz . 

HNT-32000......................SALE: $9.85

Sport Utility Box
Acorn

Action Sport Utility Box has been the best 
selling sports utility box for over 20 years. 
Features weather resistant gasket seals to keep 
everything inside dry. Heavy steel bar latching 
system with extra tough handle for carrying. 
Lifetime Warranty.  Small or Medium.
HNT-31166.......15”x7.75”x6.5”........ $14.50
HNT-31164.......15”x7.75”x11.5”...... $22.25

Scent Eradicator
Sport Utility Box

Orange

Padded Swivel Seat for 
Bucket

SEAT TOP ONLY ! Fits most 5 to 6 gallon 
buckets. Seat is constructed of tough polyester 
twill covered 1” thick foam padding with a 360 
degree swivel. Mossy Oak Break Up Pattern. 
  
HNT-31154.......................SALE: $13.50

Bird & Buck Seat features a 500 Denier Cordura 
covered foam padding, 360 degree swivel and a 
thick foam cooler inside. Size: 31” Tall with a seat 
of 11” x 12”. Adjustable shoulder strap included. 
  
HNT-31150............................SALE: $49.50

Hunting Seat Deluxe with 
Backrest

The acorn brown super H.D. 5 gal. Bucket 
features a removable foam liner, tough polyester 
twill covered 1” thick foam padding and no noise 
swivel seat. 
 
HNT-31152......................SALE: $22.00

Hunting Seat Bucket with 
Swivel Seat

Action Sport Utility Box has been the best 
selling sports utility box for over 20 years. 
Features weather resistant gasket seals to keep 
everything inside dry. Heavy steel bar latching 
system with extra tough handle for carrying. 
Lifetime Warranty.  Small or Medium.
HNT-31162.......15”x7.75”x6.5”........ $14.50
HNT-31160.......15”x7.75”x11.5”...... $22.25

Property and Farm Signs

LWN-52300........Driveway Reflective Marker 36”........$3.99
LWN-54603........No Hunting (10 pk)...............................$9.95
LWN-54603........No Trespassing (10 pk).........................$9.95
LWN-54604........Keep Out (10 pk)..................................$9.95
LWN-54608........For Sale (10 pk)....................................$9.95
LWN-54610........For Rent (10 pk)...................................$6.95
LWN-54606........Posted (100 Roll)................................$28.00
LWN-54622........No Hunting Tape 3”x 300”..................$9.95
LWN-54616........Slow Moving Vehicle Decal..3pk.........$7.10
LWN-54614........Slow Moving Vehicle Metal Sign.........$9.95

Plastic Hy-Glo Signs are weather resistant, durable, eye 
catching and attractive. Perfect sign to keep unwanted 
people off your property.  Slow Moving Vehicles Signs 
and Decal meet ASAE codes and guidelines. U.S.A.  

Hunting SuppliesM - F 8:00 am - 4:30 pm          Toll Free: 1-800-624-4493
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The revolutionary Hair™ trigger technology provides 
you with trigger speeds comparable to previous Cud-
deback models. The Capture features a 40-ft. Flash range 
to produce color images both day and night. Plus, you 
get 3.0-megapixel image quality on all images – no lower 
quality images at night. The extended battery life gives 
you more than 1,000 images on a single set of four D bat-
teries (not included). Five delay settings let you choose the 
time between exposures, from 30 seconds to 30 minutes. 
SD card (sold separately). 
 HNT-33114......................................................$199.95

Cuddeback Capture 3.0
Get color pictures during the day and black-and-white infra-
red pictures at night – without a loss of image quality – with 
the Cuddeback® Capture IR. You get 5.0-megapixel images, 
both day and night, and more than 1,000 images per single set 
of four D batteries (not included). A 25-ft. Infrared illumina-
tion range produces clear pictures of nocturnal activity.  Five 
delay settings let you choose the time between exposures, 
from 30 seconds to 30 minutes. SD card (sold separately).
 HNT-33114...................................................$229.95

Cuddeback Capture 5.0 IR

Realistic, extensive library of premium digitally mastered sounds are played at the 
push of a button. Just insert the memory card that fits your situation and press play. 
Also plays 2 sounds at the same time. Includes 12 sounds on 3 memory cards; water-
resistant keypad; all-weather speaker with a 10’ cord; 50’ extension cord; lanyard and 
detachable belt clip. Operates on 4 AA batteries (not included).

Memory cards:
- Coyote 1 - Desperate cottontail, Pleading chicken, Fawn bleating, and Coywolf 
bark/howl
- Coyote 4 - Baby cottontail, Distressed rodent, Kid goat distress, and Coyote/grey 
fox
 - General Predator - Young cottontail, Gobbler distress, Flicker, House cat distress 

  HNT-35500..................................................................................SALE: $99.00

Johnny Stewart Preymaster

Johnny Stewart Wireless Preymaster
Predator Caller

Game Cameras & Calls Sales & Info - Visit Us At blog.flemingoutdoors.com
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The PM-4 Preymaster Caller is a remote operated unit with a wireless range of 100 
yards (up to 250 yards at optimal conditions). The handheld remote transmitter has 
a durable water resistant keypad with raised select buttons for each sound, making it 
easy to operate with gloves or in low light conditions. It operates on one 9-volt battery. 
The volume button is conveniently located on the side and it also has a lanyard loop 
for carrying it in the field. The base unit has three slots that are compatible with all 
available Preymaster memory cards for up to 12 available sounds. Includes MC-BC1 
(Bobcat #1), MC-GP2 (General Predator #2), and MC-CY2 (Coyote #2) memory cards. 
The base unit will play continually until shut off and operated on 4 AA batteries. There 
is a clip on the back of the base unit to attach the remote transmitter and a mount on the 
front to hold the speaker. The speaker has a 110+ db rating. A 10 foot extension cord 
is included to allow the speaker to be elevated while the base unit remains safely on 
the ground. The base unit measures 8.1 x 2.84 x 1.3 inches and the remote 6.1 x 2.55 x 
0.87 inches, making the PM-4 compact and easy to transport with a total weight of 2.3 
pounds.  HNT-35505......................................................................SALE: $199.00

The Wildgame 4 MP Digital Scouting Camera 
S4 is the ideal gadget for the hunting enthusi-
ast in order to view a specific breed of animal 
and its travel pattern. With the 40 ft. sensor 
range and weather resistant qualities, this cam-
era makes it possible to target animals with 
accuracy and clarity. Features: 4 Megapixels
USB cable included, Video capability, Rapid 
trigger speed, Large LCD screen. Memory 
Card Not Included. SD
 HNT-31180..................................$74.50

WildGame - 4MP Game Camera
The Wildgame 4 MP Digital Scouting Camera 
S4 is the ideal gadget for the hunting enthusi-
ast in order to view a specific breed of animal 
and its travel pattern. With the 40 ft. sensor 
range and weather resistant qualities, this cam-
era makes it possible to target animals with 
accuracy and clarity. Features: 4 Megapixels
USB cable included, Video capability, Rapid 
trigger speed, Large LCD screen. Memory 
Card Not Included. SD
HNT-31182..................................$79.50

WildGame - 4 MP Infrared Game Camera



Manage and edit game camera images in the field 
and simplify the transfer process from camera to 
computer or TV. Compatible with SD memory 
cards, this compact handheld viewing unit is four 
tools in one. It’s a portable viewer that enables you 
to see images taken by your memory-card-equipped 
game camera without having to remove the camera 
from its mount.  
HNT-31247.............................SALE: $99.00

Cuddeview Card Viewer
The M3’s USB 2.0 interface and support for 
newer high-speed memory cards allows fast, 
easy transfer of music, videos, photos or docu-
ments to and from all different kinds of portable 
devices. Works with 15 different flash card 
formats. Convenient small size, no power cable 
required Plug and play into any USB 2.0 or 1.1 
port   
HNT-31330......................SALE: $22.95

Transcend Card Reader

Compact Flash Card 2GB SD Card 4 GB
Transcend 2 GB Compact Flash card is de-
signed to use on high end camera systems. To 
ensure ultimate compatibility and speed, it oper-
ates in both dual-channel transfer and the Ultra 
DMA mode 4 standard.Works with Cuddeback 
CamerasHNT-31324...................... $25.95

Transcend 4 GB SD card is designed to use on 
high end camera systems. Data transfer rate: 
Up to 133X speeds. Easy to use plug in play. 
Works with Cuddeback Capture and Wildgame 
Cameras.  
HNT-31321.......................SALE: $14.95

Uncle Henry Staglon Hunting Knife W/ Sheath 
Schrade Knives - Uncle Henry Golden Spike 
Fixed Blade Knife with Imitation Stag Handles: 
Model SCH-153UH. 9 1/2” overall. 5” stainless 
blade. Imitation stag handle with brass finger 
guard and pommel. Brown leather belt sheath 
with pocket for sharpening stone, stone included.
HNT-31113..............................SALE: $28.50
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Uncle Henry Staglon Pocket Knife
Schrade Knives - Uncle Henry Signature Premium Stock-
man Pocket Knife with Delrin Stag Handles: Model SCH-
897UH. 3 1/2” closed. Stainless turkish clip, sheepsfoot 
and pen blades. Delrin stag handles with nickel silver 
bolsters and Uncle Henry inlay shield..   
HNT-31114..............................SALE: $18.95

Uncle Henry Fish Fillet Knife W/ Sheath
The Schrade Cutlery® Uncle Henry’s 
Steelhead Fillet Knife is a fillet blade that 
works with your specifications, this Schrade 
Cutlery® Uncle Henry’s Steelhead Fillet Knife 
is a cut above the rest. Blade Length: 7.5 Inch 
* Overall Length: 12 Inch
HNT-31115............................. $23.50

Schrade Tough Tool 
- Black

Multi tool features Teflon coated 
stainless steel tools and handle - 
Includes nylon sheath - 4 7/8” closed 
- 7” overall - Taylor, ST1NB.
HNT-31147........................ $19.50

Schrade Sharpfinger
With Sheath

Old Timer Sharpfinger fixed blade knife. 7.25” 
overall length, and includes a leather sheath. 

HNT 31142.......................................$21.50

Gut Hook Knife 
With Sheath

The Smith and Wesson Gut Hook Knife is 
the ideal tool for cleaning game. This knife 
has a black easy to grip rubberized handle 
and the blade is constructed of 420C 
Brushed Steel. Length: 9.5” Blade Length: 
4.87” Sheath Included with Belt Loop.
HNT-31112........................... $19.95

Lockable Gut Hook 
Knife With Sheath

The Folding Lockable Gut Hook Knife features 
an easy to grip rubberized handle and 420C 
brushed finished steel. Blade Length:4” Nylon 
Pocket Pouch Included.
HNT-31116.......................................$29.95

Cleaver Knife 
Combo W/ Sheath
The Cleaver Knife Combo Pack 
includes a cleaver, gut hook knife 
and caping knife. All knives are 
constructed with easy to grip rub-
berized handle and 420C brushed 
finished steel. Blade Lengths: 
Cleaver:6” Gut Hook: 4.3” Caper: 
3.25” Nylon Sheath Included.

HNT-31132...................$35.95

Hatchet Knife
Combo W/ Sheath

The Gut Hook & Hatchet Combo is 
perfect for any hunter. Both hatchet 
and knife are constructed with easy 
to grip rubberized handle and 420C 
brushed finished steel. Length: Knife 
9.5 “ Hatchet 10.75 Nylon Sheath 
with belt loop Included.
HNT-31130..................... $33.95
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3 Piece 35mm 
Rain Suit

This heavy duty 3 piece rain 
suit is perfect for outdoor work 
with the 35mm construction 
that will work in any rough 
environment. Top of the line 
heavy duty material. Not just 
your every day cheap rain suit. 
Color: Yellow Sizes: M - 2XL.   

HNT-32600.....M........$11.95
HNT-32610.....L.........$11.95
HNT-32620.....XL.......$11.95
HNT-32630.....XXL....$11.95

The 16” PVC Rain Boot is perfect for any outdoor 
activity in the wet. Completely water proof. Color: 
Black With Red Toe Sizes: 9-12.   

HNT-32504...................Size 9................$19.61
HNT-32506...................Size 10..............$19.61
HNT-32510...................Size 11..............$19.61
HNT-32512...................Size 12..............$19.61

16” Rubber Rain Boot

Dri Duck Cheyenne
Jacket With Hood

This best-selling work jacket continues 
to prove its worth with features like 
triple needle stitching and extra roomy 
pouch pockets. 12 oz quarry washed 
BOULDER CLOTH Canvas. Diamond 
quilted brushed tricot lined body and 
hood. Heavy duty metal zipper featuring 
custom DRI DUCK puller. Rib knit cuffs 
and waistband with spandex. Inside cell 
phone and patch pockets with snap clo-
sure. Articulated elbow. Sizes: M - XL.   

HNT-32310........................... Medium....................SALE:     $54.99
HNT-32315........................... Large.........................SALE:    $54.99
HNT-32320........................... X- Large...................SALE:     $54.99

Leather Palm Gloves are great for work and out-
doors. 2-1/2’’ safety cuff for extra wrist protection. 
Soft cotton-lined palms. One size fits all   

HNT-32402...............................................$3.12

Leather Palm Work Gloves

Excellent sensitivity and softness with  a keyston 
thumb for comfort and mobility. Durable palm patch 
makes a great glove for fencing. Size Large, XL

HNT-32424....................................$15.10

Premium Deer Skin Glove

Unlined Leather glove for work, home 
and garden. One size fits all   

HNT-32420.....................................$4.18

Split Leather
Drivers Gloves

Dri Duck Camo
Jacket With Hood

Features: 12 oz., quarry washed BOULDER 
CLOTH canvas. Diamond quilted brushed 
tricot lined body and hood. Heavy duty 
metal zipper featuring DRI DUCK puller. 
Rib knit cuffs and waistband with spandex. 
Inside cell phone and patch pockets with 
snap closure. Realtree AP Camo Pattern.
 
HNT-32325..........Med, L, XL.....$64.50

The Ragg Wool Thinsulate Insulated Glove is de-
signed for cold weather. Fingerless mitt with split 
leather palm for grip. Size large.
HNT-32430..........................................$9.27

Ragg Wool Thinsulate 
Insulated Glove

Brown Jersey Gloves. Great for hunting 
or recreational activities. One size fits 
all   

HNT-32400..........................$1.48

Brown Jersey Gloves

Dirt Digger Ladies 
Garden Glove

The Dirt Digger Ladies Garden Glove is excellent 
for gardening and general purpose. Extra textured 
coating for superb grip. Cotton Lining. Size Wom-
ens Small.
HNT 32408.........................................$4.10

Heavy duty split leather palm with extra long 9” vinyl 
gauntlet cuff to protect forearms from thorns, poison 
ivy and other prickly plants. Size Mens-Blue, Wom-
ens-Green.HNT-32410.................................$9.27

Thornguard Rose & Garden
Gloves

Camo Jersey Hunting Gloves. Great for 
hunting or recreational activities. One 
size fits all   

HNT-32440............................$3.12

Camo Jersey Gloves
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Mossy Oak Obsession Cap is the newest 
line of cap from Mossy Oak. 6 panel 
unstructured, garment washed brushed cot-
ton, tuck strap closure. Profile D.  
HNT-32166......................SALE: $9.95

Mossy Oak Obsession

Knit Watch Hat. One Size Fits All. Great 
for Cold Weather. Big Buck knitted on 
front. Blaze orange.  
HNT-32198......................SALE: $5.00

Orange Knit Cap

Ducks Unlimited Stacked logo, 6 panel 
unstructured, garment washed twill, Navy, 
White undervisor, tuck strap closure. 
Profile D.  
HNT-32156......................SALE: $9.95

Ducks Unlimited Navy

Ducks Unlimited® stacked logo, unstruc-
tured 6 panel, Pink garment washed cotton 
twill, pre-curved visor, White undervisor 
color matches logo, tuck strap closure. 
One Size Fits Most. Profile D.  
HNT-32151......................SALE: $9.95

Ducks Unlimited Pink

Blaze fur winter cap. Velcro Straps. One 
size fits all.
  
HNT-32188....................SALE: $12.00

Orange Hat W/ Ear Muffs

Remington® script and skull logo, Blaze 
polyester, Mossy Oak New Break-Up® 
pre-curved visor, invisible Velcro closure. 
Profile B.  
HNT-32181......................SALE: $9.95

Remington Skull

Balaclava 3 in 1 Face Cover, stretchable acrylic 
fleece, elastic cinching cord.
  
HNT-32194......................SALE: $9.95

Fleece 3 in 1 Mask

Netted Boonie, cotton air mesh camou-
flage, chin cord, Mossy Oak Break Up. 
Great for Turkey Hunting. One Size Fits 
Most.  
HNT-32201..................SALE: $12.95

Boonie With Facemask

Blaze vinyl trooper hat. Fold down ear 
muffs. Great for cold weather. One Size 
Fits Most.  
HNT-32191...................SALE: $12.95

Orange Trooper Hat

Boonie Reversible cap can be used in 
orange or Mossy Oak camo.

HNT-32200..................SALE: $17.95

Reversible Boonie

Original Scrusher Boot Cleaner

Scrusher Deluxe Boot Cleaner With Stand

Boot-clinging mud and snow doesn’t 
stand a chance against the Scrusher. 
Bottom bristles of stiff nylon thoroughly 
clean the soles, while the side bristles are 
softer poly so they won’t scratch the fin-
ish of your shoes or boots. Replaceable 
bristles ensure Scrushers last through 
many years of use.   

LWN-54380.............................$31.56

Deluxe Model - Great for garages, 
barns, shop areas, feed lots, ranches, 
etc. Bottom bristles of stiff nylon 
thoroughly clean the soles, while the 
side bristles are softer poly so they 
won’t scratch the finish of your shoes 
or boots. Heavy duty steel and hard 
maple base with rugged replaceable 
brushes.
   
LWN-54385.........................$52.95

Mossy Oak Fleece 
Radar Cap

Mossy Oak Fleece stretchable acrylic fleece, 
elastic cinching cord with small bill.
  
HNT-32175......................SALE: $9.95
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Opens for a complete playset. 
Two interactive loading areas. 
In the magic cornfield, press 
“water” to grow corn, or ride 
over to “harvest”. Includes 
expandable big red barn, tractor, 
wagon, one bale of hay, three 
animals, fence pieces and a 
farmer. Recommended for 12 
months and up. Size: 12.00”  x   
8.75”  x  13.00”
LWN-54292.......... $26.00

John Deere Big Red 
Barn Playset

1:16 John Deere 70 
Tractor with Disc

The John Deere Model A Tractor is 
an authentic die cast replica of the 
famous Model A.Size: 9.0” x 5.88” 
x 6.0” 
LWN-54329.....................$46.10

John Deer Tractor with plow and 
trailer. Great gift for any child. Size: 
12.0” x 5.55” x 7.0” 
LWN-54347........................$25.97

1:32 John Deere 
w/ Wagon & Plow

IH MC275 Case Tractor with 
plow die cast replica. Great gift 
for any child. Size: 16.0” x 5.5” 
x 5.5”  
LWN-54353...................$28.85

1:32 Case Tractor 
With Plow

John Deere Combine is an authentic die 
cast replica with cutting head. Great gift 
for any child
Size: 15.75” x 8.0” x 14.0”  
LWN-54356............SALE: $59.30

1:32 John Deere
Combine

A lights and sounds replica offering with 
opening hood, removable front weights, 
dual rear wheels, three point hitch.
LWN-54340.........JD..(Green)....$36.50
LWN-54340.........NH...(Blue)....$36.50
LWN-54340.........Case..(Red)....$36.50

1:16 Tractor w 
Lights & Sounds

Included in each set are ease-to-
assemble plastic buildings, life-
like human and animal figures, 
and a generous helping of acces-
sories for youngsters to harvest a 
bountiful crop of imaginary rural 
adventure. Unit Dimensions: 
14.125” x 12.625” x 5.125”.
LWN-54299.................$38.50

1:64 Farm Country 
Grain Playset

1:64 Dairy Barn 
Playset

Included in each set are ease-to-as-
semble plastic buildings, life-like hu-
man and animal figures, and a generous 
helping of accessories for youngsters to 
harvest a bountiful crop of imaginary 
rural adventure. Unit Dimensions: 
11.25 “ x 7.50 “ x 8.50 “
LWN-54297............................$38.50

Included in each set are ease-to-as-
semble plastic buildings, life-like human 
and animal figures, and a generous 
helping of accessories for youngsters to 
harvest a bountiful crop of imaginary ru-
ral adventure. Unit Dimensions: 14.125” 
x 12.625” x 5.125”.
LWN-54296...........................$38.50

1:64 Western Barn Playset

John Deere Big Wooden Barn

The roof of the barn opens for 
play on both sides, while the 
swing-open doors on both ends 
of the barn, and sliding doors and 
windows, allow for drive-thru play. 
The movable loft allows for easy 
interior access and the addition of 
5 bonus fence pieces offer even 
more fun and play. (Tractor and 
cows not included). Assembly 
Required Size: 24” x 18” x 18”
LWN-54298...................$87.00

1:16 John Deere 
XUV 620i Gator

The John Deere 620i Gator is an au-
thentic die cast replica of the famous 
Gator. This die-cast replica is very 
detailed down to a working steering 
wheel. Size: 9.0” x 5” x 6.38” 
LWN-54310..................$19.95
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This wagon is constructed of heavy-duty rust-
resistant steel, and rides on steel wheels with 
wide rubber knobby tires. The high stake 
sections are securely fastened to the wagon. 
Size: 43.0” x 21.5” x 21.5”.  
LWN-54285............Green............. $131.00

The John Deere 16” Heavy Duty Bicycle 
features front shocks and removable train-
ing wheels, a rear coaster brake and front 
hand brake for safety and measures 44” L 
x 31” H.

LWN-54270...............SALE: $105.00

John Deere 16” Bicycle 
With Training Wheels

John Deere 36” Wagon

This wagon is constructed of heavy-duty rust-
resistant steel, and rides on steel wheels with 
rubber tires. This is a great wagon for any child.
 Size: 29.0” x 14.0” x 4.5”.  
LWN-54280.................................... $55.00

John Deere 28” Wagon

John Deere Mighty Trike

Your play yards and driveways 
are no match for this rugged 
three-wheeler. The John Deere 
Green and Yellow Tuff Trax 
trike is constructed of tubular 
steel, includes an adjustable 
seat and features large rubber 
tires with thick tread. Kids will 
grow out of it before they grow 
tired of it! Recommended for 
ages 3 and over. Measures 34” 
l x 26” h.
LWN-54275.............. $124.00

The John Deere Kids 36-Inch Pink Stake 
Wagon is a hit with little girls and parents 
alike. Blooming with color, this wagon 
will delight any little girl. This wagon is 
constructed of heavy-duty rust-resistant 
steel, and rides on steel wheels with wide 
rubber knobby tires. The high stake sections 
are securely fastened to the wagon. Features 
easy steering and easy-to-grab handle. Size: 
43.0” x 21.5” x 21.5”.  
LWN-54286............Pink............ $131.00

John Deere 36” Wagon

9.6v Rechargeable battery with charger. 
4 AA batteries included. 24” Length. 
22 minute continuous run time on 
full charge. 30 foot transmitter range. 
Articulated steering. Dual wheels. 
Working headlights and cab lights. 
Back-up warning signal. 3 speeds--each 
with unique engine sound. Lock/unlock 
mode. Horn. Forward/reverse/left/right 
steering. Opening grille and hood to 
reveal engine detail. Opening cab door 
to reveal detailed interior.49 MHZ 
 LWN-54367......................$139.99

* Full function radio control
* Ready to run with 9.6V rechargeable battery
* Super fast off road speed
* Two frequencies available(27 MHz and 49 MHz)
* Trademark super bouncy tires
* Ultra tough Monster Treads styling
* 16”x9”x9.75”             ** 5 STAR PRODUCT RATING !!!
LWN-54368.................................................................$87.00

John Deere 4WD RC 
24”Tractor 9420

1:32 John Deere 7930 
Radio Control Tractor

Ready to run with all batteries included, this 
highly detailed replica features full func-
tion radio controlled action. Other features 
include realistic lights, sounds and digital 
proportional controls. 7” X 3.25” X 4.25”

LWN-54366............................. $69.50

1:8 John Deere Radio
Control Gator
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SPring Poultry Products On Sale !
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1502 Sportsman Cabinet 
Egg Incubator  $725.00

 See Pages 6-14

Meat Grinders & 
Food Processing

Poultry Laying Nests 
& Coops

 See Pages 28-32

Poultry Feeders and 
Waterers

 See Pages 24-27

Chick Bator Egg
Incubator

Hova Bator Large 
Window Egg

Incubator  

 $19.50

 $113.00


